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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
r.'tay 19, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

President B. J. Prochaska called the meeting to order at
4: 15. The minutes of the meeting of Apr•11 24 were read and
approved. Dr. Prochaska introduced Colonel Hare, Department
of Military Science, replacement Senate member for the summer
months for Major King. He then introduced Professor Cecil Godley,
cha.1rman or the Universlty 's self-study for 1970-71, for an
explanation or the nature and purposes or the self-study.
D~. Godley outlined briefly the composition and purposes of
the twelve Uni versity-·wide comm..i.. ttees which will do the major
share of the study, and added that mambers of these ~d all .
departmental and college committees will be reported in full
in the August Clemson Newsletter. He emphasized that committees
are composed of staff, faculty, and students, following a
decision by the administration that this would make the study
more effec·ci ve than the appointment of' Dea.i,s and other officials
to such bodies.
President Prochaska reported to the Senate that he had
so far attended only one University committee meeting, that

of the Educational Council. He called attention of the Senate
to a report on campus unrest, now available for study, prepared
by the American Council on Education.
He aleo reported on the
first meeting of the Senate Advisory Committee, at which ap
pointments to standing committees were made and a calendar of
meeting dates for the year set up.
Then , in response to the specific requaat of several
members of the Senate, lfho had been instructed by colleagues
to so 1nfo~m themselvea, President Prochaska read an objective,
chronological review of the events which comprise the so-called
"McMains Case," that is, the events leading up to the dismissal
or Mr. H. F. McMa1ns, D~pa:rtment of Social Stud..1.es, from his
Univer·sity teaching appointment, and &1 outline of the subseque?1t
appointment, at Mr. McMa111s' request, or a grievance committee
i;o investigate the .facts. President Prochaska also read the
Faculty Manual statement concerning the formation., duties, and
procedures of such a committee a.,d explained that this outline
had been followed exactly.
At the request of several members of the Senate, President
Prochaska read aloud the findings of the grievance committee
1n the case and the letter~to the Senate from Dean Victor Hurst,
which, in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Faculty
Manu~l, detailed the adm.tn1strat1on·a response to the committee's
findings and the administration's decision concerning dispoa1tion
of the case. President Prochaslca then reported that Mr. McMains
had accepted the University's offer in settlement, and that the
matter was considered closed.
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When requested by the Senate to do so, Professor Hugh Adams,
Senate member and also a member of the Clemson chapter or the
American Association ot University Professors, reported that
so far as the local AAUP chapter was concerned, the case was
also closed.
There remained, however, the concern and contusion of
Senate members about the provision 1n the Faculty Manual
governing public utterances by faculty members. A Senate
resolution calling for the administration to clarity both this
provision and its interpretations in practioe had been referred
by the administration to "the _groups rewriting the Faculty
Manual next year." Senate members, however, reported that the
University's self-study committees had been -told that they would
not rewrite established University policies, and the Senate
has not been 1nstruct!!d or authorized to make such a revision·.
President Prochaska agreed to request clarification ot the
status or the Senate's resolution and ot the matter of the
Manual revision.

Dr. J.C. Mullins, Chairman of the Welfare Committee,
reported that the following matters would be the Committee's
immediate concern:
1. the composition of the Clemson Newsletter;
2. faculty facilities in the proposed student Union;
3. athletic facilities available ror faculty use (to be
undertaken by Dr. Joel Brawley on the Senate's behalf);
4. the matter or reimbursement tor travel;
5. the University's vacation and leave policies;
6. at the request or the Senate, the matter or 12 months'
payment tor 9-month employees, now handled through a
bank rather than directly by the University;
1. at the request of the Senate, the possibility or
having the University deposit faculty salary checks
directly with local banks;
8. at the request of the Senate, the disparity between
the status of an employee retiring at 65 and one
retiring earlier, the former or whom may convert
accumulated leave time into pay, while the latter
may not.

Dr. John Idol, Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee, reported no action as yet.
Dr. J. c. Fanning, Jr., Chairman of the Research Committee ,
reported the formation ot two sub-committees, headed by himself

and Professor J. W. Hubbard. The Committee also decided to
invite branch station members to attend meet1ng·s ·whenever their
advice was needed; but not invite a man to permanent membership
on the committee, a possibility which .had been suggested by the
Senate Advisory Committee. The Research Committee intends to
investigate the possibility or a eentral research facility on
campus, the problem or annual leave tor 12-month personnel, and
the problem or page charges tor the publ1cat1on · or research
articles, tor which some budgetary provision might be allowed.
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Professor Hugh Adams, Chairman of the Policy Committee,
reported the formulation ot a resolution concerning Faculty
Manual revision, but recommended its being tabled pending
clarification of the rewriting of the Manual.
A motion by Professor J. L. Arbena conceniing official
University endorsement and promotion or specific academic programs
not required for graduation was referred to the Admissions and
Scholarship Committee for consideration.
A second motion by Professor Arbena concerning the pos
sibility of an official statement of Clemson•s purposes as
seen by the faculty, requested by the self-study committee on
aims and purposes, was referred by the Senate to the Policy
Committee .

Dr. R. F. Borgman requested consideration of a method by
which outside speakers invited to the campus might be better
scheduled to avoid conflicts and attract a larger audience.
This was referred to the Admissions and Scholarship Committee.
Dr . J.C. Mullins requested that the Admissions and
Scholarship Committee also consider the present academic
requirements for athletic grants-in-aid. He pointed out
that the ACC requirement (an entrance score of 800) would
disqualify some 200 Clemson students according to current
enrollment figures. On the other hand, if the NCAA standard
of a predicted GPR of 1.6 were adopted, experience suggests
that we could expect the students to have a final average
GPR of l.l. The matter was put in the hands of the Committee.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Absent:

Ruth L. Hays; M. K. Richardson.

cl..

l~y~~~'WI.

Corinne H.
Secretary

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
June 16, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

President B. J. Prochaska called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m.
The minutes of the meeting of May 19 were read and approved with the
deletion of the phrase "the problem of annual leave for 12 month
personnel" from the report of matters to be considered by the Research
Committee. President Prochaska called attention to two announcements:
the appointment of Dr. Joe Allen, Dr. Norman Olsen, and Dr. Chris Alley
to the University Speakers' Bureau; and the clarification of the revision
of the Faculty Manual, which Dean Hurst indicates is to be the duty of
the Faculty Senate, and which is to be undertaken soon.
President
Prochaska also reported thet he had just returned from a meeting of the
Board of Trustees.
Professor J. A. Hash gave the report of the Welfare Committee: the
question of annual leave has been held for further study; the committee
had no suggestions to make concerning faculty facilities for the new
Student Union Building and solicited suggestions from the Senate; the
question of improving the Clemson Newsletter had been discussed and
Administration representatives consulted, with the result that the
committee recommended no Senate action, other than to request that
departments be more selective in submission of items for publiaation.
Dr. John Idol reported for the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee. The matter of the Administration's sponsorship of certain
optional academic programs is still under discussion. Professor Idol
moved the adoption of a resolution recommending that the University
Speakers' Bureau be notified of and publicize the appearance on campus
of speakers whose subjects might be of interest to the community at
large, though their appearance were sponsored by and designed for a
specific department. The motion was defeated with the suggestion that
the Speakers' Bureau be consulted about what they could and would be
willing to do in this re~ard before their cooperation be asked, and
that the University News Bureau facilities be utilized by those
bringing speakers to campus.
Professor Idol detailed the current Atlantic Coast Conference
controversy concerning elimination of the requirement of an 800 SAT
entrance score for participation in athletics and receipt of athletic
grants-in-aid. Dean Kenneth N. Vickery is currently sampling the
performance of past Clemson students with lower entrance scores in order
to facilitate Clemson's part in the upcoming deliberations of a
committee of college presidents of ACC member schools. Professor Idol
added that, whereas Dr. J.C. Mullin had indicated that over 200 Clemson
students were presently affected by the restrictions, the number is
somewhat less; fewer than 50 freshmen each year, otherwise qualified for
and admitted to the University, are barred from athletics by low SAT
scores, and a number of these drop out of Clemson before their third
or fourth year. The need for a faculty recommendation on this matter
is not urgent, since President Caldwell of North Carolina State
University , chairman of the ACC investigating committee, is absent on
three mm .tbs' leave. The committee therefore will study the matter
in further detail, including reports and statistics compiled by the
administration.
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Professor J. W. Hubbard presented the report of the Res earch
Committee. For the committee he moved adoption of a resolution calling
for investigation of the needs for and possibilities of establishing
a campus-wide research center, which passed unanimously:
The Pacutty Senate recommends that information and
dat~ be assembled to determine the needs of various research
interests. It is further recommended that future bui tding
and development plans incorporate items, services, equi pment,
and facilities ~hioh are essential to research progres s .

Two further items are to be considered by this committee : faculty
priorities in the computer center; and an examination of the patent
policy outlined in the Faculty Manual.
Dr. Hugh Adams gave the repor t of the Policies Committee, including
reading a draft of a faculty statement on University purpose. I t was
recommended unanimously that this statement be sent to all ot her
Faculty Senate committees for careful examination, their reports to be
presented to the Senate by the September meeting.
The first item of new business concerned a resolution presented by
a group of faculty members, represented by D.R. LaTorre, M. W. Jutras,
F. J. Keller, and G.D. Riggs . Dr. LaTorre briefed for the Senate
the current University administrational organization, as outlined in
the Faculty Manual, and the new organization which will go into effect
on July 1, 1970, following the creation of three new administrative
posts: Dean of Graduate Studies and Research; Dean of Undergraduate
Studies; and Dean of Extension. It was pointed out to the Senate
that:
1) this change of structure represents a unilateral decision of
the Administration, approved by the Board of Trustees, the faculty
having been neither consulted nor advis ed of the proposed reorgan
ization;
2) the reorganization removes the faculty one step further from
the decision making apparatus of the University;
3) this reorganization, coming just before a self-study is
undertaken, appears to cast doubt on the Administration's faith in
the study, part of which is devoted to an analysis and evaluation
of the University organization;
4) the faculty is deeply disturbed by the news that, as of July 1,
certain policy mak1n~ bodies, whose duties and responsibilities are
clearly outlined in the Faculty Manual (such committees as the
Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Council), are to be reduced
to the status of advisory groups, a~ain without the advice or
consent of the faculty. Such action will severely reduce the
influence of the faculty on policy and curriculum matters and would
permit the new deans to effect chan~es in these areas without
faculty study and consent.
Dr. LaTorre moved the adoption of the following resolution~

1
the pre6ent
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It ~e recommended by the Faculty Senate that
st~tue of the Curriculum Committee, Graduate Council, and other
suoh oommittees be rstained until a thorough study can be made
of these committees by the Faculty Senate. The study will be
made to determine the purposes, zt0lss, functions, and general
structurs of the committees and to make recommendations
concerning their future. The Faculty Senate requests the
participation of the Administ7ation in this study.
This motion passed unanimously.
Professor Robert F. Borgman presented a recommendation for
committee study of the possibility of formal organization of the Graduate
Faculty and reorganization of the Graduate Council, which was passed
unanimously.
Professor J. A. Hash moved adoption of the Welfare Committee's
resolution on a revision of the University's retirement policy, which
the committee describes as discriminatory:
The Faculty Senate recommends that the University
Retirement Poticy of October t8, t966 be amended to include
the same r~~hts and privileges for those employees who may
elect to retire before reaching mandatory retirement age as
for those who retire at mandatory age.
1

This resolution was passed unanimously.
Professor J. W. Hubbard moved adoption of a proposal by the
Research Committee concerning the growing practice of professional
journals to charge a fee for publishing papers:
The Faculty Senate recommends that due notice be taken
of pubtication charges and their growing importance in
research budgets, and that appropriate budgetary ptans be
made for them by the UnivePsity administration.
This resolution was passed unanimously.
Professor E. B. Rogers called attention of the Senate to the value
of Alumni Professorships and suggested that some formal expression of
the faculty's appreciation of these grants be made to the Clemson
alumni. It was agreed that such a statement be formulated by the
appropriate committee.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:53 p.m.
Absentees represented by official summer replacements:
Member
Replacement
McNatt
McGregor
Gilliland
Kersey
King
Hare
Fanning
Bacon
Also absent were: Vernon Hodges; M. K. Richardson; J.C. Mullin.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
July 21, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

Presi dent B;· J . Prochaska called the meeting to order at 4 :21 p . m.
After two alternates were introduc ed (Reel for Arbena and Thompson
for Godbout) the minutes of the meeting of June 16 were approved as
circul ated .
President Prochaska reported the formation of three ad hoc
committees: Committee A to study revision of the Faculty Manual will
be chaired by M. W. Jutras; Committee B to study the Borgman proposal
on the Graduate Faculty and the c omposition of University standing
committees will be chaired by R. F. Borgman, and a further non-senate
member, s . M. Lukawecki, has been added t o the group; the third group ,
the Committee to study faculty nee ds in the new student union, wi l l
be chaired by V. s. Hodges .
President Prochaska also reported on several suggestions for the
speeding of Senate business that were approved by the Senate Advisory
Committee: the president will pas s directly to comm1~tP~ certain
proposed resolutions that need investigation before discussion;
prior to the meetings, as many proposed resolutions as possible will
be circulated in mimeographed form for study in advance of the meeting
time; and the minutes will be simi larly c irculated, rather than r e ad
aloud at each meeting, and only changes or cnrrec tions will be
discussed .
President Prochaska reported on the status of the res olutions
passed at the June Senate meeting as follows :
the Administration request s further specific information
about the proposed central rese arch fa c ility;
the Administration does not plan to change the status of
such committees as the Curr1eulum Committee and the Graduate
Counci l during the coming academic year, although ther e wi ll be
membershi p changes, includ ing t he addit ion of s tudent members;
the Admin istration ls chec king t he ret i rement poli c ies
brought intc qm•s tion by the Senat e • s resol1•tion ;
the Admini stration p~edges its c ont inued s upport for
resear ch, a s well as for other Universi ty a ctivities, with
special note of the rising cost of r ese arc h oublic ation o
President Pr ochaska announced t hat, following the resignation
of Dean Co V . Aucoin to return to fu l l time teaching, department
heads of the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences have
been asked to nomi nate faculty member s to a committee to work with
the Admin1strat1or to find a qualified repla~ement as dean; the
faculty should know of the Administration's desire to consult t he
faculty in this i mportant ~attP~ o Pr esident Prochaska a dded t hat
since, as of Jul y 1, t here is a new c ollege, the. College of Forests
and Re creational Resourc e s> in the Un1VP ~s1t y, t here will be an
additional Senate member 1n t he fal l t o repre sent that c ollege. and
there will be a mandaton't"y r-e-... pportionment or the Senate to accomrn rn~ate
the new c ollPgP. 1P J?ph ·1.,a ""
07rt., - ~ , r 0v1 rj Af i ,
.... ~opst1 tn
• .,
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President Prochaska read a letter from Professor J. V. Brawley,
who represents the Senate on the Athletic Facilities Committee,
outlining the tentative plans for renovation of Fike Field House
and soliciting suggestions from the faculty for additions or changes
in those plans .
President Prochaska concluded his announcements with a call for
volunteers to help with the August orientation program for new
faculty and staff .
Professor J.C. Mullins reported that the Welfare Committee had
not met, but presented their tentative agenda: examination of annual
leave policies, inequities in promotion policies, complaints about
housing allocations, travel payment policies, and in response to
Professor Brawley's let ter, suggestions about the renovation of the
field house.
Professor J. L. Idol reported for the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee. He circulated a copy of a procedure sheet which the
committee hopes to send to all deans and department heads which might
help their making more efficient use of the University News Bureau
to publicize speakers and seminars. He added that two matters are
still under the study of his committee: athletic grants-in-aid
requirements, and the Administration's endorsement of specific
optional academic programs.
Professor J. C. Fanning, Jr. reported that the Resea,:uh Committee
was concerned with formulating a questionnaire which would answer
many of the Administration's questions about the need and use ffor a
central research facility on campus, and that on the committee's
agenda was examination of compl aints and suggestions about the
computer center.
Professor H. D. Adams reported that the Policy Commlttee had not
met since the Senate meeting in June, and reminded Senate members
that the faculty statement of University purpose would be on the
Senate agenda at the September meeting, by which time Senators should
have had a chance to study it and formulate specific suggestions f or
change.
Professor J.C. Mullins presented the first item or new business,
a motion to endorse and to request circulation to all faculty,
students, and staff of the University Board of Trustees' statement
of policy concerning conduct (dated May 28, 1965). After a second
to the motion, three amendments were proposed, seconded, discussed,
and voted in turn, only one amendment (to delete words suggesting
urgency in time) passing. The final resolution, as amended, which
passed by a vote of 15 to 10, reads as follows:
Ths Faoulty Senate endo~sss and suppo~ts the
"Poli<Jy Conaerning Conduat of Studsnts and Employees
of Clsmson Unive~si.ty" as app~oved by th• Boazed of
Tzeustees of Clemson Univezesity, May 28, 1985. It is
fuzethe~ l"esolved that the above stated poliay should
be disseminated to alt students, faculty, and smploysss .
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Some of those who dissented from the approval of the
resolution wished the m1nutes to reflect that a number of
negative votes were not opposed to the spirit of the Board
of Trustees' policy statement, but rather reflected a serious
difference about the wording of the statement. Several of
those voting against the resolution to endorse the statement
wished it known that, were the wording of the policy changed,
they would endorse it whole heartedly.
Professor Mullins moved a second proposed resolution
requesting the Senate to remind all faculty and staff that it
is their responsibility to "see that students abide by existing
regulations concerning proper dress on campus. Further, dress
regulations should be amplified to clearly indicate that
clothing shall be kept in a reasonably hygienic state." This
motion was defeated.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m .
Respectfully submitted,

tt~.#4-,
..

Corinne H. Sawyer, Secretary

Absentees:

M. W. Jutras; E.T. Sims; R. L. Hays; J. ·w. Hubbard;
J. K. Johnson; w. E. Castro; G.D. Riggs;
E. A. Vaughn; B. c. Caffrey.

/()
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
August 18, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

President B. J. Prochaska called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as circulated. President
Prochaska made the following announcements:
1.
Professors J.C. Mullins and J.C. Fanning were thanked for
their helo in the program of orientation for the new faculty .
2.
Since the Senate's Ad Hoc Committee B was designed to include
members of the Administration, Deans Claud B. Green and Arnold E. Schwartz
will serve as working members of that committee.
3.
Two appointments to the University Traffic and Parking
Committee were announced: Rose Godbout, to serve until June 30, 1973,
and Henry W. Grac,en to continue on the committee until June 30, 1972.
President Prochaska added that appointments will shortly be made to four
additional University committees: Admissions, Patents, Safety and Fire,
and Disciplinary.
4.
In endorsing the Board of Trustees' "Policy Concerning Conduct
of Students and Employees of Clemson University" at the July meeting.
Senate members had expressed some concern over the wording of certain
parts of the policy statement. President Prochaska pointed out that,
to his knowledge, part of the purpose of the Disciplinary Committee
was to aid in implementing that Board of Trustees' policy, which was
one of the matters that had concerned the Senate.
5.
President Prochaska reported that the Senate will shortly
receive a statement from the Administration concerning last year's
resolution requesting the elimination of re-examinations for seniors.
Reports of the standing committees of the Senate began with the
report by Professor J. c. Mullins on activities of the Welfare Committee.
Still under study are the matters of annual leave, and inequities in
promotion and teaching loads, while the matter of travel pay has been
tabled for the time being. The Committee has prepared a statement on
faculty housing, taken from material furnished by the Housing Office,
to present to Ad Hoc Committee A (on revision of the faculty manual},
and recommends that such a statement be included in the revised manual.
Finally, a letter is in preparation to Dean Hurst outlining the
Committee's findings on an investigation of certain retirement policy
problems.
Professor John Idol reported for the Committee on Admissions and
Scholarship that the letters advising department heads and deard of
publicity channels for seminar speakers had been distributed. No
further committee action ect10P was undertaken in \he previous month .
Professor J.C. Fanning reported for the Research Committee on
the development of the questionnaire which will be circulated
investigating present research equipment and facilities and the possil1le
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ror a central research facility. The Committee had also discussed
the statement of the University puroose and patent policies without
reaching conclusions.
Professor H. D. Adams reported that the Policy Committee had not
met since the last Senate meeting of July. He read a letter to him
from the national headquarters of the American Association of University
Professors which expressed approval of the Senate's request for
clarification of the Administration's position on public statements
by Clemson employees. The letter pointed out a fundamental problem in
the University's request that employees avoid identification with
Clemson, adding that such identification is traditional across the
country as a privilege of University personnel and urges the faculty
at Clemson to continue in their efforts for a clear statement of the
policy which will be enforced. AAUP further promised that they would
take an active interest in any case in which this policy resulted in
dismissal of a staff member, should that case not be resolved at the
local level. The Administration, which received a copy of the AAUP's
letter, has advised the faculty through the President of the Senate
that should any revision or amendment be made to this policy, it would
be appropriate that this be done through the efforts of the Faculty
Senate.
Professor M. W. Jutras, Chairman of Ad Hoc Committee A, reported
that the group would meet on Thursday, August 20, with Dean Hurst for
a preliminary discussion of its responsibilities and duties.
Professor R. F. Borgman reported that Ad Hoc Committee Bis
undertaking a survey of other colleges and universities regarding the
status, procedures, respons1bilities, and limitations of graduate
faculties and councils elsewhereo
Professor Vernon Hodges reported that the Ad Hoc Committee for
the Student Union had considered at length the report and summary
presented by the Unive· ·sity wide committee on the Union and had
talked with Dean Walter Cox and Professor J. L. Young, who had worked
on the pro,1ect for an eight year period. He read out portions of the
report including a detailed list of facilities proposed for the main
Union Building, pointing out that certain of the major facilities would
have to be deleted for lack of funds: the post office, the book store,
food services, and possibly the theatre.
Professor Hodges presented his Committee's conclusion that the
remaining main building comprised primarily meeting rooms for special
interest groups and student government, and either had lost or never
had those services and facilities which would attract either the
faculty or the student body at large in sufficient numbers, so that the
remaining plan could best be characterized as of questionable value
as an all-campus center where students and faculty could mingle socially.
Discussion from the floor expressed great Senate concern with the lack
or provision for faculty recreation or social activity, but even
greater concern that the presently planned Union would prove to be of
little value to the student body.

- 3At this point, Professor J.C. Mullins, Chairman of the Welfare
Committee, reported on the study made by that committee with respect
to the student athletic facilities which are currently a portion of
the Union plans. These plans call for the expenditure of approximately
$3-million for the remodelling and enlargement of Fike .?:i.eld House,
which presently houses the Athletic Department, for student use, and
in addition for the building of a new structure to house the displaced
Athletic Department. His committee had prepared a resolution
recommending re-examination of these plans, and had passed it to the
Administration, before presentation to the Senate, to check the accuracy
or the facts in the arguments.
Professor Mullins was pleased to report that, having learned of
the Senate's concern with the problems involved in the field house
renovation, the Administration suggested that the project be held in
abeyance until the details could be studied further and comparative
advantages of various alternatives be weighed in greater de ~ail.
Professor Mullins reported that his committee was grateful for the
Administration's understanding and spirit of cooperation, and added
that no resolution was therefore needed on the Fike Pield House
renovation at this t•me.
In the discussion which followed~ the opinion was expressed
that Clemson students genuinely need a full physical activities program,
and some interest in the establishment of an academic unit for
physical education was , xpressed. It was pointed out that Clemson
once had the activities or a military oriented school, but since it
became a full university, the needs of the students for physical training
and activities had not been met. Serious consideration should be given
to a new University unit for physical education, as well as the present
concern with extra-curricular activities.
General interest in faculty facilities and/or a faculty club at
the University was expressed, and Professor Hodges' Ad Hoc Committee
was instructed to solicit opinions from the Senate and the faculty
at large to prepare specific suggestions that might be presented to
the Administration for i'aculty use of the new Union.
In the light of this discussion, and considering that the Senate
felt that the faculty should both support and share responsibility
with the administration for re-examination of plans which had moved so
far toward their final stages, it was decided to move for a re
examination of the Union project; after considerable discussion, the
motion was presented by Professor G.D. Riggs, seconded by
Professor D.R. LaTorre in the following form:
The Faculty Senate ~equeats the Administ~ation to
Pecok sideP the allocation of the entire $6-mitlion
p~ovided for construction of a University Union Building.

The motion passed by a vote of 17 to 7, with 2 abstentions.
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Professor R. F. Borgman presented a resolution prepared by

•

Ad Hoc Committee B, seconded by Professor N.D. Camper, which was
preoared in the belief that the Faculty should be kept fully informed
on 1.tems of importance concerning graduate study :
The Faculty Senate ~esolves that the minut~ of the
G~aduate Council should be published in the Ne~slette~ .

The motion was passed 24 too, with 2 abstentions.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m.
Respectfully

~·

Absentees :

H. Sawyer, Secret ary
J. Po Crouch; T. R. King; G. W. Gray; J. K. Johnson;
M. K. Richardson; W. E. Castro; B. C. Oaffrey ;
W. C. Whitten .

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
Septe,mber 8, 1970

Olin Hall Library

President B~ J. Prochaska called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m.
The minutes of the previous meetlng were corrected to read "deans "
instead of' "dean" (p. l, par. 8, line· 2) and to omit the second word
"action" (p. 1, par. 8., line 4), both typographical errors; then the
minutes were approved as corrected.
President Prochaska called the Senate's attention to the
circulated list of appointments to University Committees: E. A. Vaughn
t o Admissions; E. B. Rogers to Patent; M. K. Richardson to Safety
and Fire Prevention; and Jo Ann McNatt to Disciplinary. Four alternate
members of the Disciplinary Committee were also named: N. D. Camper,
M. K. Jutras, F. J. Keller, and Corinne Sawyer. President Prochaska
has been notified that the Faculty Senate needs to recommend one
faculty member to President Edwards for appoi ntment to the Disciplinary
Committee and needs to appoint two alternates . It was mutually agreed
that the Advisory Committee would handle this matter.
Concerning the Senate's res olution callin~ for ·the abolishment
of the re-examination ror graduatin;1s seniors, President Prochaslca
announced that the Administration would appreciate a specific poll
of faculty-wide opinion on this matter, since the measure was
instituted at the request of the faculty in 1958 to remedy the then
existing problem of lengthy debates in faculty meetings about
prospective graduates who lacked several grade points for the
required G.P. R. The Admissions and Scholarship Committee was
instructed to undertake the poll .
President Prochaska announced the election of a new Senate
member, Professor Koloman Lehotsky, represent ing the newly formed
College of Forestry and Recreati onal Resources. He then acknowledged
receipt of a letter from Joe. Sherman, Director of Alumni Relations,
containing a resolution passed by the Clemson Alumni Association,
the contents or which were r ead by the Senate Secretary. It noted the
important role of the university in the world and the growing problems
brought about by violence on campuses across the country; noting that
both faculty and student body must be kept free both from coercion
from any source and from conflict and violence, the resolution went on:
RESOLVED, that the Clemson University Alumni Association
affirms its support of the present policies and actions of
the Clemson University Board of Trustees, President
Robert ·c. Edwards, the Clemson University Administration and
Faculty and be 1t further
RESOLVED, that the Clemson University Alumni Association
extends a special vote of confidence to the Board of Trustees,
President Edwards, the Adminis tration, and Faculty in
acknowledgement of our trust in their ability to meet the
enormous challenges of the future calmly, fairly, and
forthrightly ••••
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The resolution further commended the Clemson student body for its
continued maintaining of high standards in these troubled times,
and the Alumni Association pledged its continued dedication to the
increasing excellence of the University.
President Prochaska then called attention to a continuing
problem, that of late resignation by faculty and staff. He pointed
out that there is an unwritten agreement among members of the academic
community that recruitment for new staff shall not be conducted
aiuong other colleges' sta~fs during the last 90 days before the
beginning of the new academic year. Yet starr members have been
proselytized from Clemson as late as one month from the beginning of
Clemson's fall semester, violating the understanding and creating
problems for both the Adm1n·1 strat1on and the remaining faculty.
CoDDDents from the floor po1nte4 out that one's salary is part of
one's working conditions and it was stated that, because of
peculiarities in this s tate's legislative process, a faculty member
does not know what his exact salary at Clemson will be until after
the 90-day period in question. Following additional discussion, it
was suggested that early notification of intention to re-employ and
of at least the suggested aalary fo:r the coining year might be made a
uniform procedure throughout the University, in order to help faculty
members decide on their own courses of action ror the eoming year
well in advance or the 90-day deadline.
Reporting on the reso.l utions passed at the last meeting of the .
Faculty Senate, President P~ochaska stated that the Administration is
reconsidering allocation of the funds for the Unive~sity Union, ~ut
that no decisions have been .announced, n~r has any specific change
yet been suggested. In response to the Senate's resolution concerning
publication or Graduate Council minutes, a letter from .Dean Schwartz
to Dean Hurst, forwarded to the Senate, states that the Graduate
Council at a recent meeting agreed to publish the actions of that
body in the Newsletter.
There was no report from the Welfare Committee.
Professor dOhn Idol, reporting for the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee, read a proposed resolution that faculty members receive
computer print-outs of grades given, to insure that these matched
the grades they intended each student to have. The proposal was held
in committee because of implementation problems. The committee also
is taking no action at this time in the matter of Administrative
endorsement of specific academic programs, but will reconsider if
circumstances warrant in the future. Professor Idol also moved on
behalf or the committee the final form of the much-discussed
resolution, seconded by Professor D.R. LaTorre:
·
The PacuZty Senate suppoPts the P~ssldent of
Clemson Uni.Ue?sity in his decision that the
Attantic Coast Confe:rsnoe should etiminate ths
Fequil'ement that a p1'06p8cti.Ve studsnt-athtet•
must sool'e a minimum of 800 ~n the SAT as a
pl'e:reqttisite fort eti.gi.bi'l,lty to zteoeive a gl'ant
tn-aid and/op paPti.cipate in intel'coit~giate
athleti.os.

/6
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The motion passed 21 to 4. Some concern was expressed that
athletes not be given special privileges in the other direction,
however, -and that they should not be admitted with lower scores
than those considered acceotable for a freshman who is not an
athlete.
There was no report from the Research Committee.
Professor Hugh Adams reported for the Policy Committee the
deci sion to table the question of revising University policies to
meet accepted national st~~~~r~s.
He announced that the proposed
statement of University purpose would be r evised to accommodate
various suggest i ons and comments from other Senate committees and
~nd1v1dual members. Then on behalf of the Committee, Professor
Adams presented a resolution designed to recognize the importance
of the Alumni Professorships which are provided as part of the
Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund, seconded by W. C. Whitten:
Phe PPesidsnt of the Faaulty Senate is empo~e~ed
and diPeated to e~p~ess the app~aoiation of ths
Ssnate to the Ctemson Alumni Assoaiation foP the
Atumni PPofessoPshipe, a stimulus to impPove
teaehing at Ctemgon Unive~sity.

The motion passed u..~animously.
Professor r.1. W. Jutras reported that Ad Hoc Comm1 ttee A
(revision of the manual for faculty members) had met with Dean Hurst
and would meet again on September 17.
Profe ssor R. F. Borgman, for Ad Hoc Committee B (graduate faculty
and standing committees of the University) presented Senate members
with a mimeographed digest of the major points of discussion in a
meeting of his committee. He called special attention to the item
stating that the Graduate Council advises on but does not direct
Graduate School policy, and to the change, now in progress, or
membership on the Council, reducing faculty representation to one
per college and adding two student members.
Professor Vernon Hodges being absent to attend a meeting of the
University Union Building Committee, Professor B. J. Skelton
reported for his Ad Hoc Committee that a letter requesting suggestions
for facilities from the faculty had been drafted and would be
circulated. It was pointed out from the floor that many faculty
members had been reluctant to ask for faculty facilities in a
"Student" Union, but since funds were allocated specifically for a
"University" Union, requests ror faculty accommodations were quite
in order.
As the first item of new business, Professor Hugh Adams mo~red
that, since the giving or honorary d~grees had become
forma
and might tend to cheapen a Clemson honorary degree, _sue presentations
be limited to
very special occasions and to extraordinary
circumstances o An amendment to change the resolution to read ·tha·c
the giving or such degrees be terminated, presented by

prh
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~4Professor J. C. Mullins, seconded by Professor E. B. Rogers, was
defeated 18 to 3. The final motion as presented, seconded by
Professor E. B. Rogers, was~
The awarding of hono~aPy deg~ees should be
limited to oceasione of speciat significance
to the UnivePsity ~hen the a~aPding would
clea~ty expPess the ideats of thG University
or Pecognise exoeptjonat attainment.

This motion passed by a vote of 25 to 1.
Professor Lehotsky pointed out that it was extremely difficult
for some Senate members, who had late labs, to attend Senate
meetings.
Professor J. c. Mullins moved that meeting times be
advanced to 4:45, seconded by Professor J.A.· Hash. The motion was
defeated 19 to 8. It was moved and seconded, however, that Senate
President Prochaska be requested to write to deans and department
heads requesting that consideration be given to Faculty Senators
with respect to the scheduling of their classes, so as not to
conflict with the published Tuesday afternoon meeting times of
the Senate. This motion passed unanimously.
The

Absent:

meeting was adjourned at 5:55.

J. w. Hubbard; V. S. Hodges; M. K. Richardson;
Rose Godbout.

11
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
October 13, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

The meeting was called to order at 4:15. The minutes of the
previous meeting were accepted as circulated with the correction of
Professor Jutras' initials from M. K. to M. w.
President Prochaska reported that he had attended two meetings since
September: that of the Education Council and that of the Vending Machine
Committee. He called attention to his report to the Senate, circulated
in the previous week, and asked that its items be entered in the record:

1) The Senate's Advisory Committee has recommended to President
Edwards the appointment of M. K. Richardson to the University
Disciplinary Committee with W. E. Castro and Rose Godbout appoint ed
as alternates.
2) Professor J. L. Idol, Professor M. W. Jutras, and President
Prochaska will represent the faculty on the Tri-Level Council
{Administration-Faculty-Student), which will begin its functions
in the near future.
3 ) The Advisory Committee of the Senate passed to the Welfare
Conunittee for study and to make recommendat :;_ons the Student
Senate's Bill UB-71-01 requesting elimination of the part of the
student regulations concerning attire. The bill had been forwarded
by the Administration, which felt this matter w~s of direct concern
to the faculty.
4 ) The Adminlstratlon has also passed to the Senate the Student
Senate's Bill .: B-71-02 concerning the establishment of a
"University Senate," made up of both ..~udent and faculty members.
The Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate concluded that the
Tri-Level Council, which already exists on campus, ls the
appropriate body for the study of this bill. The Se nate is willing
to participate in such a study through its representatives on the
Tri-Level Council.
Presiaent Prochaska was asked by the Senate members to check on
the status of last year's Senate resolution concerning the so-called
"removable F."
Referring to the report to the faculty made by former
president Pearce in May, 1970, President Prochaska reported that effective
May 18, 1970, as approved by the Education Council, no grade of E gained
by a Freshman in his first semester or registration would count t oward
his G.P.R. Since, as Senate members pointed out, this was not at all
what the Senate's resolution had meant to achieve and since this appeared
to represent a loosening of standards beyond that which the Senate could
approve, it was moved by Professor H. D. Adams, Seconded by Professor
J. L. Arbena, that the Senate's Admissions and Scholarship Committee
take chargP of investigating this matter and making recommendations. The
motion pas~ed unanimously .
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President Prochaska was also asked to foll ow up the matter of free
tuition for faculty children. The Pearce report indicated that the
Administration, which had brought the matter to the legislature not long
ago, felt this to be a politically unwise time to press the matter,
but had no objections to the faculty's suggested attempts to enlist the
aid of other state colleges. The Admissions and Scholarship Committee
was instructed to make such contact.
In the matter of the Senate's resolution concerning re-examination
of the allotment of funds for a University Union complex, President
Prochaska reported no offical reply a s yet by the Administration to the
request of August 18, 1970.
Professor J.C. Mullins reported on the meeting during the afternoon
(of the same day, October 13 ) with student representatives concerning
campus dress rpgulations. He moved on behalf of his committee, seconded
by Professor a. D. Adams:
The Senate recommends that Section 1 , Article 2, Paragraph 1
the 1970-?1 Student Regutati ons not be deleted and that the
student bitt requesting deletion (B-?1-0Z ) be returned to the
Student Senate fo~ consideration of a possible revision of the
above mentioned "dress code."

of

The motion passed by a vote of 20 to 10 4
A motion by Professor M. W. Jutras, seconded by Professor N. D. Camper ,
to ,~ecommend to the Student Senate rewording to embody the idea that
dress codes should be based on matters of student health and safety and/or
on the potential for disruption of a c l ass was defeated, 11 to 19, on
the grounds that the Faculty Senate should not dictate to the students
the wording of their revision.
Professor J. L. Idol reported for the Admi ssiO:lS and Scholarship
Committee the circulation to the fac Ultv of survey forms requesting
opinion on the elimination of reexaminations for graduating seniors. The
Senate instructed the Committee to c rmsider also the elimination of
reexamination for seniors in those classes i n which they received a failing
grade (the present propoaal refers 01hly to t he portion about improving
over-all G.P.R. by retaking an exam ln any course ) . It was pointed out
from the fl oor that the present syst em puts the burden of a student's
failure to graduate on the shoulders of a single faculty member who is
clearly not to blame for the fact t hat the student's previous record is
poor enough to make him a borderline case.
Profes s or H. D. Adams brought 1:o the floor the Statement of Univers i t y
Purpose prepared as a working paper for the Sel f-Study Committee by tllli
Policies Committee and moved its adop~ion, seconded by Professor w. E. Castro .
A motion to amend Paragraph 2 introdu~ed by Professor J.C . Fanning ,
seconded by Professor F. J. Keller, passed unanimously . A motion to
amend Paragraph 5 by deleting rererenee to the university's role as an
instrument of change, introduced by Pr,. ,fessor K. Lehotsky and seconded by
Professor E. B. Rogers, was defeated 16 to 8. A motion to amend
Paragraph 5 with a compromise wording , proposed by Professor J . L. Arbena ,
seconded by Professor W. E. Gettys, passed ~nanimously. Professor
D. R. LaTor·~e moved deletion of the entire !lecond page of the purpose
statement, ueconded by Professor J . L. Idol . and the motion passed b y
voice vote. Professor J.C . Mullins moved t he entire statement be returned
to committee . The motion , seconded by Profe ssor V. s . Hodges, was
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de f eated by voice vote. Professor• D. R. La.i'orre moved deletion of t he
entire first paragraph of the statement, a historical view of Clemson's
~urpose. Seconded by Professor E. B. Rogers, the motion was defeated
by voice voteo The original motion was called at this time, including
the first and third amendments; it read as follows:

The PdcuZty Senate adopts the fotto~ing statement of university
pur-pose:
The originat purposes of Clemson Agricultural CoZtege ~ere
indicated in the wilt of Thomas G. Clemson, the acceptance of
its terms by Act of the G~n•rat Assembly of South Carolina, and
the Morritt Land-Grant Act passed by the United States Congress
in J862o The Clemson wilt was ohanged as a result of a oourt
decision and legislative action incident to a change of name to
Clemson University in 1964.
White the original purposes of
Thomas G. Clemson r»emain valid, the present purposes of Clem son
University tranecqnd his emphasis on "agrioutturat and mechanical
industries."
Clemson University is an educationat institution designed to
facilitate learning. The University aims to prepare those ~ho
enrott in its courses to cope ~ith the ~ortd they ~itt actually
encounter.
The Unive~sity offers to these individuals, through
education, a broader meaning to their lives and a way to enjoy
life to a futter eztent. This involves transmitting the
techniques required of problem-solvers and leaders, and ~t the
same t~me, inculcating ideas of truth, humanity, and Just~ce.
These values must be manifest ~ithin the Unive~sity itself.
The educational process must be carried on in an atmosphere of
rationality, civility, shared concePn, and mutual respect among
members of the academic aommunity.
.
Clemson University is a :research institution ~hich ezpands
kno~tedge in ~esponse to the needs of the faculty, the student,
the community~ and the nation. Researoh pPogPams are diPected
to~ard both p~actical apptioation and theoretical knowledge.
Clemson University is a public-service institution ~hich makes
its ezpertiss immediately available to the oommunity. Through
research , eztension programs, special institutes, and otheP
devices, the University seeks solutions to and disseminates
information about problems in the community.
CZe~son University is an in titution, established and
supported by the community, ~hich conserves, enhanaee, and gioee
continJity to the oomple~ kno~ledge of modern life. This
oonser~atlve function is balanced by, and at times is in conflict
with, ths function of the University as an instrument of change,
as an innovator szpanding knowledge, as a stimulator of creative
thought, and as a home for speculative and critical thought.

~/

~~
CZemsan University in its institutional rotes recognises
that free inqui~y is essentiaZ to intetieatuaZ progress, that
open competition among a variety of skiZis and vie~points is
the surest safeguard of truth. The University does not take
an official position on disputed questions of scholarship,
on political questions, or on matters of public policy. No
individual or group can presume to speak for the institution
on such matters o~ can spsak for the University on matters
other than those directly concerning the institutional roles
of the University.

This motion passed by a vote of 26 to 2.
Professor J. c. Fanning reported for the Research Committee that
their questionnaires concerning campus research facilities are being
returned and he will prepare a report for the Senate. He added that a
problem that had come up involving a teacher's naving Central Services
reproduce copyrighted material for distribution free of charge to
students was still under study; at the present time, such reproduction
will be undertaken provided the faculty member signs a legal release.
Professor M. W. Jutras for Ad Hoc Committee A reported continued
work on revision of the Manual for Faculty o JTofeasor D.R. LaTorre
reported for Ad Hoc Committee B that there was no action taken since
the last Senate meeting.
Professor V. S. Hodges reported for the Committee on the University
Union that response to the questionnaire abont faculty facilities in the
building had been, in his opinion, disappointing. (Of the 608 individuals
requested to express written opinions concerning the facilities, only
107 had done so.) The greatest interest was shown in a cafeteria and/or
faculty lunch rooms, but these would prob~bly not be included in the
Union complex because of the convenient location on campus of the two
main cafeterias. Professor Hodges said that because of the small interest
in faculty facilities, the Ad Hoc Committee was no longer needed. He
moved its dissolution, seconded by Professor G.D. Riggs. The motion
was passed 25 to 1.
There was concern expressed from the floor that the Administration
had not as yet indicated their response to the August Senate resolution
asking for reconsideration of the apportionment of money within the
Union project. President Prochaska was instructed to request a specific
answer. It was also moved by Professor H. A. Vaughn, seconded by
Professor G.D. Riggs, that Mr. Stan Nicholas be invited to address the
Senate on the Union plans, with specific emphasis on the allo~ation of
funds in the project, at the next Senate meeting. The motion vassed
14 to 10.
Unde~ the heading of new business, Professor J. L. Idol brought
to the Se~ate the concern of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee
for furth~r modification of the University's graduation exercises.

-5Professor B. J. Skelton moved t hat the committee be instructed to study
t he matter a nd make recommendations. Seconded by Professor D.R.
'LaTorre, the motion passed unani mously. Professor Idol then moved,
seconded by Professor LaTorre, the creation of Senate Ad Hoc Committee c
for the spe cial purpose of studying and making recommendations about
graduation. This motion passed unanimously.
On behalf of his committee, Professor Idol then moved, seconded by
Professor V. s. Hodges, that the Senate support the recommendation of
the University Library Committee which appeared in the Clemson ~ewsletter
of SeptE.·m:.,er 15, 1970 as follows :
The Unive~sity Libra~y Committee, as the faculty's
~epresentative, should be consulted wheneve~ the allocation
of tlb~a~y space is being considered.

The motion to support the Library Committee's recommendation passed
unanimously.
A resoluti on was proposed by Professor J. L. Arbena on behalf of
Professor H. D. Adams, who had to leave the meeting early, that the
Faculty Senate state that denial of entry to the classrooms of the
University solely because of length of or style of wearing hair is an
improper exercise of the authority granted the faculty. The motion was
seconded by Professor W. E. Gettys. There was concern expressed from
the floor that such a specific statement was in violation of the spirit
of the earlier Senate motion in which the Senate refrained from
dictating suggested wording of the student dress code, pending the
Student Senate's consideration of changes in the code. There was also
concern that the wording of this particular resolution made it appear
that the Senate sided wholly with the student whose denial of entry into
a classroom on several grounds is currently in debate; this would be a
distortion of the Senate's position, since the Senate understood that
more was involved in this particular case than the student's hair style .
There was a motion from the floor to table the Arbena motion, passed by
a vote of 16 to 10 .

The meeting was adjourned at 6:35 .
/?pect~ully

(JI.~.,

~~~
CORINNE SAWYER, Se~retary

Absentees: R. F. Borgman; T. R. King; G. W. Gray .

APPROVED MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE
November 10, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

The meeting was called to order at 4:18 and the minutes approved
as circulated. In response to the Senate's request from their
October meeting, Vice-President for Development Stanley G. Nicholas
presented a report to answer Senate questions on planning for the
proposed University Union.
First, Mr. Nicholas presented the reasoning behind the location
or the two all-student centers, the main Union building south of the
Library, and the student athletic area at the present Fike Field House;
primarily the reasoning comprised the centrality of location for the
main building and the need for fields and outdoor courts near the
athletic facilities. Mr. Nicholas showed architects• preliminary
drawings for the renovation of Fike Field House and reported the
preliminary estimated cost to be around $2-m1111on, not including
renovation of the present administrative wing now occupied by the
Athletic Department. He then reviewed projected facilities ror the
main Union building and reported that the preliminary estimates of
that cost ran near $4.6-m1111on. He emphasized that some revision
or plans may have to be made, leaving some elements out of one or
both plans for the present. Any elements left out initially would
be so designed as to permit additions at a later date. He added
that the probable priority in order of constructing these components
of the over-all Union plan was first the Fike renovation, second the
Union building, and last, anything else that entered the total picture.
There remains the problem or housing the athletes and coaches
who would be displaced from the renovated Pike Field House if
student athletic act1v1tie8 were to occupy the entire building
including the administrative wing. Present plan~ include a separate
building on Stadium Road tor the Athletic Depart~ent. The Senate
expressed concern that this building might necessarily take funds
trom the all-student projects, estimates for which already exceeded
available funds, thereby curtailing even more drastically the
tac111t1es which would be available for use of the student body
at large. Mr. Nicholas agreed that funds for th·e athletes•
facilities would probably have to come from the Union funds, but
could not estimate how much this might alter prospects or an adequate
Union
. •
~~·

In l'e&pOnse to the Senate question as to whether or not there
has been a re-evaluation of the relative costs and merit8 or building
a new stµdent facility, in contrast to the present plan of
renovating Fike, Mr~ Nicholas was unable to answer but said an
architect's estimate would not be difficult to obtain. Reminded that
at the General Paculty Meeting in August President Edwards had
stated that the~e plans were being reassessed, Mr. Nicholas was
unable to confirm whether any such examination has been made. In
response to a question concerning the relationship, if any, between
the proposed new building for the Athletic Department and the
re·cru1t1ng of new coaches, President Prochaska reported to the
Senate ·that President Edwards has personally and unequivocally stated
/
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that there is none. In response to a direct question as to whether
or not the decision to renovate Fike and build a separate athletic
facil ity had not, in fact, already been made irrevocably, Mr.
Nicholas replied that to the best of his knowledge such decisions
were ohly final when contracts for construction were signed. In
response to a question asking whether the amount now allotted to
such "extras" as a redesigned facade for the renovated Fike might
not be better spent on expanding its interior facilities,
Mr. Nicholas replied th,~t he did not know that this allottment was
mo~e than just a suggestion from the architects.
Further discussion of the matter included the Senate's concern
that funds for the proposed athletAs' facilities should not take
away from present plans for academic needs . Senate members
expressed concern over the idea of tak~ng an area where dikes and
a pumping station had been built by the u. s. Corps of Engineers
to make land useable for experimental research and turning it into
paved and graded playing fields. President Prochaska was requested
to continue discussion of the whole matter with the Administration .
It was also suggested that the Senate press for representation on
any committee which determined priorities of this sort for the
University. By vote, the discussion was terminated at 5:20 to
continue the remaining business on the agenda .
President Prochaska announced his attendance at several meetings
during the past month: 1) he represented Clemson University at the
inauguration of Duke University's president; 2) he attended the
meeting of the Athletic Council, where the chief order of business
was the ACC's 800 rule and Clemson's pos1tion,wh1ch is that if the
difficulty cannot be resolved within the ACC {Clemson's first
choice), Clemson is willing to participate in the formation of a
new conference. At present, the alternative or the University's
becoming ''independent" is not being considered. 3) he attended the
organizational meeting of the Tri-Level Council, which will soon
begin meeting weekly; and 4) he attended the meeting of deans and
department heads with representatives of the Atlanta orrice of HEW ,
who are assessing Cle .son' a cooperation w1 th the equal employment
opportunities policies.
President Prochaska reported that three Student Senate bills
had been forwarded to the Faculty Senate for evaluation and
possible action: a bill requesting the "Forgivable F" be extended
to all students; a bill on the dress code; and a bill concerning
night quiz:·;r·s. These were passed to the appropriate committees
for study and recommendations.
President Prochaska also reviewed Administration action on
the Senate's resolutions from the October m~eting. None called for
direct adm1n1str.ative action, but a favorable reception was given
the Senate's statement of University purpose, with the reservation
that "community" seemed to be used in the statement in two different
senses.
It was reported that the Welfare Committee took no action in
the previous month.

-3For the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, Professor John Idol
reported the results of the survey, taken at the Administration's
request, of opinion from the faculty at large about deletion of the
re-examination a senior may now request to raise his G.P.R. 254 wanted
delet:l.on of the rule; 115 wanted the rule retained; 2 ballots were
returned unmarked; the remaining faculty did not vote. It was pointed
out that this ratio (Just over 2-to-l) was nearly identical to that of
the vote in the Senate on this same problem, 20 to 9, which seemed to
answer the Administration's question of whether or not the Senate
accurately represented the whole faculty's view on this question. It was
requested that this information be passed on to the Administration with
a request for their action on the Senate's resolution for deletion of
the re-examination rule.
In response to the Senate's request of the previous meeting,
Professor Idol moved for his committee, Professor G.D. Riggs seconding
a request that the Administration replace the current "Forgivable F"
ruling :;- 1th the one voted originally by the Senate on 14 Oc1·ober 1969 .
The motion, which passed unanimously, reads:
1

The Paoulty Senats deota~BB the ourz,ent system of the
"Poz,givab'te P" for first semester fz,sshmsn totatty
unaoosptable and requests the Administration to imptsmsnt
the PaouZty Ssnate's original resolution beginning ~ith
the olass ~hioh •nte~s in the summer of 1971.

Professor J. C. Fanning presented a mimeographed copy of the results
of the Research Committee's survey of the need for
centralized
raoilities for physical research, and moved that it be submitted to the
Clemson Newsletter for printing as a separate item, rather than as part
of the m!nutes of the Senate. Seconded by Professor W. c. Whitten,
the motion passed unanimously. Results of the survey showed the follow
ing requests for central facilities: for photo lab with drafting
services, 49; electronic instrument shop, 29; chemical stores, 28;
analytical services, 17; animal facility, 12; electron microscope, 10;
glass shop, 7; liquid nitrogen supply, 2; liquid scintillation counting
facil.i.ty; 2 ~
Professor H. D. Adan1s reported that the Policy Committee had
taken no action since the last Senate meeting.
For Ad Hoc Conunittee A, Professor M. W. Jutras being absent,
Professor John Idol reported that preliminary revision of the Faculty
Manual is complete. Committee A will hold a final review of its
suggestions, and the Senate should then anticipate a special session
called to consider adoption or that suggested revision.
For Ad Hoc Committee B, Professor R. F. Borg.man made available
two information sheets outlining the guidelines for selection or
graduate faculty and the functions or graduate faculties at other
universities. On behalf of his committee, he then moved, seconded
by Professor H. D. Adams, the adoption of a resolution outlining
firmly the composition and f'unction or the Graduate Council. The motion
passed with only one negative vote, a~ter opinion expressed that to
give two representations to Colleges offering a Ph.D. and only one to
Colleges with Just an M.A. program represented

...
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discrimination against Colleges where the terminal degree was in
fa.ct; an MA or it s equivalent. In full , the motion as approved
reads:
A g'l"aduate program compzti .,es a ao1.ree of study beyond
the bac~aiaureate Zevet, usualty Zsading to an advanced
deg?ee. Sin~e the quatity and e~aetlenee of gPaduate
instructioll shouZ.d be of constant oonaer,n to eiJery
1:,zstitution offe-Ping gi."adua,te '14or1k, it ia essential, that
p1~0·,1i1rtons for> gztaduat.G instPuction ehoutd inatude an adequate
administrative o~ganiaa.ticm unde P f;he direotion of a
designated admi n.i.st;r,ative officez,, i;1ie Dean of Graduato

Siatdies.

Alt policies and regutap~ons affe<,ting gradvate aurl'i.outa
anc ~equir>~ments t~ading to graduate CPCdite, 06Ptificaiions
and degz»e6s shat?. be approved hy the G!)aduate Counoi1,.
Ths G~aduate Council, consisti ng of t~o membePs f~om
eaeh academia College oP Schoot having a doapoP 's program and
one member- from each academia Co't'Zege 01 - al,oo 'L hafJlng onty
a maBteJt' s pPcg~m , ahatt be nomi~ated ~y the Dean of the
appz>op~iate College or SchooZ and appointed by the Dean of
t 7ze University .
Gr:aduate studsnta o.nd fao?ltty membeits ~it.Z
be invited to attend G~adua~e Counoit meetings. Appointees
to ths Gl9aduat• Cotmoit. shalt be members of" the Gi-aduate
Paau.t.ty and shat. t se:i-ve f oie a term of th1,tle yea,:,s. The
G~aduats Dean ~it.t ~e an em offioio membe~ of the G~aduate
Counoit and serva as its ohairman .
Deans of ~he aaademic Cot.teges and Schoots eha ll have
the tteeponsi.bi tity of d,signat(ng faculty membezes as memb<JPs
of the Gl"aduats Paou'tty, Quati.fications for membe,:,ship on
the G:raduate. Facutty fi-om a g·ivsn aoadGmio Cot.tege oz> School
shatZ be dete~mined b y the Dean of that Cotlege OP Sohoo Z
aad the Department ChaizomMn ivithin that CoZZege oz> SchooZ.
G:raduate Paoutty membezes must be produative, oreative
sohota~s. Productive sahota~ehip requi?es de~otion to the
discovezey, de~e Zopment, and refinement of kno~ledge and
tet:thniques in one's aoademia fiet.d~ usually 1,esutting 1:n
aooompZishmente by students, oze pub1.ication1J fort evaZitaiHon
and o~ittoism by peePa .
'l'he Gitaduave Paaut.ty shalt . pez,fol'm no administi-ati.ve
fun.Jtion, but sBPt1e 12.g a soupae of G:radua.te Council, membsr-s
cf the ses dirsoto~s.
Next, as recomniended by the Admissions and Scholarship
Committee . Professor John Idol moved the adoption of a
resolution to delete from dOllege regulations the provlsion
that a graduating ·aan1or may rete.ke the final exam for any
course in which he ma.de an F. This was seconded by
Professor W. c. Whitten . It wns pointed out in ~esponse
to a question $S to what would replace this "second chance,n
that the QOmmittee felt that the present "Forgivable F" for
fitesbmen gave every student an opportunity t o have a higher
overall O.P.R. at graduate time, so that a single ·F
should not make ~hat much difrerenee toward graduation, and

-5that students now had the chance to take some courses ' on a pass-fail
basis, which might also improve their final G.P.R. at graduation time .
A student should, of course, pass by more than the margin represented
by a single examination any class essential to his major area. A
dissenting opinion was expressed by Professor K. Lehotsky, who said
his College felt that these facts did not really replace the present
"second chance" for seniors, but they apparently did not object to t hat.
It was also pointed out that faculty opinion had run 2-to-1 in favor of
deletion of the "second chance" for improving .,,,n:---all G.P.R. by a
graduating senior, and the Senate's objection to placing the burden for
a student's failure on the shoulders of a single faculty member (who
is clearly not to blame for the student's previous poor reco~d} was
reiterated.
The motion as presented read:
The foZZo~ing statements should be deleted f~om the preeent
s oholastio ~egulations:
"E:ramination o P. Received in Last Sem•stert. A oandidate for a
egree ~ho in the semester imme iateZy prior to gPaduation faits
to graduate because of an Pon one coursa taken in that semester
may stand a special ezamination on thB course provided:
1) That the candidate oan fuztnish evidence of having done
satisfactory study for the ezamination.
2) That the ezamination is not given until after the regular
dsgree date.
3) That the oandidate has fulfilled, prior to the due date for
candidates' grades, ati oth•r requirements for his degree
ezcept those which oan be futfitted by passing the ezamination .
4) That the candidate by removing the P by ezamination will
fuztnish att requirements for his deg~ee ~hioh ~ilt be a~arded
on the nezt reguZart date for a~ard of degrees.
A student in line for graduation at the end of this semester ~ho
fai ts to graduate becausa of an Fon one cou~se taken this semester
may stand speoiai e~amination under CBrtain conditions on the
oouree after the re~ular dsg~ee date. A senior ~ho quatifiee fo~
graduation unde~ th~s proolsion 'iirff be a~arded his degree on the
nezt regular date for the a~ard of d•grese. For further information
~paragraph~minatlon on P R~oelved in Laet Semester."
(Quoted from pp. lBO-lZt Ctemson Unive~sity Announcements#
19?0-19?'l.)

The motion passed unanimously.
Concern was expressed from the
Senate floor that the "Forgivable F" as now in force is not clear to
either students or faculty, and 1t was hoped that perh3ns a
general announcement might be sent to the faculty that ~xplained
such things as what disposition would be made of an I or a WF on a
freshman's record; President Prochaska stated that he would discuss
the matter with Mr. Vickery in the near future.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:f8.

Ab sent: M.W. Jutras; J.H. Bond; J.P. Crouch; J.K. Johnson;
W.E. Castro; Jo Ann McNatt; W.E. Gettys; Rose Godbout.

MINUTES Oli' Tirn MEETING OF THE l?ACULTY SENATE
Decembex- 8, 1970

Olin Hall Auditorium

The meeting was called to order at 4:15 and minutes of the nrevious
meetin~ apnroved as circulated, with the addition or two substituted
oara~anhs which corrected tvpogranhical errors and omissions.
President Prochaska reported that he had attended the following meetings:
the Educational Council,- where budgetary information and the renort from
the visiting H.E.W. team were reviewed; the Tri-Level Committee, where the
main item of business concerned approval of the Administration's position
on the 800 ruling for athletic participation; the Vendin~ Machine Committee,
where allocation of vending machine funds' occupied the committee's time;
the Curriculum Committee; and the meeting or the Advisory Committee of the
Faculty Senate, whose main order of business was to form Ad Hoc Committee C
to study graduation. Anpointments to Committee C were announced:
Professors B. J. Skelton, K. Lehotsky, and W. c. Whitten of the Senate with
Professors H. N. Cooled~e and J. V. Reel will be asked to serve on the
committee, Professor Skelton to act as chairman.
Renorting on the disposition or the Senate's resolutions trom the
November meeting, President Prochaska announced that the resolutions
concerning deletion from the catalo~e of re-examinations for seniors
needing up to six points on their G.P.R. for ~aduation or taking an Fin
the last semester before graduation had been submitted to Dean Hurst, who
requested or the Senate a suggested time-table for imnlementation of the
resolutions. The matter of the "Forgivable F" is still under consideration;
President Prochaska has seen Dean Vickery requesting clarification for the
faculty. Discussion from the Senate on the "Forgivable F" followed;
Professor Idol reported that freshmen are forcing teachers to give them
an F, rather than a D, by refusing to take their finals. A procedure for
implementing the original Faculty Senate proposal (October, 1969) is
under study, with the cooperation or Dean Vickery's office.
President Prochaska reported that the Research Committee's survey
results would probablv annear in the Clenson Newsletter for December 15.
He further added that the Senate's November resolution defining the
graduate faculty and the Graduate Council had been presented to the
Administration; althou~ initial comments were nositive in nature, no
formal statement concerning final disposition of the resolution was
available yet.
President Prochaska renorted that he had met with~. Stan Nicholas
twice since the Senate's Movember meetinp; to clarifv the Senate's
nosit!on on the Un1vers1tv Union project and to facilitate commtu:ication
between the Senate and the Administration on the issues involved. He
pointed out that Mr·. Nicholas• failure to give estimated costs on the
Stadium Road project during his visit to the Senate in November resulted
from Mr. Nicholas' not having that information at that time. Discussion
of the Universitv Union project is continuing with the Administration.
It was moved and seconded that the Senate's Researoh Committee investi~ate
the problem of the use of the bottom lands as playing fields, since
certain research people seemed concerned about the loss of those
research areas.
The motion oassed 27 to O with 5 abstentions.
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For the Welfare Committee, Professor J. c. Mullins reported that the
committee had decided to take no action at the nresent time on a request
bv "'rofessor Lehotsky to investigate and oossibly answer a comment by
Dr. Morris, Commissioner of Hipi;her Education, in the 'lreenville News
which suggested that salaries at Clemson were the equal or those"tiirou~hout
the Southeast. Professor ~!ullins stated that while a comnarison of
Clemson salaries with those of 16 Southeastern universities showed
Clemson salaries $400 lower, on the average, than those of the other 16
(information taken from the Summer, 1970 AAUP Bulletin), it seemed unwise
to nress the matter in a time of budgetary difficulties, such as the State
is in now.
Professor Mullins also brought the Committee's recommendation that
no action be taken on a request by Professor Borgman to ask for changes
in state retirement benefits, since again such chan~es might cost the
State money which is currently in short suooly. It was suggested that
the South Carolina State Emnlovee's Association mi~ht more nrof'itablv deal
with the matter.
Finally, Professor ~1ullinE1renorted that his committee's
report on the Student Senate's dress code bill was under examination
and he would be able to b~4 n~ those deliberations before the Facultv Senate
at its January meetin~.
For the Admissions and Scholarshio Committee, Professor John Idol
reported that his committee recommended holding, until the matter of' the
"Forp:ivable F" should be straightened out to the Senate's satisfaction,
any action on the Student Senate's bill suggesting that F be changed to
WF' in all cases, and WF' not be averaged into the GPR. Clarification or
the present system or "Forgivable F" may furnish a basis for consideration
of this suggested extension of the rec..ii L-· ion.
For the Policy Committee, Professor H. D. Adams reported that any
discussion of requesting a place f'or faculty on University planning
committees which establish priorities should rest on Ad Hoc Committee B's
final report analyzin~ University committees, so no action had been taken.
For Ad Hoc Committee A, Professor Jutras re~orted that the tinal
draft or a revised manual for faculty was complete, except for final
ed1tin~. When that job is done, copies will be circulated to the Senate
and a snecial meeting called to adopt, alter, or reject the new manual.
For Ad Hoc Committee B Professor Borgman stated that a report will
be presented at the Senate's January meeting.
For the Admissions and Saholarshin Committee, Professor Idol moved,
seconded by Professor Vernon Hodges, the adoption of a motion encouraging
raeultv and denartments to schedule examinations other than at night. An
amendment introduced by Professor W. c. Whitten, seconded bv Professor
H. D. Adams, to strengthen the original motion to read as a positive ban
against all such soeciallv achedflled exams was defeated by a vote of 22
to 6 with 4 abstentions, since the amendment was so worded as to limit
even soecial examination, finals, and emergency cases to daytime, regular
class hours. A substitute motion introduced by Professor ~ullins to
alter the original motion's emphasis on night exams to suggest adherence
to regular class times was accepted by Professors Idol and Hodges. The
motion as finally Dresented read:

..
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-3Be it resolved that the Faoulty Senate, ~hloh has no
intsnt of limiting the prsrogatlvss of any faculty member or
d•partm•nt, encouragss all faoulty members and/or departments
not to soheduls szamlnations or qulaass at other than normally
schsdutsd olass tlmes.

This motion passed bv a vote or 29 to O with 3 abstentions.
A motion was then introduced by Professor E. B. Ro~ers, seconded
bv Professor K. Lehotsky, on behalf of Professors Hash, Orav, Skelton,
Jutras, Richardson, Sims, Hays, and Castro which suggested addin~ the
Senate's voice to the Administration's in censure of the Ti~er's recent
breach of good taste, a clear violation or the policy statement or
August 12, 1970, as contained in a memorandum for record of the Executive
Officers' meetin~, which statement Professor Rogers also read ror
clarification. Discussion t'rom the floor su~gested a ~eneral a~eement
of the Senate with the action taken bv President Edwards in invoking
that nol1cv to rebuke the Tiger's editorial starr. There was some reelin~,
however, that the matter had been well and comnletel~ taken care of by
President Edwards' nublic statement and his actions; further action in
the form or a resolution by the Senate, rather than simply expressing
agreement with and/or approval of the President's quick response, would
tend to revive an issue which was now passe', since the Senate's
resolution would not be published until February, a full three months
after the event in question.
An amendment to the original motion, presented by Professor Hodges,
seconded by Professor Hash, which appeared to alter the wording or the
policy statement was withdrawn. A move to table the resolution was
defeated by a vote of 17 to 10 with 5 abstentions. The final motion,
without the amendment, was defeated by a vote or 16 to 13 with 3 abstentions.

The meeting was adjourned at 6:11.
Respectfully submitted,

Corinne Saw~er,
Absent:

J. H. Bond;

o. w.

Gray;

J. K. Johnson.

~11nutes or the "ieeting of the Faculty Senate
January 12, 1971

Olin Hall Auditorium

The meeting was called to order at ZS :15. runutes of the previous
meettn~ were apnroved as circulated. Professor K. Lehotskv, however,
cal_ !d attention to the annarent emohas1s given in the .nrevious minutes
to salazt~ in questioning a statement made bV Dr. Morris, Commissioner
of Hi,:mer Education, who had said in the Greenville News that facultv
salaries at Clemson were the equal of those at comparable institutions.
Pl"oressor Lehotsky oointed out that the objection was not no much because
salaries were in fact somewhat lower here than els~where, but rather
because of the inaccuracy or the statement.

President Prochaska reported that he had asked further questions
for clarification or the University-wide budget outs in resoonse to
faculty requests. Salaries were excluded from the cut-back, but four
areas were specifically ·arrected : ataf'f vacancies ; graduate fellowships;
equipment nurchasea; and travel allowances. All travel money still in
college budgets had been cut by 50% across the board. Pr1or1t:tes on
expenditure of' the ·remainder have been lett to the discretion or the
academic deans·.
·
President . Prochaska reported that there is still no word. officially
on t he University Union nroject. The office or the Vice-President ror
Develonment., which 1s gathering 1nformat1on relevant to the project,
has not acquired all or the info:rma~ion that it desires before reporting
to the Senate.
~ee1dent PI-ochaska reported that the Senate's resolution diseotll"aging
examinations given in other than scheduled class hours will be brought to
the attention of the academic deans at their regular meeting by Dean Htµ-a t .
He a l so reported a slight change in the com-position or Ad Hoo Committee C ;
at h!s own request, Professor ~a:rold Cooledge has been made an advisory
membor, rather than a regular voting member of' the committee, since his
orriclal position as marshal maltcs it inadvisable ror him to hold voting
status. Further, President Prochaska reported on a November 30 .resolution
passed by Student Senate off'icera to resign unless eer-ta1n grievances
were dealt with satisfactorily; these complaints .conce:rned the Department
or Services, the student judiciary branches, the review or student
judiciary sent.e nces by the Adm.1 n1strat1on and the chance of' 1ncl"eas1n~
original eentenaes, and the power or veto held by the Adm1ntstration
over Student· Senate resolutions. President Prochaska reported that on
January 11 the ~tudent Senate ·passed a resolution to form committees of
students and representatives rrom the Office ot Student Affairs to deal
with each of theoe matters. onerating under a student~imoosed aeadline or
'la:roh 1.

·

For t~e Welfare Committee, Professor J. c. Mullins reported that the
matter of student dress code was still in consideration.. A reguest· ·to
his committee to 1nvest1gate excessive noiso during class hout"s caused
by maintenance ·a nd repair work bl' the physical ·olant crews had been .
:t'ece1ved and Mr. Rochester has otfered to listen to and attempt to ·remedy
snec1f1c com~laints. Chief grievances .centered around work_done in the
P. & A. Building,
and lawn mowing and floor wax1n·g during regul~...-... c lass .
.
hours.
•

,>
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For the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, Professor John Idol
?'e'Ported that no meetin~ has been held in Decerttbe?'. ,
For the Research Committee, Protessor J. ·c. Fanning p?'esented a
comolete reJ)ort on the "Clemson Bottoms, " souJe 140 acres lying between
the two diversion dams alon~ the old Seneca River bed. The report
included the history or ar~ments presented to the U. s. Corps ot ·
En~ineers which resulted in the construction of t he $3.5-million dams,
including a statement from the Board or Trl\ateee ?'eterring to this land as
"valuable" and "absolutely irreplaceable" ror the Clemson program in
agriculture and related research. Evidence presented rrom the Senate
floor seconded the . Board ot Trustees' opinion, no1nt1ng out exam:oles such
as research on corn blight virus, now possible only in that ' particular
so11, at that place, and currently in progress. Professor Fann1ng~s
repot-t concluded With a Summary Of CUM-ent constNOt!on and t(r.ture plans
which will utilise t,arta .ot the land ror baseball ant2 football tields,
a soccer t!eld, a running track, a putting gi-een,· spectators' stands,
an1mi.l pens, and an area roi- highway Nsearch, all or which ,r111 make ".;he
land! ·!.taelt unusable tor !ts 'Present anc! projectest y,urposea fn agr1c.•u1·,ural
research. lPor his conn1ttee, Protessor Panning proposed a 1-esolut1~n
calling .tor a faculty •o1ce in the change or use or Clemson lands tror1
or1g1nal--o1' .P~sent uses; th1s was seconc!ed by PNtessor B. c. Ca~trey.
· Protesso:- JC. Lehotsky proposed an amendment, aeconde·d by Prot'eai.or ·
APbe~ ~ requesting that t'aculty members !'POii atrectfldi dopartmen'ts
be part' ot the decision-making grc>UJ>. A motion by J. c. Ml'lll!ns to ,..~ble
the &DMtrtdment an~ the original motion, seoonded b:, Protessf,r o. R. tt,'l'orre,
on the grounds that the Senate's Ad Hoo Committee B was uork!ng on
a prc,~sal which would ask tor faculty Y01ce in tuture Planning an~
Development Committees, was deteated by a vote or 18 to 10. D1scttas1on
or the Lehotaky amendJllent included the eoneem that• should change1i :!it
th~ ffn1vers1ty invol•e no apec!tic department. a strict 1nter,,~t~t1on
or the wording or the resolution could exclude the raaulty on th• ~unds
that there were no "attectec! departments," but the amendment J>as1ed· by a
•ote ot 18 to 10. A further amendment, proy:,osed, aeoondec!, and ~,used
unanimously, adc!ed "tao!lltfes" to n1and" as the · c01.t cern er the f~aculty
in ~lann1ng.
·
J.

I,.

. · Discussion ·or the amended .motion f'rtom the floor included. tirat the
aug!*at1on that it was the job or the •ar1ous acactemlo deans to tight
tore t>:t-ese:r,,at1on or lands and/or tac111t1es needed t'or the t/Ottk · ot their
depa?'t•nta. Senate members argued that 1n a sohool or college lrherre the

dean might be acquiescent to suggestion made h1m tl'Cm his ,.ut,er1ors, the
Y01ce or the taculty was urgently needed to put the case and v1ewpolnt
ot dissenters trom aueb suggestions. It was ·ala~ l)Ointec! out that
·
reoreaent.at1ves trom the taculty or departments ·Who · desired~ a change,
that might be oy,poaed by another depaJ'l.tment , woulc! ha•e equal TO!_e e in
such a ~lann1ng grouo: '!'he motion as ~1nally ~resented reaa:

-3~rh• Paoutty S•nat• rooomm•nde oar•ful oon•ld•ratlon

b• mad• b•for• th• Ct•~•on bottom tand OP any oth•r
area ta P•mo#•d from aoad•mio or P•••aroh u••· In
ord•r to impt•m•nt tht• P•oommendatlon it ie
r•qu••t•d that faoutty r•prs s•ntatloes of th•
d•partm~nts aff•ot•d parttotpate in any deoiston
pertalnlng to oont•mptat•d ohang•• tn us• of
Unlv•r•lty tand• and faottt t iss.

The motion ~aased by a vote or 21 to 1 with no abstentions. It was
nointed out from the ~oor atter the vote that . some ne~ative votes
renresented senators who agreed with the need tor racultv renresentation
in ouch nlanning, but reared that the nro~osal or Ad Hoc Committee B
might i-enresent a du~l1cat1on or errort.
For the Policy Committee, PI-otessor H. D. Adams renorted that the
SchedO.ling COnnittee will 119et on January 21 to discuss such inattoi-s
aa n1ght _.qu1asea, exam schedules tor 1-houie cQurses, the 1)!'esent class
meeting pattern, end the 1911-72 class 1$Chndulea. Senate members who
·have S'8ggest·1ona or cr1t1c1tima should make their news known to thJ
Scheduling Comnilttee itembere in their own departments and ask tor a
d1Ntct report atter the meef' t,tg.
•

.J

.
•

.

••• •••

•

... ,or · Ad Koo COJmlittee A, Protessor M• . W. Jutru reJ>Ortecl that the
NY1~1on ot the taoulty m*Maal · is · compl~te. 'l'wo copies or ,he ·
re•isiorr "111 be sent io each senate metllbe?'I, one tor his r11ea an<l otte
on Which he. may f,111ke notes tor discuaa1ori at a al)801al senate JD4Nttin~
to be call~d at the en4 ot ·January, at which time the rension wil l t?e
ai,proved I d1S&l)l)l90Ye4.,.&nd/~ amended•·
. ..
.
Por. Ad Hoc COlllll!t.t e• B, Professor R. P. Borgman Ni,ol-ted tbat, .t he1~
work .ls not yet oomp~e~e. but a report should be ready .t or the senate
in IPebru~~ Por A<t .·Hoc Committee c, Protessor B. J •. Skelton. report~d

that the· ccmlidttee w1·11 begin ·work by studying ·the Npo~a. sub~1tted .
.&ai-1ng previous 1,..estl:gattons of' the problems or and Pecomment!at1ons

tor ~uat1on .

·

·

The meeting WU acljourned

at 5:18.

~liY

ublllitted,

CoMnne Saw,er,
Absen,: J .. : H. ·.Bon4; Y.

w•. s. :cut~.

s. Ho4ges; o. ·v.

GnJ; M. JC.

Mcih&raaon;

~UNUTF.S 011' THE

~mirrum

Oli'

THE

J1 ACULTY S~TATR

Olin Rall Auditorium
A snecial ~eeting or the Faculty Senate, called tor the nurnose
of cons1der1n~ the r>rol')osed revision or the 'Pacultv ·~ual, was
called to order at 4:18. ~1nutes ot the meetinR or January 12 were
an~roved as circulated with the correction that the corn disease
refel'red to on n. 2 or the minutes as "corn blight" should be
corrected to read "corn stunt."
President Prochaska announced the presence by invit ation at the
meet1n~ of Dean Victor Hurst, member ex officio or Ad Hoc Committee A,
and his representative in committee deliberations, Dean Claud Green.
Then President Prochaska turned the meeting over to Professor
M. w. Jutras, who presented the suggested revision, nara~rar>h bv
naragraoh, for the approval or the Senate.
Corrections of tYl)o,u-aphical errors and minor changes in wordin~
to make intention clearer comprised the largest number or suggestions
nut forward. One major change !"I-om the original manual, proposed
and · seconded from the floor, was the alteration or "3 days" to
"2 days" in the statement under "Sick Leave" which stipulates that
"When sickness occurs within a period ot annual leave and continues
2 or more consecutive days, the period or illness mav be charged to
accumulated sick leave ••• "
The motion to make the chanp;e to read as
quoted above was anproved.
The nroposed manual, including the changes al')proved by the
Senate, was discussed and apnroved through the section on "Leave
During Swmner Sessions" on n. 17. At this noint a motion to recess
was heard, a further meeting to complete the manual's 34 pages to
be scheduled at the t>resident's discretion.
The meeting was recessed at 6:25 p .m.
Respectfully submitted,

~_j4MH./W
Corinne Sawyer, Secretary
Absent: J. H. Bond; T. R. King; G. W. Gray; J. K. Johnson; J . L. Idol;
B. F. Cook; w. E. Gettys; F. J. Keller; J. c. Fanning , Jr.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY

Minutes or the Meeting of the Faculty Senate
Olin Hall Auditorium

February 9, 1971

The a~et:ln~ \rlllS c a.llGd to order 8.t " : 1 , and the tnlllutea ot the
s necial ~~et!ng or Yebrua.ry 2 were apnrGved as distributed. Preaident
'?rochar.ka. announced th(? n·eo.:md :sp~c1al meet1nr,, a.t lf: 15 on !'ebru1r.ey 16,
to f!n1ah th~ ~u5!nos3 ot the ~acult~ manual ~e~1s1on.

~esi~~nt Pttechaska rGpo,~to4 racei pt ·or a leite~ t!'Cm D~a~ Htll.f:'st
co.ricerrt!.rng th~ Senate' s resolution on a .facult:, ""loe in tho ass1gt.·- ·
~~t. or trutd,a~d rac1l1t1e~, n~ready 1n uoe,. to
new pari,oac. Dean
-l!Mt as~~nal tho Senate that :the alloe&i:icn or thill Clemaon "bottClil
lands ," thtt . ('iuestion that gave ·r 1se tc the ra-solut,on, wa.a part or the
av !"a.11 mast.er plan tor development ot' the Univers!ty. Re added th~t
h~n~v~~ ~~allocaticn or land ru,4 rnc111t~es cQnaernad n~ad~mic matt~rs,
tQa r culty 110ul4 be consulted.
·
.
.

a

~1no~ Jmnu~y 12, Pree!dent ·Pl'och ake r~~ort3dp h~· h~s- ?epresent~d
the rs.etii.lty 8=?1d tho S~nate at m~@t1nga or the? Ven<.'t!.i'ig f.Iach1n(? Ccmr.11 .;tee;

~te E ~cational Cou~e11; th~ Board ot Trust~en' committee meeting;
ana the ~eting ~r th~ -Board or Tflastees 1taelt. He reY1eued briefly
tho bus1nons accGmnl1ahed at th~ latter 9 !ncltad1ng the ~tf1i."'mtlt1on
o~new n~a choeen to~ bu1ld1nga, tor exrunple ren~ming F1k~ -l!!!ald.Hause
··.... to be lP!ke Recra&ttcn Centar and renmnt..11~ the YMCA bu11<11ng .in ·. · ·
~ir-. · H~~~endo~r· s .honor; tl'le nett hononr1 ,~qgre •bolicy , ~btch w~s in
pa~ a rcteponse te the ~nato ~s .r esolut!'!l;:l on that problem; the etf'ort
'bv the Un1vars1ty to·act a~ a ~of)()a1tof'J' ·ror the letterl} and pa\lers or
the late Honorable L. Mendel lU.~rs; 'and &ntho~1zat1on t o conti-act
\fith A.ff.A. :Sl&tQr to take cveP the catering ror thc .ClemsO!l ·&:,use p
l1 pla.'l lfhioh i ncludes ~he cl~s!ng or tho T1ger Tavet~, cxoept to
n~ec1al ~a t1es. PrQs1dcnt Proobaeka ~lso ~ttended a me0ting or the
Tri-~vel Committee, wher~ the aubjccta or discussion were t~e Un!ve~sity
Senate idea o.nd details of the Un1vera1ty Union ~la.ns.
Oont!nuing the Faculty Senat e 's conoe:~n with t he Univers ity Union

~roject , President Procbaaka brought to the group an arohiteot's
suggested plans and a wate~ colo~ or the finished building. ~urrentlv
proposed tor Pike· Recreation Center, both rurnlsh~d Tor the Senate

by the D.lreptor or Develo1)ment, Mr . ~tanley O. Ni'Cholae.

~-fr. Nicholas
also furnished the·conrparat1 1ve tigures on renovation ver!us a whollv
new bu1ld1n~. Renovation, rather than a new' bu1ld1n~, seems the
ce:rta!n course or· action nou, since a elate or "-!av 1 has been set on
wh1eh to advertise f'or bids ror 1,he worJc which baa been asa1~ed a
tentative ccmtt>letion 4ate or August 1 1 1972. Professor H. D. Adams,
eecondttd bv Professor B. c. Cattrey, moved the Senate thank ~. Nicholas
tor l1s ·1ntormat1on. The motion reacl!

· PNel.4•,et booila•tc 4• d,t,~etc,4 to f£-'7'Pea1t

:~. S•,aJ•'• app~o,atton foP th• paspon•• of
NP. Qta,tl•11 1'lohol«• to · •1sn~ e•qHl•·t ft1P
l11fottmatlon. en~ fop 11-ta ooop•Htlon ·lr9. r,atJ1tttPlttg
th• ·r.,auricd f'oJi ~day'• pr~e~ntat'IOB~ . .
·
., .

. I : ..

~ " mot:ion nas:ied unsnioously.

President Prochaska reported en the ~eet1ng dt· he Athletic
Council he attende on February 4 where it Wat'l' determined that ticket
prjees tor Clem.son games will bt! ~fii::ied for. the =comin~ ve&.r, 1n -11ne
. _with. ~c~1on _thro~_~out·· th!. ..A.CC,. , . · Il'acult1 and start will re m1ve t he
s mne discot,nts au lacst.. ye·ar on the adm1·as1on ,Md 8 •. C. State tax
. po?"t 1on or the ticltet, but \ti-11 na:rtbe ·. r~11 ~jond ·"capital 11UJ)riieennt u ...
'/:: o; thtus. f'acult:,, tickets. w111 :co3t· a1>p~x1matei.'y $6 more t ~"taft 1n.. l9't'O:;·= ··
In ll"espontt~ t~ taculty !nqu1,:a1~e, P~~1dctnt'' Procfta~ka· ·r~t>ii~oci that
h~ h d d~term!ned t~ough pr,ivate ccn~or~t1onm w1th Athlet1c
Deptlrt~nt adri?1n1st11ators , .that at .preaent there !a no y:,rocedtU!'~ b y
wh1e~ raoult1 and ~ta~t soata on. the ho::i:> side (South St ands) may be
up gmt!ed. Hoi1evel"', good seats ~e a'Va!J!.able· on the v1 s1t1ng aide
O{~rt.h StM48 ).,..

.

.

.

.
For··tbe Welf'U'9 Committee,-'P'i.:otessor 3. C. Mu111nn p~eBented . m
. motion; seconded by Pl"ctesffor J. L. Arben~ 9 to establish a student
gr-i®Vance ~roee~ure ~!U"allelin~ the gi~ovet.~ce prodeQ~s ava ilable t c
the. tacult:,, through· the mechanism or & committee \1i1ome memberalllp i a
opec1t1call? si,elJl.ed ·cot in the regul&tton. In ·.dl1scu~o1on it \fas y,o1nt~ out that l!M'.f studont1lt with ccmy,l.a1nte reel that they ha'fe
·no'tthttl'e "to go lfith. tbe1ro problems. that no one \f1Jil ll.1aten oi- act it'll
t heir behalt; mmn, are afraid t~ gc, to departmant be&ds, l e st reg~ diles
or ttie j ustice of the ccm~la1nt, the de~artment he&~ would reel duty
boun4 to defend bis faculty against a student pretest. In ~ppoa1t1cn~
the~ ~as so."2le' concern that ·such a comm1t~ea ,.-cold tind 1tselt ewampe~
with work~ cfeal1ng with the protests of' over,y 1tudont· vho f"ailed a
course; teachers m1t,~t spend more t1m just1ty1ng p~ grades beto~~
Q gl"!evnnc~ C@rmd.tt~e than they could Gpa!'e f'rom COU?Se preµ&r&t1CH
Md p!.per grading. It waa. n;:-oved anti S(l@Oftded that the mot i on bo·
tabled . with the tt~deratand1ng that lt wo~ld be reenlle ~ at the next
met ing after the Sonate had t1n,e to t1!1 k the mtitter t hrwgh and t o·
ccnnlt 1nd1v1dunl ccllaaguea. '?h aot1cn ~o table passed unan1nmu&1ly.
Por·the A~m1ss1ons end Scholarship Committee, Pl"otesso~· J. ~ •. Idol
reported the committee's agreettSnt that .the Sonate•s resolutio;na to
<ielffte i,asa·agas t ~ the cataloguo concGming re-e:a:am1nat1cn .ror .
gra6Juat!lng aenioi-s shoal<! be tznpl -nt
starting w1t.h gi-aduat~wi·1n
December,· ·1971. 'fhis aot1on was 111 r aponse to Dean Hurst's N~J:1est
t oia a dat e on 11hioh such l!ieac~s eulct go 1ntc erroet.

Professor Idol ·also repc,i-ted ·on th~ coir:alttee•s d1acusa1ons ·
·cciftcel'ning bills ~m the Student Senate, In reapcn5e to the stu4~nts•
reqt.11est rcr ttxp&naion·ot the Pnse-P'ail i,y tem, t.he oomm!t.tee suggesi ea
waiting to evaluate the results or tbe f}Nnsnt, 11m1ted Pass-r.a11
syst4tm. It ..also reported that els w~ the sy~tem seems to be ~v!ng
serious t:M>uble, and Clemson should not .cons14er ex~ana1on unt11 the

ov!dt?nce ts 1n. In E'eSl)CIIO to th St;u ent sen ee•a resolution ast.~ng
tcl9 abolishmfflt of' all cl os attontlanc rogul,at1ons · at Clemson, t ~
eOiiMlttee renoFte~ ~hQt 1t touna u~h a move not tn ·t!M? t>eot.iatereats
·t a s cunct educ t1cn~ \')rogrrun at this t1 · • In veaponse to tM
·· ent Sen tc' · scltot1on··that ~ha~ b B rixe\1 s~&i ·ot g~ode t or
t'Pcshtimn M<i cphG::ore ~Q108ea .(e.g., th t .-~-100
• Go- 9
, 10";"79
c, eta. ) ~ q c0s~ttee 1'0Pot1ed· t .h Bt not only 1& tn1a
·eidc~ll uneoand, c a1do.r1ng tho •at'tano~ in t11aC' 11n
invel
'
it is n EU."Ch31-.C :,stem, tried· ana· ci!udat'dec1 ~ , t
s
F the
.tis ol 1- . •

-3-

In

ros~on~e to the Senate's request tor r~ro~mat1on ot the
p~e~~nt e~asable ~ rules to br1n~ them into line w1th the 3n1r1t or
tho Senat~'s or1~1nal recontl:lendation, P~ofes~or Idol reported ~or hi s
~ontt"t1ttee th&t their recomm~ndation was that th~ ofr.l~e or the regist~&r
<lt,~ ell nther eoncerned ng~ncies make theoe eh~n~e5, nutt1n~ them
itxto of'feot 'for rreshm@n enteri ng in the fall. seme.s;.;t?i-,
1971.
.
for th~ na~earcb CoJD1ittae, Prot aso~ 3. c. P .~lng otat04 th~r-e
'135 no r~po~t , as did Prof'~·t1sor H. D. Ai&l)\B r r t~e Policy Oc-mm1ttee .
Soi- Ad Hoc Cr.~1ttee A, Prcf'essor r,1. W. 3Uttra:ri Mrl~~nced a meeting ·~n

Tht1u~sda:t, 7ebiz--Jary 11, to twee care or :,oine d~tm1la 11tcrnm!ng tr@m

the rirst Se~&te s~ecial ~~et1ng.

Fe~ Ad Hoc Committee B, Prete eor R. v. Bo~gmnn mowed th~
adc~t1on ot his ocmm1tteo 'a dosc~1pt1on or tho co:71poa1t1oni n.Jld f'unction
~! Un17e~sity councils and c~r-;mittees, ~xc~pt!ng th~ Devolcpm~ntal

':'oo:icil , Ma-~t~r Plan, and t,POO , tfh1ch ~ still una~r sti..tdy; tbf.s w-:.a
3flJ~dod .bY ~teescr ff .. D.. Admms. An &A1tend;~ont ~ b~htlllf
the

er

CcwJ?t!tt~e to aad to that doscr1~tion th~ stst~r~nt ct duti~n
mpp~T~d by'th B@ar<i·~r Trustees in April, 1960, ~n~ presented by
~~~~nry

ITefe~soii- D. R. L@.'.i."crre, s~condeti by P'roi"e~ao~ H. D. Admm:. The
ar:~r!!d~nt paas~ci t'lnan:loounnly, S1nce the r1r.: it t,ro-th1rd!i or the
o@ramlttee 0 t, NJJJ1>rt 9 wt.th carrta!n ed1tor1al elull'l!gos fOi' el ?Jlty ~d
c~~r&ct!ei>a ot typcgi-aph1c&l el'l'Oi9$. soorrmc? to meee with gen3iPnl

aµprowDJ.l !' while th~ la§t section cov"r1n~ ~truuU.n""' e ~ '-t~ctni ~l)l)ointe<t
by ~ha P~si~nt ct the Uftive~ity d~ru,d~d !t:arth&~ d1sc~ss1@~, it
was mo~~ an(I aecooded ttia.t the report, b~ voted on 1n ·tuc separate
s~ot1oos. This raot1on ~as fl mtan1mousty. Tho erm0at1on was then
csl'.ll.ed (:i wot@ en tbe f"li"st tire seciiOi')~ er t~ ·cenan1ttae rrt2~ort) ·Uti.d,
cine@ th~tte wma ·a a1rre~~nce ct op1n1on &b~ut ~he ~all1ng ct the·
~uent1()f!) s it wtls put t0. e vo o. 2• r vont'J calling the (11llest1~· at
t~mt t1~ 9 3 ~~pos@d, l. ;.~betained. T"nc queat1on was calle<1'.

The motien to acce,t the committee•a re~ort as a.~en~~d (th tir,t
t\r:'o sections only) was pnased by a vote or 26 to 1 with no abstentions.
The app~~v~a portion or ~h~ report , ~~,1ch takes the . ro~m ot a
~cc~~~1!9n~3t1G~ tor raorganizati~n or the Un1v~~s1t,•a coijlln1ttee
stl'-ll~ture in scme eae~~, is a.py,e~ed tQ tht!se m1n(~t~s.
A mets.~ ,ms 1nt?Cd~oed by Pro.teasc:r. V.. 8. tro,l~~, seconde~ b y
'i'S\~~~~ss~r E. A. Vaughn, to tab}e the last par~ ot Coffii1\1ttee B's
n'i)~n, v!th tho understanding that it ,,aa to be· takan .u o again at

th~ Sa,tati:3•a M&~ch meeting..

The motton pnssed unanimously.

For Ad Hoc Comm1tt,ee C, Prottess or ~. c. Whitt;.,n, renoi"ting .1n t he
ot the ClOYl'u'111ttee • 1.1 chairman Prote~sor B. 3 . Skelton, exnlainat1·

~bsenc~

tha committee•s actions to 4ate, 1'h1ch i ncluded gt1thering and
sur.,,ey1ng a history ot attempts to reform the graduation exercises tn
1..eeetlt y~ars. Committee members had ruz-ther undartaken a very 1nf'O;l"ma~
sui'\t~Y or the opinions or theii- colleagues a."ld found little in~erest
in or cn~hus1a3m tor furtheP chan~es. Tl}er~fore, ~o!llfflittee C
racorn."ftanded that none be ma~e a~ the momi!nt, unlass nerhanf' tt were
to ch~'l~e .the time rt-o1i1 hour~ aoanntng conve11t1onaJ. lunch ht:ar to. an
hou~ in th~ mcrn1n~ or late aftet'ltoon, _!\nd to ~eeOi!t~ona col~oglato
exe~~ieoa 1n which "lA and PhD cand1date:s , could be 1n11,.1,1idtaally hood~d .,

cr., - e ,: 1 ~&t:U1t~c~,;::.~n ws.t:1 the ~~comm~~~~&1r" ~11 bcil".tr~ mz,: r~ss~tl f.'r.t(»i':.
- fJl.eor, th~ t'omm~t-~.~~ was in~:t1ructed. to. el.T~:·1 out t;n inv~at5.~at1.9~
.r i,;r~: :.'~t;ulta i1"of>i ~ntl d.1;r:,6'~1t~ion of the r;nivet-s1.tr-w1d.e suF\f'ey ·.h.ich
t.~tl b..:.o.~& ecm:'tucte_t':
'.i.~t3f~ !l~or

i'.,~· a corr...1".lit.~e on ~~dtr.at101~ !."o.fo1"d ).:1st ~tf!3~.
W. C:,. t·lhi ~~Gn 9 · :,e:.!~m-~~d by Prof'esoc1--· lt. L:!h~t::1;::, ~ i\Hl".fct't tr.u:.1.i

~ ~ nrs ·". lt glftt.~,·J.~tion Mu hono;i.~· ry d~gre~ pol!eiea, &S ~1~e:s1:mted to· t(~
,sa~te h:'F h1s •!O.r.:Jl~~tcr:fl 1~ m11i.l~?H~g~ph~d to~ra 9 b~ ~!rir.it~-n i'il th" C!~~~;....
•---i-.:!,(l1;_~2,E.:·
~l?·~s~@? D. R. !:~~'fuao~, · seca-l.~~t! -~:Y f!...._a,~es~o~ r.~. · U ~ .1\TLt ·'~$ p
u·V~dl ; '::» it7:,l~ t~d/}. t~tioo; th'~ Yr'I~~ t.o f:.Qu,].~· .~ru.-:1~!~(:} b~ ~@!c;:'!~ · ~Q)t~ •

. Ff''lil!\.:~;)e? D. R. i'AifCi'~,· Ora bebslr

oi'"

~h&' U?Ji~Qk"'a!.~:,, Li~!?"~i'Y

· _..... -; ·.~te,·-: ~. ·:@w~d th~ mcB@pti6rtft ('llf' a ~~@l~tton to ~~im~ tho B1-l&t,~ of' "~ ~
-~h-~t.? • ~ :!~·1stitut2.ia-~12 t~ 1110~.uia~ •:!2.r'e:ilt :....-:5µJNJ3;!fiitt.tio··: f.'cy~ C:ll~ras~ 0

a

in

r·~~~~

t;:..lila1L 11.1.l;>rf~F."iarn:J o~ t~~ Se,,~t~ ~ alll.o; tin~ ti?!,.:"' 0;?11{1 ~.a11mi@i"'
i;h\!
~p&T." _flln· .•~ :t @f th~ t-&tinJl. cf" 15. The flil}t ·on. ,;:i~~ lcllf!'eraint'!~Gt by Pi-:l»feBs~ ·
~ I. !le-;t.
D1sc~2slon m~:, tll:ile.y~~ until tr~~ r;~~h -·:,ot1~g, wh~il th-:?
~~l WJ.:U.. in tak.~n, ms t:,r~~cll."-ib~d _by th~ c·~'it!,tlttrit..10·:11. ·
.
.
.
ti'@~ ti ~ ;:,~1~.~t:liOtl3 Mli s~:i@l~?O~ip Co;rr::·.:ttt~~ ~ F :--.,f,?~t;-i!irt !d~Jl. u-:O<"/&~d'
'o:, Pl~i''l~ttso~ ~.
Wi!itte~:
.
.

c.

e~~n~~d

!'1J<i PC!or1ttv s~nat~ Fci_qc:e~:Jf:~ th~ tJ.1"#fi~c of
fiamitJcl.~:~Q aroa i?.fJg1.e0?aei.p'1 t1:: pt,btio~i ft:-ud,
G::as.€ml?tion c.ttA!u!tfJl@st ao -c~?ty (.R~. ~t:J fi,a,3-tb:~.

la~~rl~~ B. J~ $ke?.tM;

B.

F. Cook.

a. w.

O~ay; M. K. Ri:iu~rd6~\-"t;- o. D. Riggi')';

If D

Febrwlry

16, 1m

t/O

Olin Hall Auditor.l.Ulll

A special. meeting of tba Faculty senate, tbe second called for the
purpose ot ·consideriDg tbe proposed N'fiaion ot tbe t8Clllt7 manual, was
called to order at 4: 20. It vaa moved and seconded that the nadug and
approval ot \be mimltes ot the J1Mt1na ot Februar.r 9 be dispenaed with.
President Prochaska then tUl'ned. the •eUn& over to Professor M. w.
Jutras, cha1nlan ot Ad Hoc Committee A.
The first order of business vu the approval ot minor additions and
had voted to olar1ty vording ot the sections ot
the manual 1'b1ch had been oonm.del'ed at the previous special meeting en

corrections tba committee

Pebruar., 2. These included a det1n1t1on of tbe te1'm8
"dimaiasal.. 11

"tenure"

and

A motion to 1nclude as part ot the pollc:, section the port,ion from
the old mam,aJ deeJ 1ng Id.th Cl-.son• a personnel evaluation program was
discussed, 8118Dded., and ~ tabl.ed, pen.ding Ad Boe CoDmittee A• s
imestiga\ton ot the ~ word1Dg ot ti. Board of TrwrtMa• 19SS iesolu

tion 11bich directed the 1nstitut1on ot this pZ'Ogr8lll on an annual basis.
The motion v.lll be brought to '\be floor again 'Id.th Committee A• s report,
J)l'8sumably at the nut meeting of tbe Senate.

The ma3Jdng portion ot tbe suggened mannal, as revised, was pre
sented, diaC11Saed, and approved, a section at a tiae, Vi.th the corrections
{ ~ t1J)Ol!'8Jlh1cal) and additions baa the noor. In addition, it was
voted to request inclusion in tbs intosation section ot the manaal, which
18 be1ng relll"itten by Dean Hurst'• ottJ.ee. a paragraph on housing poliey
and a cow ot tbe faow:tT cmpensatioDi>olio;r now in use by the state Budget

and Control Board.

The subject ot earlier metings for the senate was discussed br1etly
at the close ot tbia seam.on, but dropped 1'.leD sevval senate members pointed
out that their teacM ng schedules would contlict, v1th a nev time.
The meeting waa adjourned at 6t 07•

Absent:

o. W.

Grq; H.K. RichardeonJ G.D. Riggs; B.F. Cooko

>·.//
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:,UNUTES- OF THE "1EETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE

"1arch 9, 1 Q71

Olin Hall Aud i torium

The meetin~ was called to order at IJ:17 n.m. '11nutes or the
prev!ous two meet~ngs (Webruarv 9 and Februarv 16) were a~oroved as
circulated. With re~ard t ·o the· February <) minutes, President Proo "laska
called to the Senate's. attention· a memorandum from Dean Hurst whic~
pointed out that~commun1cat1on w1th the racultv over oriorities ro ~ the
use or land and other racilities would be undertaken when needed
"tht'ouir,h normal channels."
'President l'l-ochaska I'epox-ted that since the last meetin~ or t ,e
Senate he had attended meetings or the Educational Council, where 1
~~oressional degree nrogram 1n · Agr1culture was annroved; of the Tr l 
Level Council_, where the oronosed Univcrsitv Senate and Un1vers1tv Union
nr1or1t1.es and alternatives had been discussed; an<t er the Sneaker ' s
Bureau, at the invitation or the Bureau members, where that bodv's
current difficulties in the areas or budget and nurnoses were disc1ssed.
President Prochaska also reported that the Senate reallocat101
ror the corning vear had been determined, baaed on new data from Dean
Hurst's orr1~e, to be as follows: Colle~e or A~riculture and B1oljg1cal
Sciences, o memb~rs; Colle~e of Architecture, l; Colle~e or Education, 3;
·colle~e or F.n~1neer1n~, 6; College of ~orest and Recreation Resour~es, l ;
Colle~e or Industrial ·•anagement and Textile Science, "ii. College of
Liberal Arts, 6; . School of Nursing~ 1; and College of Phvs1cal and
'fathernatical Sciences, 5. Elections of members to reolace those w-iose
terms will exn1re should be held before the next Senate meetin,:i:,
scheduled for Anril 1,. Before that date the nresent Adv1sorv Committee
or the Senate will me~t to ~ronose a slate of officers for the
l'l7i-72 Senate.
Beoause Un1veraitv ?.farshal Harold Cooledge had eonse.nted to
attend the Senate meet1-n ~ to · answer questions about last vear' s survev
of ~aeulty oninion on alterations in ~aduation exercises, the a~e nda
was altered to introduce Professor B. J. Slcelton, Chairman of Ad H:>c
.Committee C, at this time. · Professor Skelton first reviewed his
committee's efforts to secure the survev in ~uestion and to determine
its exact results; no eonv of those results seems to be available and
no member of the ad hoe committee or last ~ear has a eon~. Then
nrofessor Cooledge offered a brief historv of survevs or racultv 00inion,
be~1nn1ni:z: with one undertaken by the Student Senate some vears. ago, to
which resnonse~was less than lJ, the results or which weI'e dismis~ed
as not -be1n~ trulv renresentative of facultv oninion. ~rofessor
Cooled~e concluded with the summar~ of last vear's survev, sent out
und~r Dean ~reen's si~ature, results of which we re equallv mea~er ~d
offered only an informal series of sup;ge.stions. His committee last
year, howeve~, had recommended retention or the ceremony of hooding and
curtailment or individual nresentation or dinlomas to baccalaureate
graduates. Professor Cooledge stat~d that this recommendation was turned
down by the Board or Trustees • . Professor Cooled~e pointed out that,
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since the whole matter of ~aduation ceremonies must soon be examined
again becau$e or the increasing number or de~es awarded each vear,
the Senate• s Connnittee C would nrobably merelv duT)l!cate the worlc or
last vear's committee and or the work which will be done in a vear or
two anYWa~, were it to nursue its present 1nvest1~at1on further. ! n
resnonse to this su~gestion, Professor H. D. Adams moved, seconded by
Professor w. c. Whitten, that Ad Hoc Committee c be dissolved. The
motion carried bv unanimous voice vote, and President Prochaska th&.nked
Professor Cooled~e for his cooperation in the matter. Before he l e ft
the meetin~, Professor Cooled~e asked Senate member3 t~ consider the
importance ot collegiate marshals, whose nosts will carry greater
reanons1b111tv and im"Oortance in future vears.

In resnonse to the su~gestion made durin~ the meet1n~ or ~ebruarv 9,
Professor H. D. Adams then moved, seconded bv Professor W. c. Whitten,
that the present ~aduation nrocedures, with the excention or that
nortion on honorarv de~rees which was 1neluded in a recent Clem~on
Newsletter, be nrinted in the Clemson Newsletter for the racultv's
information. The motion nassed bv unanimous voice vote.
Renortin~ ror the Welfare Committee, Frofessor 3. c. ~ullins
moved that the matter or a student p;r1evai~ce eommittee, tabled at t he
February q meetin~, be returned to the fl ,x,r; this was seconded bV
Professor~~ 3. Skelton. The motion was approved unanimously.
~oressor Mullins then moved to amen4 the ori~nal motion to name t he
Vice President or the Student Body as a member or the comtnittee, rather
than the Vice President or the Student Senate; an orr1ce which does not
exist. The motion, seconded by Professor H. D. Ad&ms, nassed unanimously.
Prof"ea-sor J. L.· Arbena moved, seconded bv Prof'essor K. ·tehot~kv, that
the gi-1evance committee be instituted on a trial basis only, so that if
it wel'e not sucoesstul, it m_i~t be dissolved without ditticultv; t he
motion ~assed unanimously. Pl-otessor J. A. Ha~h moved, ~econde~ by
Professor w. c. Whitten, that the gtt1evance comm1ttee should determine
the nature ot the conmls1nts it would deal with nnd. the method by which
they be .handled; this motion was ~assed unanimously. The ·question was
then called,
the motion, as a.mended, read as follows:

and

. B•soio.4: that a oommttt•• to be P•f•PP•d to a~ th•
Paouity-Stud•nt ~•iatlon• Cowrmitt••· oompoaed of th• VicH
PP•1tlden't of th•· l'aouZ.ty Senat• (as ohatrma11)·, Vtoo PPos-tdent
df th• student Body, an Asalstant D•an of .Studonts, and t~o
oth•P m•mb•P~, one •aoh fPom th• P~outty and Student Senat•8i
b• app~l~t.~ ~Y th• PP••ld•nt of th• UnlvePslty to heaP
gPte~ano•~ by etud4nts agai11.1Jt faovlty m•mbePa o~ oth•P
Uni~•Palty •mptoyees, and .to••• a mutvatty aatlsfaotoPy
eoiutimt td: the gieteuanoe. ~h~ oommttt•• ltsetf shat! .
det•mino th• rutea· and p?ooeduPos lt i.,l it fo1. 'tt>t.1 ?J1ith HgaPd
t~ th• oomptal~t• it i.,lZ.% h•a~.
PalPth•P, lf no satiwfaotoPy sotution ta found, th•
oommitt•~ shati forr.,,a~d (ta findings to the PP~s!d•nt of the
UntvePsity vla th• Dean of Student AffalPs and th• D•an of
tha Unl~•Pslty ~ljh any appPbpPi.at• Psoonrmgndat£on.

- 3~h• Zif• of the oommittae shatl szt•nd no moP• than
t~o aoad•mlo ysars aftsr its oreation~ unl•ss the Paoulty
S•nate r•questa suoh eztenaion.

The motion passed by unanimous voice vote; one abstention was registered.
For the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, Professor J. L. Idol
reported his committee's decision to ask tor no Senate action in
resnonse to a Student Senate appeal to reconsider a ban on all major
exam~ in the last week before final examinations. Professor Idol
exnla1ned that his connnittee refused action tor several reasons: first,
the Faculty Senate rejected by an overwhelmin~ majoritv a similar
resolution a year a~o; second, teachers ·sometimes relv on such late
exams to determine exemotions from finals; third, several den~tments
already discoura~e such late exams; and last, &nv rirm nroscr1nt1on on
exams constitutes a violation of academic freedom. ·
In resoonse to a further request to have a nrint-out from the
computer center sent to each faculty member of the ~rades he has given,
so that he may be sure the ~ade he ~ave was that which was recorded,
Prof'eesor Idol renorted that ·1r. &..rrv of the re~1strar 's office will
set uo the mechanism for 1mnlementat1on o~ this
aa soon as the
new computer equ1nment is installed, in about six months. Until that
time, anv racultv member may have such a notation, at his request, on
an individual basis; to oerrorm this service for the ent1?9e racultv
would, at this time~ take too much or '.fr. Berrv' s staff's time.

nlan,

For the Research Committee Professor J. c. ~annin~ reoorted on
the services of the chemical suooly house ror Clemson. He briefed the
contractual ~rangement, then pointed oat that this contract can be
termlnated at any t!me that service is proven to be·. naarkedly aub
standai-4. Co)DJ)la1nts should be made d1Nctly to department heads and
deans 9 so that the &~,:,l"Oy,nate admlnistPatoi-a m&y be 1ntormed.

!Par the Policy CommU;tee, Pi-otessor H. D. Adams rey,~ed no new
business.
For Ad Hoc Committee A, Professor M. W. Juti-as l!OTed the inclusion
in the poltcy section or the revised Manual tor Paeulty. ~embers the
,a.i-agrai,hs concern1np: oersonnel evaluation f)rocedures, tol'm9PlY a part
ot the intol'!nation section or the manual, since these 1n!eed renresent
Un1ve~s1ty policy. He had made a few changes in wording and omitted
nart or the oresent statement, which ~nresented unneeded information.
Seconded bv Professor K. Lehotskv, the motion nassed unanimously.
Professor JutPas then moved, sec6nded by Professor J. c. ~ullins, the
dissolut1ort or Ad Hoc Committee A, whose work is conrplete; the motion
passed unanimously.
Por Ad Hoc Committee B, Pro~esso~ R. P. Bor~n moved the adoi,tion,
seconded by Professor J. L. Idol, or the desor1pt1on or the Student
Paculty-Adm1n1strat1on Council ·(the "'l'ri-Level" Council), which
included 'a change or name and an exact delineation or me1Bbership_. The
motion oaased unanimously and will be included ~th ,:bose council and
committee descriotfons passed at the l.Pebroary ·q Senate meet,1ng, which
will be requested aa the official descriptions to be outlined in the
new faculty m~ual.
·
· ·

-4Professor Borp;man then moved, seconded by Professor H. D. Adams,
the adoot1on ot the descr1"t1on or a Develooment Council. Professor
v. s. Hod~es, seconded bv Protesaor E; A. Vaughn, moved to amend t he
deacr1nt1on to allow the Paculty Senate President, suggested as a
member or- the council, to name a substitute at euch meetings as he could
not attend; the amendment oassed bv a vote or 21 to 5. The ·amended
motion, as nresented, read:

rh• Paoutty S•nat• oonoupe ~lth the Admlnlett-atlon'•
ztaoognltlon of th• n••d fop a D•t1•%opm•nt Counolt and uPg••
lte epaedg ••tabttehment. rh• Paoutty S•nat• faPth•P
n _oommende to the AdmlntetPtJtion that th• Paoutty b• PepPss•nt ed
on th• pPopotted Det1•%opmt1nt Couno.l t. OP otJteie auah body thztough
membePehip of the Pzteeld•nt of th• Paoutty S•nate (ozt hle
deeignate} on th• body and auoh otheP faoutty memb•Pehlp as t he
AdmlnletP<Jtlon d••m• appPopPlate • .
The motion D&ssed bv unanimous Toice vote.
Professor Bor~ then moved, seconded by Pro: essor W. c. Whit ten,
a study by the 1911-T~ Senate ot a Mast er Planning Committee. The
motion aa oresented read:
·

z,,,_,,

~h•
~ao•tty S•nat• ehatt lnltlat• a etudy
pePtalnl.ng to th• foP11111t.at;,£.on of a "Ma•t•zt Ptann-lng Co71f11fltt••"
foP th• Unl••Pel.ty. Suo, « oommitt•• sho•t4 l.nol•4• etudent.
faoute,. and a4mlnletPatltn1 P•pPeeentatloee and oono•rn itaetf
vi.th th• ••tabll.•1ui•nt of phyetoat ptant doo• Zopment and
pP(oJtltlee.
.

'l'he motion passed with only one ne~-at1ve vote.
Pro.t easor Borp;man then mo•e4, seconded by Professor H. D. Adams,
to return to the floor the unt1n1shed business ot the deacr1Dt1ons or
"ll'acultv Stand1ng Committees to be Appointed by the President or the
u111versity." '!'be motion paasecl unanll!lously. Attei-· m1nor amen&nent
.
1nclud1ng the noin-g or the · Aaa1stant Deans '>f' students, rather. .fiM tile
I>eans or Men am1 Women (titles no longer in current use), to ·the. Social ·
Atta1rs Comlllittee and arte~ cl1acuas1on ot the request to~ a Dlace . on
eaoh c~ttee tor a Senate member, the motion came to a vote and nassed
unanimously. 'l'h1a adds the last con,mittee descriptions to the recommended
list ?or 1nalus1on in the new faculty manual. Professor Borgman then
moYed, seconded by ProfeasoP V. S. Hodges, that, its wo~ bein~ done ,
Ad Hoc Colllllitte" B be d1sso1Yed; the motion passed unanimouslv.

As orescr1bed· bY the Senate's constitution, the or01'osed imendment
to the Constitution and By-Laws, which was 1nt~oduced .at the .February9
meeting by Professor D. R. La'l'oi-re, was rein'·roduced tor aot1on. The
proposed ~ndmen~ read:
.
.
.
.
.
roP puPflO••• or-· aiiooatton of St11&a·t • seats a~d aZl oth•l'·.
praoot•lon• of ·thle APtloi•• the· p?of••~lp~ai itJPal'lan• t/'ttt ·~·
oonel4-Htl •• fatnilt11 ••.PPtl•nttng a stih·o oi.•_. ·
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The amendment oassed by unanimous voice vote and will be brou~ht before
the entire racultv tor consideration at the neneral Faculty Meeting
in •.fay; if al')Droved, it will be added to the Bv-Laws (immediately
after the tirst sentence ot Article II, Section 1) and a renresentat1ve
ot the Library will then be seated as an otf1c1al member or the Paoul ty
Senate.
For the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, Professor 3. L. Idol,
seconded by _P rofessor v. s. Hot.lgea, ll!OYed the shortening or the time
durin~ which a student may dl"OJ) a course without a recorded grade nnd
a similar shortening ot the time w1th1n whloh he may receive a WP. It
was pointed out that this bact long been a matter or concern with a large
number of' the t'aculty. Purther, such a move. :lthoald hel,:, taeulty members
to obtain corrected rolls at an eat"lier date than is now the case. 'l'he
~t!on aa pr-esented read as .follows:
~h- p•Pl.od lft ~hlel a •tu4e•t may dPOp a oouP•• i.nthout
Ntlo~d of t1t• gHd• ehaJ.1 h P•duo•d fPom fouP (IJ to two (JJ
u.•t•; a,ad the peP(Od (M ~lloh G •t•d•Rt •ay d~op a OOVPa•
•lth a gPatl. of Nlt14raev P«••lng shati b• no moP• than o~•
v••k aft•P •(d-tePm gPad•• arae d•• ln the Regi.atPaP'a Off-l.t,•.
"!'he motion passe<! by a vote

ot 2• to 3.

n.

Proteaaor Idol then moved~ seconded by PN>tessor H.
Adams,
the urgent request tor reconsideration or t he ·freeze on funds tor t he

purchase ot boo.k s and y,er1od1cala.

The mot i on read as follows:

•l•~

In
of the •hoPt pvbitahlng ti.f• of ma~y books and
fNPlodloa&• t111d th• ft•o•••lty of ha~lng ouPPsnt matePlat fop
adeq1rate teao~lng Clfld .-e•aPOh. th• Paoulty Senate
i.t• d••P oono•Pff ooeP th• oompZete
on fund• foP n•~
&oot and p•Pl.odloai puPeha••• foP th• LibPaPy a• paPt of th•
Unlo•P•ltll'• gen~Nt out l• th• aoqulaltion of ne~ equi.pment.
!'11• Senate. th•,..foPfl. P•oorrm,-,ids that the AdmlnlatPati.on
m,thoPl•• th•
·of paPt oft~••• fund• foP UPg•ntty
n••d•d •at•nal• cm a pr-(.onty eoale to be detePml.ned· by th•
DlPeetOP of th• £loPaPy.

fP••••

ezr,P•••••

P•l•a••

'l'b1a motion ~aasect by unan1JI01ls YOloe TOte.
Protessor 'V. s. Hodges presented and moved the adopt~on or,
seconded by .Professor It. Lehotaky. an amendment tC> the By-Laws or
the Constitution or the Senate which aake4 tor authorization to anno1nt
an alternate to~ the senat.or who represents any college or school
whieh bas but a st~gle representat1Ye. As ~rovided bv the constitution,
this ·amendment will come to a YOte at the meeting or A~r11 13.

. ..

.
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fresident Prochaska then e,roressed his t hanks t o the Senate t or
cooneration throughout the year just passe~ and, this be1n~ the last
mee,; in~ or the 1970-71 Senate, exoressed thanks and. aonreclation to
his otticers and the chairmen ot the standing and the ad hoc commit tees
tor their taithtul an<! de<l1cated·.aerv1ce throup:hout the year.
Pl'otessor v. s. Hodges, seconded by Proteasor w. c. 'Whitten, moYed
a Yote ot thanks and aooreciatiori in i-etttrn tor the outstanding
service ~1Yen the Senat~ an~ th~ taoulty as a whole by President
Prochaska; this motion y,asaed \lftanlllOUsl:, with al)Dlause trom the
· ent!N Senate.
·
The meeting was adjoumed

at

6 :16 y:,.m.

Corinne Sawyer,
Absent :

'l'. \l. ,Clng; . 3. Jt•. .Tohnson; ·M. K. R1cbarc:t•on ;
W. E. CaatN; tf. E. Gettys.

B. E. 011111and·;

t/7
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MINU'rES OP THE MEETING O~ THE PACULTY SENATE

Api-11 13, 1911

Olin Hall Aud1toriwa

-?he Jieeting was called to o?'der at 11:17 and the minutes ot the
previous meeting aouroved as circulated. President Prochaska announced
an informal social hour t~ be .held immediately tollowin~ the meeting so
that new and old Senate members could meet and get acquainted.

Preslde~t Prochaska reported that he had attended meetings or the
Vending Machine Committee a.nd or the Tri-Level Council. At the latter .
meeting, the question or a University Senate had been discussed; the
consensus was that the Tri-Level Council now serves such a runct1on and a
separate body is not now needed. One move toward better coordinating the
ertorts ot Student and Faculty Senates has already been taken; the Student
Senate's conmittee chairmen will meet next year with their Faculty Senate
committee chairman counte~arts on a monthly basis, in the attempt to
aYoid the duplication or effort and occasional misunderstandings which
have sometimes occurred in the ~ast.
·
Retiring Vice-President M. W. Jutras, who reuresented the Faculty
Senat e on the Univ~rsity Union committee in the temnorattv absence ot
Professor v. s. H~dgea, reported to the Senate on the changes announced
last week in Un1on · olans. · S1ftll'lY put, these represent a change in
philosophy; a single Union bu11ding placed opposite the Library has been
shelved in preference to a "Union Complex" which would make use of' some
already existing buildings tor student organizat1o~al offices, a theatre,
a ballroom, etc. It seems possible that with the new plan more or the
facilities desired by the students wil l be made available, it building
money is channeled 1nto renovation and reconstruction or such sites as
Johnstone Hall, the p~esent YMCA, and portions of' the Clemson House. The
report concluded that the Faculty Senate should be well pl eased with this
shift in emphasis, since it embodies in it many of' the ideas propounded in
Senate ~1scusaions throughout the year . Professor Jutras added that,
should there be funds left when the major student facilities are contracted,
and should t here be manifest interest, portions ot the Clemson House may
be renovated to serve the tu~ctions or a faculty e lub.
On the dist>Oaition or Senate resolutions, President Prochaska
reported the pr1nt-1ng or present graduation policies in the Clemsort
Newsletter. The establishment of' a "~aculty-student relations committee,"
or student grievance board, has been passed f'or discussion a.nd comment to
the Tri-Level Council. '!'he suggested revision of' the :aculty manual
orepared by Ad Hoc Committees A and Band apnroved by the Senate has
been passed along to .a special comm.=.ttee appointed by the administrat ion;
Proressor M. w. Jutras, who served as chairman or Committee A, has been
asked to serve on the special committee an~ will, at ·the request ot the
Senate, reJ)Or~ on the progress or the manual revisions. Finally, w.ith
respect to Library tunds, the Administration has allowed some relaxation
ot expenditures, and should any funds be restored by the State in
suf't1c1ent t ~ine ror use betore the end or this fiscal year, the Libl'at-1
will ~oeive high priority.

h'r
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As prescribed by the Senate's cons~1tut1on, the pro~n~~d amendment
to the Constitution and By-Laws, which was introduced at tl1e March 9
meeting by Professor V. S. Hodges, seconded by Professor Ko Lehotsky,
was :-•,:.1niroduced toxe action. The proposed amendment, to be inserted in
Article II, Section 1 or the By-Lawa or the Constit ution and the By-Laws
ot the Faculty and Pacult:, Senate, between p,.?."'•agraphs 6 and 1, rea4 :
'Colt•g•e OP eohoo&a
•ha%% •t•ot «N a%t•Pnat•
· ·,aaii 1aaoe th• ••atu• of
att~ftded lN t~• et•ad of

Wlth on&y on• P•gwtaP S•nat• m•mb•P .
on a y•tU'ty basis. ~h• attePnat•
a futi m•mb•Jt at any $enat11 m••ting
th• PegutaP m•mbeP.

The amenc!ment puaecl by unanimous Y01ce ·, ote and will be brought betore
the entire taoul~:, tor consideration at the Oeneral Faculty Meeting 1n May.
Per the .waltar9 Cominittee, its chairman Protessor J. c. Mullins then
Protessor J. A. Haab, the ad()l)tion. or a resolution ottert~g Senate auppol"t to the proposed amendment to the South Carolina
Reti~em~nt Law (Section 61-11, . 1) which would 'remove .one ot the con
ditiona required betore a nominee ot an employee ·could receive .monthly
allowance,, inst ead ct the acowmalated contribution. Professor Mullins .
expl alne.d that this suggested change 1·n the law is a ·r1rst step to~d
improving the present retirement system and an 1mpoi-tant one; it h.a a the
enthua!ast1c baoklng ~r Clemson's Mr. J.B. Gentry. · As finally presented.
the motion react:
moYed, seoondecl by

~h• ,aouity S•nat• •uppoJtt• the pl'Opo••d ·amendllr•nt to
••otlon 6i-ii1.i of th• South CaPoltna R•tlP•••nt £aw 4•1•ting
the uoPd• "thll't,-fto• yeaP• of tnt•dltab1• ••Polo•. OP aft•P th•
atta1",..~*· of age •lcty vtth••• n ~h•
uPg•• that th•
Ad•lnletPatlo,a Pend•P it• euppoPt by ooKtaottng appl'OpP.lat•
pcP•on• ln th• South CaPo1.lna Stat• £egl•%atuPe an4 pP•••ntlng
to
t1te P•a•on• fop thl• ame11dm•"'· " ' ..
·

S•~~••

t~••

The motion passed by unanimous voice vote.
. · The tlnal order or business was the election or new ott1oers. The
slate tor t~ ·ottice or president as presented by the Advisory Cc111!111.t tee
was: J. c. Mullins; Corinne Sawyer .
Corinne Sawyer was elected .

s.
v. s.
V.

The slate tor the ·ortice or 'lice-president was : 3 o D.. Fulton';
Hodges. . Nomination ·rrom the tlooP added the !la!lle or 3. c ~ ~ullins.
Hodges was elected.
·

The slat e tor the ·ottice ot secretary was: n. D. Camper; Ruth L. Hays;
P. J. Keller; and R. D. Shannon. P. J. Keller requested that his name be
withdrawn t'rom consideration. Ruth L. Hays was elected.
Nomlnatlona were then put forward tor membership on t 'h e Adv.i soey
Committee tor 1971-72. One person was nominated f'itom each college.
Elected by acclimation were: E. B. Rogers tor Agriculture; v. s. Hodges
tor Arch1tect~e; 3. A. Hash tor .Education; w. E. Castro tor Engineering;
K. Lehotsk:, .tor Poreat and Recreation; E. A. Vaughn for Industrial·
Management and Textiles; E. P. Willey for Liberal Arts; };lose Godbout tor
Ntarsirig; and D.R. La'l'orre for Mathematics and Physical Sciences.

-3Professor V. s. Hodges then 1,roposed a YOte or thanke to the
outgoing ottScers, with part1cul81' praise tor the sUJ)erior work done
by retiring president, B. J. Prochaska, a aotion passed by acclimation
a1gn1t1ed by applause.

The meeting adjourned at 5:12 p.m.

Absent: N. R. -Bauld; Rose A Godbout.; D.R. LaTol're; and M. D. Sherrill.
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March 12, 1971

Dr. Victor Hurst

Dean of the UnlYersity
c1..,on Uni••r•lty
Dear Dean Hurst:
Pl•••• find attached a copy •f the coapleted rec...eadatloaa
of A4 Hoc C01mitt•• A of the Paclllty Senate, which~•••• its
re1pon1lbllity the aakin1 of rec011aeDdation1 with respect te the
revision of the Manual for Paculty ...bera. The recoaaendatlon,
bein1 forwarded have been discussed at two special aeetin11 of
the Faculty Senate. After 1oae coapr011i1e, all itea, were approved
with little or, usually, no oppo1in1 votes. Con1ideTin1 that the
Paculty Senate has fairly and accurately repre1ented the Jaculty ·
in the past, the Paculty Senate strongly reco..end1, in behalf of
the Paculty, that th••• proposed revisions be adopted and iapl..ented.
Sincerely,
B. J. Prochaska
President
Paculty Senate
BJP/cas
cc:

Dr. M. W. Jutras

Attachaents

I

POLICY STATEMENTS
Each policy statement printed herein was initiated by the Faculty
Senate, recommended by the Educational Council, then approved by the
President and, when necessary, by the Board ot Trustees.
Coverage
These policies cover the following professional statf members: The
President ot the University, the Dean ot the University, the Dean ot Under
graduate Studies, the Dean ot Graduate Studies and University Research, the
Dean of University Extension, and the teaching and research faculty with the
rank of professor, associate professor, assistant professor, or instructor,
and the professional librarians.
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Introduction
The faculty member is entitled to full freedom in research and in the
publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance of his other
academic duties; but research for pecuniary return should be based upon an
understanding with the authorities ot the institution.

~
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The faculty member is entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing
his subject, but he should be careful not to introduct into his teaching con
troversial matter which has no relation to his subject. Limitations of
academic freedom because of religious or other aims of the institution should
be clearly stated in writing at the time of the appointment.
The college or
learned profession,
speaks or writes as
ship or discipline,

university faculty member is a citizen, a member of a
and an officer of an educational institution. When he
a citizen, he should be tree trom institutional censor
but his special position in the c~unity imposes

"''
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special obligations. As a man ot learning and an educational officer• he
should remember that the public~ Judge his profession and his institution
by his utterances. Hence he should at all ti.mes be accurate. should exercise
appropriate restraint• should shov respect tor the opinions ot others• and
should make every et't'ort to indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman.
It the Administration of' the University t'eela that a faculty member has
not observed the admonitions of' the third paragraph above and believes that
the extramural utterances of' the faculty member have been such as to raise
grave doubts concerning his fitness tor his position• it ~ proceed to file
charges under Paragraph 5(c) ot the Regulations on Academic Freedan and Tenure .

In interpreting the third paragraph above. the right ot' a faculty member
to identity himself' by his academic rank and institutional at'f'iliation is re
cognized. The faculty member• in his extramural utterances. is bound by the
strictures contained in that paragraph.
Foreword
These regulations are designed to enable Clemson University to protect
academic freedom and tenure and the requirements of' academic due process.
The principles implicit in these regulations are tor the benefit ot all who
are involved with or are att'ected by the policies and programs ot the institu
tion. The university is a marketplace ot' ideas• and it cannot tult'ill its
purposes ot transmitting• evaluating. and extending knovled8e if it requires
conformity with any orthodoxy ot content and method. In the words of' the
United States Supreme Court• "Teachers and students must alv~s remain free
to inquire• to stu~ and to evaluate. to gain new maturity and understanding;
othervise our civilization will stagnate and die."
Regulations
l.

Statement of' Terms of Appointment
( a) The terms and cooditions of' every appointment to the faculty will
be confirmed in vriting. and a copy ot the appointment document
will be supplied to the faculty member. Any subsequent extensicns
or modifications ot an appointment. and any special understanding,
or any notices incumbent upon either party to t>J'Ovid.e• will be con
t'inned in vriting and a copy vill be given to the taeulty member.
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2.

(b)

With the exception of special appointments (for example: military
personnel. poet-doctoral research appointments. consultants. part
time appointments. adjunct professorships. and visiting professor
ships) clearly limited to a brief association with ·the institution.
and reappointments of retired faculty members on special conditions,
all full-time appointments to the rank of instructor or higher
are of two kinds: (1) probationary appointments; (2) appointments
with tenure. Tenure. having been granted,is continuous thereafter.
A revocation of tenure must be treated as a dismissal under the terms
of paragraph 5 below.

(c)

Except for faculty members who have tenure status, every person
with a teaching or research appointment of any kind will be informed
each year in writing of his appointment and of all matters relative
to his eligibility for the acquisition of tenure.

Probationary Appointments
(a)

Probationary appointments may be for one year, or for other stated
periods, subject to renewal. The total period of full-time service
prior to the acquisition of tenure will not exceed 7 years, including
all previous full-time service with the rank of instructor or higher
in other institutions of higher learning (except that the probationary
period may extend to as much as 4 years, even if the total full-time
service in the profession thereby exceeds 7 years; the terms of such
extension will be stated in writing at the time of initial appointment~
[Effective Date: July 1. 1973]. Except as provided in Regulation 12,
time spent on leave of absence will count as probationary period service,
unless the individual and institution agree to the contrary at the time
leave is granted.

(b)

Regardless of the stated term or other provisions of any appointments,
written notice that a probationary appointment is not to be renewed will
be given to the faculty member in advance of the expiration of his appoint
ment, as follows: (1) Not later than March 1 of the first academic year
of service, if the appointment expires at the end of that year; or, if a
one-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at least 3 months
in advance of its termination; (2) not later than December 15 of the
second ac&demioyear of service, if the appointment expires at the end of
that year; or, if an initial two-year appointment terminated during an
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academic year, at leut 6 maa.tha in advance ot its termination;
(3) at least 12 J1011th1 before the expiration or an appointment
after 2 or more years or service at the institution. Clemson
Univerlity vill normal.l.y notify taculty members of' the terms and
caa.ditions of' their renewals by March 15; however, because the
budget requires legislative approval, notitication of' salary ~
be delqed until a:tter the General Assembly has acted. Nevertheless,
each faculty member should be provided with a tentative salary figure
by March 15.
3.

Termination or Appointment by the Faculty Member
A faculty member~ terminate his appointment ettective at the end
ot an academic year, provided that he gives notice in writing at the
earliest possible opportunity, but not later than April 15, or 30
days a:tter receiving notification of the terms or his appointment for
the coming year, whichever date occurs later. The faculty member may
properly request a waiver ot this requirement of notice in case of
hardship or in a situation where he would otherwise be denied sub
atanti&l. proteasion&l. advancement or other opportunity.
Persons tailing to provide such notice within the stated time limit
vill forfeit all rights both to accrued annual leave and to monetary
compensation tor leave not taken except where the proper administrators
have made an exception in particular instances. Faculty members should
be aware that department heads and other administrators will be likely
to note this breach ot ethics in any letter ot evaluation or recom
mendation.

4. Termination ot Appointments by the University
(a)

Termination ot an appointment with continuous tenure, or of a
special or probationary appointment before the end of the specified
term,~ be ettected by the University only tor adequate cause.

(b)

It termination takes the form of a dismissal, it vill be pursuant to
the procedure specified in Regulation 5.

(c)

Where termination ot appointment is based ul)o!l,,financial exigency, or
bona tide discontinuance ot a program or department of instruction,
Regulation 5 will not apply, but faculty members shall be able to have
the issues reviewed by the Welfare Committee ot the Faculty Senate,
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with ultimate reviev ot all controverted issues by the Board ot Trustees.
In every case ot financial exigency or discontinuance ot a program or
department ot instruction, the faculty member concerned will be given
notice as soon as possible, and never lees than l2 months' notice, or
in lieu thereof he vill be given severance salary tor l2 months .
Before terminating an appointment because ot the abandonment of a
program or department ot instruction, the University will make every
ettort to place affected faculty members in other suitable positions.
It an appointment is terminated before the end of the period of appoint
ment because ot financial exigency, or because of the discontinuance of a
program or instruction, the released faculty member's place will not be
tilled by a replacement within a period ot two years, unless the released
faculty member has been ottered reappointment and unless a reasonable
time has elapsed vithin which to accept or decline it.
( d)

Termination or a tenured appointment• or ot a nontenured or special
appointment before the end of the period ot appointment, for medical
reasons, vill be baaed upon clear and convincing medical evidence
which shall, it the faculty member so requests, be reviewed by the
Advisory Caamittee of the Faculty Senate before a final decision is
made by the Board of Trustees on the recommendation of the President
ot the University.

5. Dismissal Procedures
(a)

Ad.equate cause tor a dismissal will be related, directly and sub
stantially, to the fitness of the faculty member in his professional
capacity as a teacher or researcher. Dismissal will not be used to
restrain faculty members in their exercise of academic freedom or
other rights ot American citizens. A dismissal is the removal or dis
charge tran his faculty position of a faculty member with tenure or
ot a faculty member with a special or probationary appointment before
the end of the specified term of the appointment.

(b)

Dismissal ot a faculty member with tenure, or with a special or pro
bationary appointment before the end of the specified term, will be pre
ceded by: (1) discu11ions between the faculty member and appropriate
administrative officers looking toward a mutual settlement; (2) informal
inquiry by the Welfare Caamittee of the Faculty Senate which may, failing
to ettect an adjustment, determine whether in its opinion dismissal pro
ceedings should be undertaken, without its opinion being binding upon the
President; (3) a statement .or charges, framed vith reasonable partic
ularity by the President or his delegate.
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(c)

A di•aiH&l, u defined in Regulation 5(a), will be prece4ed by a
statement or reasons, and the individual concerned will have the right
to be heard initially by the Advisory Committee ot the P'aculty Senate.
A member ot that c01111Uttee vill remove himself trCll the cue, either at
the reque•t ot a party or on his own initiative, it he deems himself'
disqualified tor bias or interest. Each party will have a 11.&Ximum of
tvo challenges without stated cause. It such removals and challenges
reduce the membership ot the Advisory COllllll.ittee below 5, the President
of the Faculty Senate will appoint tram the membership of the Senate
•utficient members to raise the committee to 5.
(1) Service of notice of hearing with specific charges in writing
will be -.de at least 20 ~ s prior to the hearing. The faculty member
mq wai-ve a bearing or ~ respond to the charges in writing at any time
before the hearing. If' the faculty member waives a hearing, but denies
the charges against him or asserts that the charges do not support a
finding or adequate cause, the hearing committee will evaluate all avail
able evidence and rest its recamnendation upon the evidence in the record.

~

(2) The cOllllllittee, in consultation with the President of the University
and the faculty member, will exercise its judgment as to whether the hearing
should be public or private.
(3) During the proceedings the faculty member will be permitted to
have an academic advisor and counsel of his own choice.
,'\

(4) At the request of either party or the hearing committee, a re
presentative or a responsible educational association shall be permitted
to attend the proceedings as an observer.
( 5) A verbatim record of the hearing or hearings will be taken and
a typevritten copy will be made available to the faculty member without
cost to him, at his request.
(6) The burden or proof that adequate cause exists rests with the
University and sha.11 be satisfied only by clear and convincing evidence
in the record considered as a whole.

~

(7) The hearing committee will grant adjournments to enable either party
to investigate evidence concerning which a valid claim of surprise is made.

~

(8) '!'be f'aeult7 llllll>er vUl. 'be attorded an opportunity to obtain
neeeH&17 vi taeHea md documentary or other evidence, and the Administration
of' the UniTeraity will, insof'ar as it is possible for it to do so, secure the
cooperation of such witnesses and make available necessary documents and other
evidence vithi.n its cc:ctrol.

(9) The faculty member and the Administration vill have the right to confront
and cross-examine all witnesses. Where the witness cannot or will not appear,
but the committee deterauaaa that the interest of justice require admission
of his statement, the committee will identity the witness, disclose his state
. .nt, uid if poeaible provide for interrogatories.
(10) In the hearing of charges of incompetence, the testimony shall include
that of qualified faculty members from this or other institutions of higher
education.
(11) The hearing committee will not be bound by strict rules of legal evidence,
and may admit any evidence which is of probative value in determining the issues
involved. Every possible effort will be made to obtain the most reliable
evidence available.
(12) The findings of fact and the decision will be based solely on the hearing
record.
(13) Except for such simple announcements as may be required, covering the time
of the hearing and similar matters, public statements and publicity about the
case by either the faculty member or administrative officers will be avoided so
far as possible until the proceedings have been canpleted including,consideration
by the Board ot Trustees of the University. The President and the faculty member
will be notified ot the decision in writing and will be given a copy of the record
of the hearing.
(14) If the hearing committee concludes that adequate cause for dismissal has not
been established by the evidence in the record, it will so report to the President.
It the President rejects the report, he will state his reasoos for doing so, in
writing, to the hearing committee and to the faculty member, and provide an opportunity tor response before tranamitting the cue to the Board of Trustees. If
the hearing comaittee concludes that adequate cause for a dismissal bas been established, but that an academic penalty less than ·a1sm.iaeal would be more appropriate,
it will so recommend, vith supporting reaaons.
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6. Action by the Board of Trustees
It dismissal or other penalty is recommended, the President will, on request
ot the faculty member. tr8D9mit to the Board or Trustees the record or the
case. The Board or Trustees• review will be baaed on the record or the
camdttee hearing. and it will provide opportunity tor argument, oral or
written or both. by the principals at the hearing or by their representative.
The decision or the hearing cOBllittee will either be sustained, or the
proceedings returned to the comaittee with specific objections. The com
mittee will then reconsider, taking into account the stated objections and
receiving new evidence it necessary. The Board of Trustees will make a final
decision only after study or the committee's reconsideration.

7. Suspensions
Until the final decision upon termination of an appointment has been reached,
the faculty member will be suspended, or assigned to other duties in lieu
of suspension. only it immediate harm to himself or others is threatened by
his continuance. Before suspending a faculty member. pending an ultimate
determination of his status through the institution's hearing machinery, the
Administration will consult with the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate.
SW1penaion ia appropriate only pending a hearing; a suspension which is in
tended to be final is a dismissal, and will be dealt with as such (see Reg
ulation 5). Salary will continue during the period of suspension.

8.

Terminal Sa.lary or Notice
If the appointment is terminated• the faculty member will receive his salary
or notice in accordance with the schedule of notice to which he is entitled
under Regulation 2(b), or, it he has tenure, for at le&St one year. This
provision for terminal notice or salary need not apply in the event that
there has been a finding that the conduct which Justified dismissal involved
moral turpitude. On the recommendation of the faculty hearing committee or the
President, the Board of Trustees, in determining what, if any, p~ents will
be made beyond the effective date of dismissal, ma.y take into account the
length and quality of service or the faculty member.

9.

Academic Freedau.
All members of the faculty. whether tenured or not, are entitled to academic
treed.om as set forth in the · statement an academic freedom above specified.
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10.

Termination Involving Academic Freedom ot Nontenured Faculty
If a faculty member on probationary or other nontenured appoint
ment alleges that considerations violative ot academic freedom
significantly contributed to a decision not to reappoint him, his
allegation will be given preliminary consideration by the Welfare
Committee of the Faculty Senate, which will seek to settle the
matter by informal methods. His allegation shall be accompanied
by a statement that he agrees to presentation of such reasons
as the University may allege in support of its decision. If
the difficulty is unresolved at this stage, and if the committee
so recommends, the matter will be heard in the manner set forth
in Regulations 5 and 6, except that the faculty member making
the complaint is responsible for stating the grounds upon which
he bases his allegations, and the burden of proof shall rest
upon him. If he succeeds in establishing a prima facie case, it
is incumbent upon those who made the decision not to reappoint
him to come forward with evidence in support of their decision.

11.

Administrative Personnel
The foregoing regulations apply to administrative personnel who
hold academic rank, but only in their capacity as faculty members.
Where an administrator alleges that a consideration violative of
academic freedan significantly contributed to a decision to terminate
his appointment to his administrative post, or not to reappoint him,
he is entitled to the procedures set forth in Regulation 10.

12.

Political Activities of Faculty Members
Faculty members, as citizens, are free to engage in political
activities. Where necessary, leaves of absence may be given for
the duration of an election campaign or a term of office, on
timely application, and for a reasonable period of time. The
terms of such leave of absence shall be set forth in writing,
and the leave will not affect unfavorably the tenure status of a
faculty member, except that time spent on such leave will not count
as probationary service unless otherwise agreed to (see the Policy
on Political Activity).
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FACULTY ETHICS

t

In the enforcement ot ethical standardJt, the academic profession
differs from those of lav and medicine, whose associations act to assure
the inte~ity of members engaged in private practice. In the academic
profession the individual institution ot higher learning provides this
assurance and so should norm&ll.y handle questions concerning propriety
of conduct within its c,wn framework by reference to a faculty group.
I. The faculty member, guided by a deep conviction of the vorth
and dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognizes the special
responsibilities placed upon him. His primary responsibility to his
subject is to seek and to state the truth as he sees it. To this end
he devotes hie energies to developing and improving his scholarly com
petence. He accepts the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline
and judgment in uaing, extending, and transmitting knovledae. He practices
intellectual honesty. Although he may follow subsidiary interests, these
interests must n.eveJ" seriously' hulper or cOllpromi•e hi• treedom ot inquiry.
II. As a teacher, the faculty member encourages the free pursuit of
learning in his students. He holds before them the best scholarly standards
of his discipline. He demonstrates respect for the student as an individual,
and adheres to his proper role as intellectual guide and counselor. He makes
every reasonable effort to foster honest academic conduct and to assure that
his evaluation of students reflects their true merit. He respects the con
fidential nature of the relationship betveen professor and student. He
avoids any exploitation of students for his private advantage and acknowledges
significant assistance from them. He protects their academic freedom.
III. As a colleague, the faculty member has obligations that derive from
common membership in the community of scholars. He respects and defends the
free inquiry of his associates. In the exchange of criticism and ideas he
shows due respect for the opinions of others. He acknowledges his academic
debts and stri~s to be objective in his professional judgment of colleagues.
He accepts his share of' faculty responsibilities for the governance of his
institution.
V'
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IV. As a member of his institution, the faculty member seeks above all
to be an effective teacher and scholar. Although he observes the stated re
gulations of the institution, provided they do not contravene academic freedan,
he maintains his right to criticize and seek revision. He determines the
amount and character of the work he does outside his institution with due
regard to his paramount reaponsibilities within it. When considering the inter
ruption or termination of his service, he recognizes the effect of his decision
upon the program of the institution and gives due notice of his intentions.
V. As a member of his canmunity, the faculty member has the rights and
obligations of any citizen. He measures the urgency of these obligations in
the light of' his responsibilities to his subject, to his students, to his pro
fession, and to his institution. When he speaks or acts as a private person
he avoids creating the impression that he speaks or acts for his college or
university. As a citizen engaged in a profession that depends upon freedom
for its health and integrity, the faculty member has a particular obligation
to promote conditions of free inquiry and to further public understanding of
academic freedom.
VI. Except by agreement with the University a faculty member should not
leave his position during an academic year for which he holds an appointment.

HOURS OF WORK, HOLIDAYS, AND LEAVE
General Conditions
The deans of the colleges and schools and the Director of' the Library
shall be responsible to the Dean of the University for administration of these
policies in their respective areas.
As far as possible leaves shall be granted in accordance with preference
of individual faculty members. However, they shall be scheduled by administrators
to assure efficient operation.
Faculty members scheduled to work less than on a full-time basis shall have
proportionate benefits. Ad~ (or fraction thereof) of leave tor any faculty
member shall be the same length as his scheduled day (or fraction thereof) of work.
Annual leave or sick leave shall be charged only for absence on d~s when the
faculty member is scheduled to work.
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Normal Work Schedule
Members of the professional staff covered by these policies are
expected to g1 ve freely of their time, energy, and ability to turthering
the aims and purposes of the University and to the accomplishment of
their work. Because of the peculiar requirements of various positions,
some variatioo in vork schedules is normal.
Except for formally scheduled classes and other activities, work
schedules of tul.l-time teachers are necessarily flexible, and discretion
11W1t guide their uae of time in extra-curricular and other duties related
to proper professional service as teachers. Similarly, those in administrative
positions and those employed for full-time research or part-time teaching
and part-time research have vork demands that do not conform to hourly
schedules, and discretion must guide their use of time.
Because of the long schedule of hours the library must operate to
render its service, profeSBional librarians must adapt to work loads
distributed over a seven-day veek. Their total work loads should be
compatible vith those of other professional personnel.

i

Holidays
For all regular employees the University shall observe Nev Year's
Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmu Day as official
holidays by closing all offices and suspending all operations except where
continuous operation of service is e•sential. Summer session classes,
however, are normally scheduled on Independence Day, and teachers are
expected to meet those classes.
When an official holiday falls on Sunday, the Monday following shall
be observed.
Normally a holiday occurring at the beginning, at the end, or within
a faculty member's annual leave shall not be charged as a day of leave.
In addition to the four official holidays, special holidays may be pro
claimed by the President at such time as deemed appropriate.
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Those members of the teaching faculty employed for the regular
academic session and professional librarians mecy- observe such student
holidecy-s listed in the University catalog for the academic year when
their department heads determine they are not needed for University
duties.
Annual Leave (Vacation)
The employment of full-time members of the teaching faculty for
the regular academic session presumes ample time for vacation in the
summer interval between sessions, at the Christmas interval between
semesters, and during the spring vacation. No additional annual leave
is provided. Teachers may be called to return to active duty sufficiently
in advance of the opening of a new session for preparation for that session.
For faculty members employed for 12 months the following policy state
ments on annual leave (vacation) will apply:
The leave year shall begin on January 1 and end on December 31.
Annual leave (vacation) with pay shall accrue at the rate of 18
working days per year, but not more than 18 days may be carried forward
into a new leave year except for the special purposes of professional im
provement as outlined below.
With the written approval of the proper administrative authorities,
annual leave may be accrued for the purpose of professional improvement
up to 66 working days. This leave may be taken to pursue an approved
program of study, research, or travel and shall be granted only when such
leave will not interfere with the regular performance of duties of the
faculty member. Requests for leave must be accompanied by a proposed
plan of study, research, or travel, and a record of leave accrual, approved
annually by the applicant's administrative head.
Leave accrues continuously at the rate of 1~ days per month.
Emergency leave may be authorized by the proper administrative authorities,
and advance leave up to 9 working ~ s may be taken without loss of pecy-.
In the event a faculty member resigns with a negative leave balance, his
final pay check shall be reduced by the value of the leave taken in excess
of the amount accrued.
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Requests for use of annual. leave (vacation) must be submitted far
enough in advance of actual. need to assure prior approval by proper
administrative authorities. Vacations shall be scheduled during periods
of low workload to the extent practicable and shall be distributed in a
manner to promote efficient operation of each activity.
Annual leave shall not be used for absence due to illness unless
all accumul.ated sick leave has been exhausted, after which accrued
annual leave may be utilized.
Annual leave shall accrue to a faculty member while in a leave
vith-pay statua, prortded he returns to duty. Annual leave does not
accrue during periods of leave without pay, or during terminal leave.
A faculty member on continuous employment who resigns after 6 months,
or who is terminated vithout prejudice after 6 months, shall be paid the
value of annual leave earned but not taken. This may be accomplished by
delaying the official termination date of pay, provided that persons re
tiring shall canplete their terminal leave prior to the effective date of
retirement and, further, that terminal leave shall not extend from one fiscal
year to the next without prior approval of the proper administrative
authorities.
Sick Leave
The leave year shall begin on January land end on December 31.
Sick leave for faculty shall accrue at the rate of 15 working days
per year, beginning with the first f'ull month of employment, but no more
than 90 days may be carried forward into a new leave year.
Sick leave shall be granted to a faculty member only when he is in
capacitated for performance of duty due to injury or to illness or for
medical., dental, or optical examination or treatment or when, through
exposure to contagious disease, the presence of the faculty member at work
might Jeopardize the health of others.
Sick leave shall not be uaed for a vacation, nor•any personal emergency,
nor for absence during the 3 final months of pregnancy nor during con
valescence therefrom.
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Annual leave ehall not be granted in cuee ot absence due to illness
or injury while there remains an unused balance ot sick leave. When the
illneH ot a faculty member extends beyond his available sick leave• annual
leave credits mq be applied to the extent available. Dqs lost due to
illness af'ter exhaustion ot both annual and sick leave credits shall be
without pq provided• however. that in highly meritorious cases, upon approval
ot proper administrative authoritie• and where there is a strong likelihood
that the faculty member will return to active duty within the near future,
he may borrow up to l2 months' accrual ot sick leave and up to 12 months'
accrual ot annual leave af'ter existing credits a.re exhausted. Should he
tenainate his employment before earning the leave advanced to him• his final
pq check shall be reduced by the value ot the amount ot excess leave taken.

A faculty member abeent due to illness or injury shall notify his ad
ministrative superior u eoon as practicable.
When sickness occurs within a period of annual leave and continues 2
or more consecutive dqs. the period of illness may be charged to accwnu.lated
sick leave and the charge against the annual leave reduced accordingly.
Application tor such substitution of sick leave for annual leave shall be
made within 10 ~ · af'ter return to duty.
A faculty member sustaining an employment injury or disease shall have
the option to be granted sick leave to the extent of his accumulated total.
irrespective of whether or not the disabling condition is compensable under
the Workmen's Compensation Act. If in such cases sick leave is granted and
if compenaation tor salary lost during such sick leave period is awarded to
the faculty member by the Industrial Commission, the University shall be
reimbursed in the amount of that compensation tor days ot absence for which
he was also paid by the University, and sick leave credit shall be restored
to the employee's credit in proportion to the amount ot reimbursement to
the University.
Sick leave shall accrue to a faculty member on a leave vith pay provided
he returns to duty on schedule. However, sick leave shall not accrue to a
faculty member on terminal leave, or on leave without pq.
Accr"\1194 sick leave is forfeited upootermination ot employment with
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the University.
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Matern!ty Leave
A faculty member will be granted up to 6 mont~s•maternity leave without
pay. The request tor leave should be submitted it possible at least 30
d9¥s prior to the date on which the leaw is to commence. The faculty member
must notit'y the proper administratiTe head at least 30 dfl¥S prior to return
to vork. The faculty member is expected to coordinate the leaTe time to
create as tev administrative problems as possible.
Arrangements 1118¥ be made with the Director ot Personnel tor maintaining
group insurance policies while on maternity leave.
While on maternity leave no sick or annual leave is accrued.
Leave tor Voting
While the University does not observe regular election df1¥S as official
holid9¥s, each faculty member who is eligible to vote in a primary or general
election Dlfl¥ be authorized time ott trom his duties, with pay, for the pur
pose ot voting provided it is not possible for him to do so before or arter
normal working hours. Such authorization must be obtained in advance of
actual time oft. This absence will not be charged to annual leave• but the
maximum allowance for voting shall be one-half df1¥.
Leave for Attendance in Court
When a faculty member is subpoenaed in litigation as an individual,
and not in his official capacity, the time taken from his work shall be
charged as annual leave or leave without PB¥, as appropriate.
When, in obedience to a subpoena or other legal direction by proper
authority• a faculty member appears to testit'y • or to serve as a witness•
or to serve on a jury for the Federal Government, for the State ot South
Carolina, or tor one of its political subdivisions• he shall be granted
leave with PS¥ tor the necessary period of time, which may- be recorded as
"Court Leave."
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Military Leave
In accordance with State law, a faculty member is entitled to a
maximum of 15 calendar days with pay in one .year for active duty or
training with the Armed Forces of the United States or the South Carolina
National Guard. These 15 days need not be consecutive and may involve
more than one tour of active duty. Such duty or training should bear
ranged to be of least interference with regular duties. It is expected
that for teaching members of the faculty duty or training would be arranged
not to interfere with teaching duties.
A faculty member is normally entitled to leave without pay during
a period of mandatory extended active military duty. In such cases,
if the State Retirement Board approves, the member may continue to make
contributions to the South Carolina Retirement System through the
University. He may return to active employment with the University in a
comparable position to that held at the time such leave was granted, pro
vided:
( a) His separation from service was under honorable conditions.
(b) His physical and mental capacities remain adequate for the position.
(c) His application for re-employment is made within 60 days a~er
his release from service.
Extended Leave Without Pay
Extended leaves of absence without pay may be granted by the President
of the UniYersity under circumstances wherein the best interests of the
University would be served through granting such leave. Authorization may
be considered in such cases as:
(a)
States.

Absence due to mandatory service in the armed forces of the United

(b) Absence for advanced academic training, research, or other experi
ence which leads to increased competence and promotes the interests of the
University as well as those of the faculty member.
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(c) Absences necessary due to prolonged illness or for personal reasons
when such absences extend beyond available annual l•ave .or sick leave.
(d}

Extension of maternity leave beyond 6 months.
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The granting ot leave without pay is a matter ot administrative
discretion. The approval channels tor request tor leave without
pay shall be the same as tor other regular personnel actions.
Although annual leave and sick leave do not accrue during periods
of leave without pay. accumulated totals are not forfeited.

A member ot the faculty who has acquired tenure shall retain his
tenure status during any period of leave; however• time on leave vi thout
pay~ not be counted toward acquiring tenure.
It the State Retirement Board approves, the member may continue to
make contributions to the South Carolina Retirement System through the
University while on extended leave without pay. Arrangements must be
completed in advance through the University Director ot Personnel.

A faculty member who is granted leave and who decides not to
return to Clemson University bas an obligation to give the University
at least 6 months notice of this fact.
Sabbatical Leave
Sabbatical leave may be granted by the President of the University
to members of the faculty with the rank of associate professor or professor
in recognition of outstanding service and scholarly achievement in teaching
and/or research. Such leave is to be used for further professional study
or improvement.
A request for sabbatical leave shall be made in writing through regular
channels and shall be accompanied by a statement of the purpose for which
leave is requested.
Applications for sabbatical leave will be considered only from faculty
members who have completed at least 6 years of full-time service with the
University.

~
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Application may be made for sabbatical leave for up to one fu1J. year
(12 months} on one-half regular salary, or up to one-half year (6 months)
on full regular salary.
Granting of sabbatical leave is directly dependent on work loads• budget
restriction• or limitations, and other conditions that might prevail. Therefore it is a matter of administrative discretion.
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Sabbatical leaves ot absence when approved are granted in good taith.
A faculty member is expected to return to active service with the trniverdty

when such leave has ended. Following a sabbatical leave ot absence with pay
the faculty member shall return to active service with the University tor at
least one contract year or ret'und the money received trom the University
during his leave, it the University so requests.
Leave During Summer Sessions
Because ot the varied nature ot the employment arrangements, no detailed
provision is made tor any leave benefits for members of the teaching faculty
while teaching in a summer session. In the event of illness or some other
emergency causing absence tram duty• the determination of the extent of
such absence allowed without a reduction in summer compensation shall be
made by a committee or five, subject to the approval of the Dean of the
University, who shall appoint the committee. The amount of reduction in
summer compensation because of excessive absence shall also be determined by
this committee, subject to the approval of the Dean of the University.

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
General Qualifications
In accepting an appointment to the faculty of Clemson University a
faculty member must realize that to be worthy of his appointment and to
merit advancement he must have notable intellectual capacity and sustained
interest in a life ot study for continuous mastery of his field, whether
he is appointed primarily for teaching, research, public service, or
administration.
The ettectiveness of the individual's work is influenced by bis
knowledge of subject matter, intellectual capacity, Judgment, professional
and personal stature, qualities of leadership, productivity in research
and other creative areas• professional development• publications, pro
fessional interest in his technical societies, and by the nature and re
sponsibility ot his services to other areas of the University. While the
scheduled instructional program and the organized research project are of
vital importance• eftective teaching extends beyond the classroom and the
scientific approach extends beyond tbe laboratory and research project .

~
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All faculty members are expected to keep abreast ot current
proteuional develop11e11ta in their respectiYe fields, to take part in
cOllllrlttee vorlt and student counseling, and to perform administrative
duties as ~ be assigned to them. Moreover, many faculty members vill
be encouraged to pertonn certain public service f'unctions.
It ia the responsibility ot department beads to keep all members
ot their respective staffs clearly informed at all times of the duties
required or expected ot them •
.Bases tor Appointments and Promotions
Appointments to the faculty or promotion from one academic rank
to another shall be based primaril.7 on education, experience, effectiveness
ot performance, and on recognition ot special merit in some or all of the
activities listed abOft under "General Qualifications." Nonetheless, pro
motion ~ be preJ\&diced b7 undesirable traits ot personality and character.
The criteria tor recognition and evaluation of merit shall become progressively
more exacting trom lover to higher academic ranks. Promotion to the rank of
professor shall be reserved to those members vho have demonstrated outstanding
pertormance in their respective fields.
Training and experience are rather generally recognized in the
educational vorld as basic requirements tor appointments and promotions.
They are also recognized by Clemson but not vitb the rigidity so of'ten
found in automatic promotion plans. The plan at Clemson is not automatic,
but the University does subscribe to the belief that the alert and pro
gressive faculty member vill benefit tram his experience, and that graduate
study gives the faculty member increased knovledge of his subject matter
and broadened perspective of hie field. Although it is not an all-important
factor in promotions, it is definitely expected that each faculty member
will endeavor to earn the tenninal degree in his respective field. To meet
the requirements tor appointment and promotion, faculty members should have
earned degrees from institutions ot recognized standing and should hold
degrees in subject fields properly associated vith the curriculum area in
vhioh they teach or work.
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Peraonnel Evaluation Progrmn

Ineart on page
21, juat in front
of eection on
'Procedure• for
Appointmente &
Promotion•'•

In 1955, the Board of Trueteea directed the implementation of a program
of annual evaluation of the instructional staff, the reeearch staff, and the
adainietrative etaff in academic and reeearch areas.
Under the program, the department head• complete personnel evaluation forms
on all member• of their etaffa tmnually. nteee are reviewed by the deans of the
college• and school• (and directors where appropriate) vha.in coneultation with
the departaent head and directors, will indicate
differences of opinion on
the original ratina•• Completed forms are tranS111itted to the office of the Dean
of the Univereity where they become part of a confidential personnel information
file. Separate forms are used for instructional staff, research staff, and
adminietrative staff.
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A.a is impl.ied above in the section on "General Qualifications•" the
qualities to be recognized through appointments and promotions extend far
bey-ood• and in some cues~ be independent of• the possession of advanced
degrees and years of experience. These important though less tangible factors
can be regularly evaluated but can hardly be meani.n gtully enumerated on a rank
by-rank basis. The omission of such a rank-by-rank statement of policy on
intangible factors is not intended in any way-. however, to minimize their
i .m portance.

Procedures for Appointments and Promotions
In cases of promotions, renewal o! appointments, or granting of tenure,
the department head and a faculty committee, normally composed of the faculty
members having the rank of professor in that department, shall make re
commendations to the dean of the college or school. Should the recommendations
of the department head and those of the committee differ, both recommendations
shall be transmitted to the dean.
Since the qualifications and effectiveness of a faculty member are best
judged by his colleagues, departmental. level recommendations regarding pro
motions, renewal of appointments, or granting of tenure should be implemented
to the extent allowed by budgetary restrictions or limitations.
Deana and department heads shall have c_onferences with faculty
members for discussions of evaluations so that individuals are aware of the
status of their professional development.

RETIREMENT
It is the policy of the Board of Trustees of Clemson University that all
employees of the University, both academic and non-academic, shall be retired
at age 65.
In the operation of this policy an employee who has reached the age of 65
may be retained in service beyond age 65 under the following conditions:
1. Upon his request for and the endorsement of his dean or director,
and with the approval of the appropriate executive officer and the President,
he may be continued in service beyond age 65 until the end of the calendar
quarter, or the end of the semester ~n which he becanes tully insured under
the Old Age and Survivors Inaurance ~rovisions of Title II of the Federal
Social Security Act, as amended.
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2. An employee may be continued through the end of the academic or
fiscal year in which he attains the age of 65 years; the employee will be
informed by his dean or director in writing at least 90 days before his
sixty-fif'th birthday as to whether or not his employment will continue past
his sixty-fif'th birthday.
3. With the approval of the Executive Comn:ittee of the Board of
Tru~tees, an employee may be continued in service until he reaches the
age of 70, upon written justification for each year of continued service.
Faculty members wishing to continue their teaching or research duties,
full or part time, for one year af'ter their normal retirement date should so
notify their dean or director in writing no later than 12 months in advance
of such date.
The employee will be notified in writing of the final action on his
request at least 90 days prior to his normal retirement date.
Individuals who are employed for one year past their normal retirement
date will be given an annual appointment.
Request for continuance of duties beyond the first year will be made
in writing by the individual to his dean or director at least 6 months prior
to the termination of the appointment. The employee will be notified at
least 90 days in advance of the termination whether his appointment will
be renewed for another year.
Individuals who have requested a continua.nee of duties af'ter 65, and
who have been granted such a continuance by the University on the basis
of mutually agreed upon conditions of work load and remunerations, should
be subject to no other restrictions or limitations than thoRe which per
tain to annual appointments.
NOTE: For additional information including retirement before age 65,
see sections of the manual on the State Retirement System or on Clemson
participation in Social Security.

~
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FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTION
OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS
Since academic administrators form the communications link between
the individual faculty member and the Board of Trustees, any situation
which leads to increased understanding and cooperation between the faculty
member and academic administrators works to the advantage of the individual
and the University. Active participation by the faculty in the selection
of these administrators provides the faculty member vith a sense of participa
tion in the decision-malting process which has a direct influence on his pro
fessional life and, in addition, makes effective utilization of the total
intellectual resources of the University. When a vacancy in an academic ad
ministrative position occurs, an appropriate faculty committee shall be formed
to participate in the selection of a person to fill that position.

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF FACULTY AND STAFF
As responsible members of their community, Clemson employees natu.r ally
undertake civic duties and participate in community political life. The
University is pleased that they do. The university policy related to such
matters is that any faculty or staff member who seeks election to state or
federal government political office shall be granted and shall take leave
without pay commencing on or before the date on which he officially becomes
a candidate. Candidacy is official when a filing fee is paid or a selection
is made in a convention. If elected, then the individual must submit his
resignation to the University.
This policy also applies to any faculty or staff member who seeks election
to county, municipal, or other local offices, the duties of which vest in
the office holder an exercise of control over the University or any of its
activities through financial support, direction of academic, research,or public
service functions,or employment of personnel. Thus the holdin~ of county.
municipal, and other local offices is permitted vith the above exceptions.
Naturally, the holding of such an office muRt not conflict with the performance
of the faculty or staff member's assigned University duties (see section on
Policy Governing Outside Work By Faculty Members).

~
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OUTSIDE WORK BY FACULTY MEMBERS
Each :rul.l-time faculty member at Clemson accepts his appointment
with the understanding that his primary employment responsibility is to
the University. The University encourages faculty members to offer pro
fessional advice concerning the development of the natural resources of the
State, or new products, or new scientific apparatus and techniques; to
conduct research and to prepare and publish results of their studies; to
make addresses on subjects in which they are qualified and which are of
interest to the public; and to serve as officers or as members of committees
of learned and scientific societies. Such activities are· not normally con
sidered as outside work.
Ordinary private business of members of the faculty, such as the investing
of money or the hiring of labor in private undertakings, is not considered to
fall within the purview of regulation by the University, provided the business
is of such a character as not to damage in any way the prestige of the University,
and provided it entails no loss of time or efficiency in the performance of
University duties. When a University faculty member undertaking or engaging in
government-sponsored work has a significant financial interest in, or a con
sulting arrangement with, a private business concern, it is important to avoid
actual or apparent conflicts of interest between his government-sponsored
University research obligations and his outside interests and other obligations.
When the faculty member engaged in government-sponsored research also serves
as a consultant to a Federal agency, his conduct is subject to the provisions of
the Conflict of Interest Statutes (18 U. s. c. 202-209 as amended) and the President
of the United States' Memorandum of May 2, 1963, Preventing Conflicts of Interest
on the Part of Special Government Employees. Copies of these publications are
available from the Dean of the University.
Occasions may arise when it will be mutually b$neficial to the University
and to the faculty member for the latter to accept remunerative part-time
employment on or off the campus. The purpose of this policy statement is to
establish principles which will guide faculty members when cases of this nature
arise. The principles are:
1.

A member of the faculty who desires to engage in work outside his
regular duties shall do so only at'ter obtaining the approval of his
immediate supervisor, and the dean of the respective college or school.
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2.

Outside employment must not interfere with tull and proper per
formance of University duties, and shall not in any way militate
against the best interest of the University.

3. The University cannot accept legal responsibility for privately
initiated work.

4. University equipment and supplies, and University clerical service,
may not be used in the turtheranceof outside work for pay except in
highly unusual cases and following approval by appropriate administrative
officials and written approval by the President of the University.
TITLES OF EMERITUS
In recognition of faithful service Clemson University shall confer
the title of Emeritus on professors, associate professors, and assistant
professors who, at the time of their retirement from the University, are
serving in that capacity and who shall have had a minimum of 15 years of
academic service, ten of which shall have been served at Clemson. In
turther recognition, a scroll expressing the appreciation of the University
for his faithful service shall be given to the individual, and his name shall
appear in the University catalog under a separate heading.
In the event an individual has a combination of service on the faculty
and in the extension service which would qualify him for Emeritus recognition but
does not meet the requirements of the above paragraph, he shall be regarded as
deserving Emeritus recognition, and the Administration shall designate the
Emeritus title most appropriate to his service.
POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
Principles
Honorary degrees will be conferred in recognition of eminent achievement in
scholarship or of high distinction in public service. The awarding of honorary
degrees will be regarded as a method by which the University expresses its ideals
and recognizes exceptional attainments.
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Procedures for Nominating Candidates
Nomination of candidates for honorary degrees~ be made by any interested
person by submitting in written form the accomplishments of the nominee to the
President of the University.
Proce4urea for Selecting Candidates
A conaittee is established consisting of the President of the UniYersity, who
shall serve as Chairman; the President of the Faculty Senate, who shall serve
as Secretary; and the two immediate past presidents of the Faculty Senate, cur
rently in the employ of Clemson University. The Committee shall be subject to t he
call of the President of the University, and shall submit its recommendations for
the awarding of honorary degrees to the Board of Trustees for approval. Consider
ation for the awarding of honorary degrees will be limited to occasions of special
significance to the University, when the awarding would clearly express the ideals
of the University or recognize exceptional attainment.
PATENTS

PREAMBLE
Clemson University recognizes that research and scholarship should be en
couraged as such without regard to potential gain from royalities or .other such
income; however,the University also recognized that patentable inventions and dis
coveries may arise fran staff research. The policies governing the administration
of such inventions should provide adequate recognition and incentive to inventors
and at the same time assure that the University will share in the rights pertaining
to inventions in which it has an equity.
PATENT POLICY
Patent Committee
A Patent Committee shall be appointed by the President of Clemson University
and it shall consist of 9 members, at least 5 of wh01ll shall be from the faculty
and the remaining from administrative personnel. The Vf~e-President for Business
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and Finance ebal.l, serve as chairman. AJ.1 ·members except ex-officio members
shal.l be appointed tor 3 year terms. The original appointments to the
Conmittee shall be made in such a manner that the term ot ottice tor an equal
number of members, except ex-officio members, will expire each year. The
tunctions ot the Co1111littee shall be three-told:
(1)

It shall evaluate each patent proposal prepared by a faculty member
and then recommend vb.ether the institution should accept the pro
poaal and attempt to obtain the patent.

(2)

It shall recommend the equity ot the institution and the inventor
within the limits specified belov.

(3)

It shall recommend hov the patents ot Clemson University shall be
assigned.

Rights ot the Institution in Patents
The rights ot the institution in patents arisirl8 trom research will vary
depending on the proportionate contribution of the institution to the per
tonunce ot the reaearch projects or the type ot contract agreed upon vith
cooperating agencies. The research project vill vary trom projects wholly
financed by the institution or institution-administered t'unds to projects
vhich received no significant support trom the institution.

Projects Financed by the Institution
Patents vhich arise trom research projects financed whelly by University-
administered tunds (except those described belov) shall be the COIU)lete
property ot the institution and subject to such negotiation or transfer ot
ovnersh.ip as the i.Dstitution desires. It the Committee decides to recommend
the pursuit ot a patent. the inventor shall assign the patent or invention to
the Un.iversity or its agent and. unless there are unulU&l. equities, the Com
mittee shall (1) it the paten, ls obtained through a research foundation acting
as agent tor the University, recOlllend that allowance by aade tor 15% ot the
groas i.Dcome trail the patent or in?ention to be paid directly to the inventor
or i.Dventors, or (2) .it the patent is obtained by the University that, atter
cost ot securing the patent has been recovered by the Uniftrsity. an amount
not to exceed 50% ot the net receipts received by the University be paid
by the University to the inventor or ~ventors.
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In the event that a pe.tent proposal is not accepted by the institution
in a reasonable period ot time u determined by the Patent Committee, the
Committee shall recommend that the rights to the possible patent be re
leased by the University to the individual inventor.

Since Clemson University is a public institution, it must be recognized
that certain inventions should be public property and not subject to private
development. In such cues the Patent COJllllittee will so recommend, and
after proper approval the individual inventor will be notified that he has
no equity.
Projects Financed by Sponsored Research
Certain sponsored research
that all patent rights belong to
do not wish to retain the patent
ot the rights to the University,
will apply.

may be covered by contracts vhich provide
the sponsor. If the sponsoring agencies
rights, they may release all or any portion
in which case the policies outlined above

Projects in Which the University May Have No Claim
(a) The University may have no claim to inventions and/or patents
produced solely by a member or the starr or by a student who has made no
significant use ot University equipnent and has received no financial support
tram University-administered tunds in the research .on which the proposed
patent ia baaed. P~ent ot salary tor normal academic work including
graduate telloYBhips, or provision ot normal academic environment, cannot be
claimed aa grounds tor equity by the University in such inventions and/or
patenta.

.

(b) It it is determined that the University has no claim to the invention,
the Committee will assist the inventor to the entent mutually agreeable to the
parties concerned.
(c) Special cues arising vbich are not covered by the above statements
or 11hich arise because ot a contl.ict ot interest shall be considered by the
Patent Camaittee and an appropriate recommendation submitted to the University
Adm1nistration.
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RESEARCH P'OUNDATIOH

The University may assign all patents in vhich it has equity to a non
profit research foundation or corporation* and this foundation vill be
responsible for ownership and management of the inventions and/or patents.
The research foundation shal1 agree to pay the inventor an agreed-upon
percentage ot moneys received as a result of ownership and management of
any invention• patent. or patent application. Any profits accruing to the
University shal1 be used in furtherance ot' research.
The research foundation* shal1 finance and conduct the necessary pro
ceedings tor obtaining the patents.
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Faculty members are provided with several procedures for handling of
grievance,. The following procedures may be elected• or the faculty member
may viah to use the procedures outlined under "Academic Freedom."
A.

Adequate Provisions tor the Protection ot Canplainants 1 Employees,
Witnesses, and Representatives from Interference, Harassment.
Intimidation, and Reprisal

All employees shall be free from any or all restraint. interference.
coercion. or reprisal on the part of their associates or supervisors in
making any complaint or appeal• in representing a complainant. in appearing
e.s witnesses. or in seeking information in accordance vith these procedures~
The above principles apply with equal force af"ter a complaint has been
adjudicated. Should these principles be violated, the facts shall be brought
to the attention of the appropriate Vice-President or his designated repre*The Research Corporation of New York is designated as the corporation
acceptable to the University for this assignment.
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sentative by the appellant. hie representative. or the person at'tected, so that
appropriate action may be initiated.
B.

Procedure tor Resolution of Informal Complaints

Each Vice President or his designated representative will act in an
effort to mediate and conciliate informal complaints. However, informal
complaints shall be adjudicated generally at the immediate supervisory
level. If the complainant is not satisfied with the decision at this level,
he~ proceed through established administrative channels to the next higher
level. Any informal complaint not adjudicated to the complainant's sat
isfaction by an appropriate administrator shall be forwarded through estab
lished administrative channels to the appropriate Vice-President.
All informal complaints will be heard and a decision will be made by
each supervisor within 5 workd.qs after receipt ·or each complaint. It no
decision is rendered the complainant within this time limit, it shall
constitute justification for the complainant to proceed to the next higher
superviaoey (or administrative) level.
In any case where the complainant reels that he cannot present his com
plaint. or would not receive proper consideration of his complaint at the
immediate supervisory level, he m~ • without prejudice• move up the super
visory channel to any level or directly to the Vice-President involved,
provided• he notifies his immediate supervisor of his intention to make his
complaint to higher authority.
C.

Procedure for Consideration of Formal Complaints

It the informal procedures do not produce a result satisfactory to the
complainant, or it the complainant does not desire to follow the informal
procedure, he may file a formal complaint.

Personnel employed by the University will use the following procedure to
register a formal complaint:
Any employee who wishes to register an official gJ,ievance~
including a discrimination complaint, should write ana deliver
it to his immediate supervisor. If the immediate supervisor
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cannot satisfy his ccaplaint, he should be referred to the next
supenisory level. This procedure, vhen followed in this manner,
will go to the department head or, if necessary, to the Vice
President in charge of the area in which the employee works.
Hovever, a statement frc:a the cc:aplainant describing the nature of the com
plaint in more specific detail~ be required by his immediate supervisor or
by any other administrator having personnel responsibility.
l. Who May File. A complaint~ be filed by any employee, former employee,
or applicant for employment in any division of the University, who believes t hat
discrimination in employment is in practice against him or that an employment
practice has resulted or will result in discrimination in employment against him.
A coaplaint ot general discriminatory employment practices may also be filed by
any employee, former employee, or applicant for employment, or by an organization,
provided, hovever, that upon request ot the appropriate Vice President the com
plainant sh&l.l furnish to him the names ot individuals who &re adversely affected
by those practices.
2. Right ot Representation. A complainant may designate in writing an
individual or an organization to represent him in the processing of his com
plaint, and is entitled to the advice ot counsel (at his coat) at all stages in
the proceeding. It the representative designated by the complainant is an
employee of the University, such employee, as well as an employee-complainant,
shall have a reasonable amount ot official time with pay, it he is in pay status,
tor the purpose ot appearing at any hearing on the complaint or conciliation
effort. The rights and privileges set torth in this paragraph shall also be
available to any person vhose alleged conduct is the cause ot the complaint.
Clemson University will not be responsible tor the cost of counsel, except that ,
vhen the decision of the Grievance Committee is in tavor ot the complainant the
University will reimburse the complainant for cost of counsel.
3. Where Filed. Formal cc:aplaints by others on behalf ot employees of
the University, or by other qualified complainants, should be filed in vriting
with the Personnel Director or Clemson University, at his office. The Personnel
Director shall forward such complaint for action to the appropriate Vice President
within 5 days after its receipt. In the event the cozapl.aint is not resolved by
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the Vice President (or his designee) to the satisfaction of the complainant, or
if the complaint is not resolved within 30 days, the complainant may, within 5
days thereafter, request a hearing before the Grievance Committee of the University.
Such hearing will be scheduled by the Personnel Director within 30 days after
receiving the complainant's request. However, if, at the time of filing the
form.al complaint, the complainant requests a hearing before the Grievance Cozmnittee,
such hearing will be scheduled within 30 days.

4. When Filed. A complaint shal.J. be submitted within 90 days of the conduct
giving rise to the complaint.
5. Hearing. A complainant filing a formal complaint may request a hearing
which shall be transcribed or reco~ded. The hearing shall be conducted within
30 days from the date it is requested, during regular working hou.r s in the county
or vicinity where the alleged discrimination occurred, or at a time and place
agreed to by the appropriate Vice President (or his designee) and the complainant.
The employee and his immediate supervisor shall be notified at least 5 days in
advance of the time and place of the hearing before the Grievance Committee. The
complainant, any member of the Grievance Committee, and/or en::, person whose alleged
conduct is the cause of the complaint shall have the right to call and cross-examine
witnesses under oath. The appropriate Vice President shall request the Personnel
Director or his designee to schedule a hearing which shall be conducted by the
Grievance Committee of the University whose decision shall be final, subject to
appeal to the President of the University. Such appeal shall be filed within 30
days after the announcement of the decision of the Grievance Cormnittee.

6. Appeal Procedure. A complainant who is not satisfied with the decision
of the Grievance Committee has the right to appeal to the President of Clemson
University if he does so within 30 days after receiving notification of the
action ot the Grievance Committee. A complainant wishing to appeal shall do
so in writing and shall set forth the basis for hb appeal, including any facts
knmm to him which may have bearing upon the case. This vritten appeal should
be transmitted in triplicate to his immediate supervisor, who shall retain one copy
~

v

~

~
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and forward two copies to the appropriate Vice President, vho shall then forward
one copy to the President, within 5 working days. The President shall base his
decision on the written appeal and on the record of the hearing before the
Grievance Committee. His decision on the appeal shall be made within 30 days
&f'ter receiving the appeal.

7. Grievance Committee. The Committee will be appointed and activated by the
President or the University on the occasion of each specific complaint. The
Committee shall consist of 5 members, at least 2 of whom shall be peers of the
complainant. The President shall designate the Chairman. Care will be exercised
to assure that Committee members have no personal bias in the complaint at hand •

.,

~
~

~

--:p.::..

Proposed for Inclusion as Informational
Item in Faculty Manual

Housing
Clemson University provides approximately 100 Faculty and Staff
apartments and also a number of three bedroom homes conveniently
located on campus vithin easy walking distance of all local activities.
Applications for rental of these apartments or houses should be submitted
to the Housing Office of Clemson University.
on a first cane. first served basis.

Priority of applicants is

To be eligible for assignment one must

be an official member of the University Faculty or Staff.
Members vho retire are permitted to remain in their units for a
period of two years after retirement.
members.

There is no time limit for active

Proposed for Inclusion as Informational Item
FACULTY COMPENSATION POLICIES
FOR STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
(Policy now in use and approved by State Budget and Control Board}

I.

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply to terms used herein:
(1) Base Period means either (a} a semester, (b} the academic
year which covers both of the tvo regular semesters, or (c} the
tull twelve-months• year.
(2) Base Pay means the compensation allowed for full-time
employment during a base period.
(3) Extra Duties means certain work performed during a base
period in addition to work covered by the base pay. The following
are examples of extra duties:

II.

(a)

Teaching extension, eorrespondence,or field courses.

(b)

Participating in adult education courses, or up-dating
seminars.

(c}

Engaging in short-duration public service problems.

BASE PAY
Base pay shall be &l.lowed in accord vith compensation rates approved by

the Budget and Control Board for the several eatagories of employment.
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III.

COMPENSATION FOR EXTRA DUTIES
Compensation for performance of extra duties may not exceed 15%
of the employee's base pay for the period during which the extra
duties are performed.

IV.

COMPEHSATION FOR SIX-WEEKS SUMMER SCHOOL
Compensation for a full-time work load for a six-weeks summer session shall not exceed 15% of the employee's base pay for the immediately
preceding academic year.

V.

COMPENSATION FOR THE SUMMER PERIOD
Compensation for teaching and/or sponsored research performed during
the summer months (between academic years). and not related to a
regular six-week summer session. shall be allowed as follows:
(l) For an employee whose base period is a semester or academic
year. compensation shall be at the same rate as for his base period~
(2) For an employee whose base period is the full twelve-month
year. compensation shall not exceed 15% of his base pay for the time
such teaching and/or sponsored research is performed. This addi
tional compensation will be allowed only in those instances where it
is clear that the particular teaching and/or sponsored research is
over and above the duties covered by base pay.

VI.

SPONSORED RESEARCH

Sponsored research engaged in during an employee'• base period vill be
considered as compensated for in his base pay.

Additional or extra

compensation for such vork vill not be allowed except under the most
unusual circumstances and only vith specific approval of the Budget and
Control Board.
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VII.

EXCEPTIONS
Any proposed compensation not in accord with the policies outlined
herein will be submitted to the Budget and Control Board for ap
proval before a commitment is made with the particular employee
concerned.

VIII.

APPLICATION OF POLICIES
College authorities are authorized to employ personnel under the
terms of these policies without obtaining the Board's approval of
each individual case.

For record purposes, however, authorities will

continue to notify the Board of all employment, resignations, com
pensation changes,or other personnel actions.

RESOLUTION
Prepared by Ad Hoc Committee B*
Whereas the faculty of Clemson University has an int~rest in
improving the . operation of the University and keeping the organization
commensurate with the needs, the Faculty Senate resol vei that
the following organizational changes be submitte d to th~ Board
of Trustees for approval.

*Remaining to be discussed are the Development Council ,
Master Plan for the University, and the AFSC.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY COUNCILS
Educational Council.

This Council consists of the President,

the executive officers of the Univer.sity, the De an of Admissions
and Registration, the Dean of Undergraduate Studi es , the Dean
of Graduate Studies ~nd University Research, the Dean of University
Extension, the deans of the academic colleges and s chools , the
President of the Faculty Senate, and the Directo r of the Library .
The Council recommends academic and research poli cy to the
President .
Administrative Council.

This Council cons i sts of the

President, the executive officers of the University , the heads of
all divisions of the Comptroller's Office, and the .President of
the · Faculty Senate .

The. Council recommends business and non 

academic personnel policy to the President.
Athletic Council.· ·T~is Council consists of t he Dean of
Admissions and Registration, the President of the Alumni Associat i on ,

the immediate Past-President of the Alumni Association, the
President of IPTAY., the immediate Past-President of I PTAY ,
the President of the Faculty Senate, and six faculty members
appointed for terms of three years by the President.

The

President appdints the chairman and secretary annua lly.

The

Council recommends to the President, through the Vice- Pre sident
for Student Affairs, all policy concerning intercolle gi a t e
athletics.
Honors Program Council.

This Council consists o·r a chairman

appointed by the Dean of the University, one facult y membe r from
each academic college or school participating in the honors
program nominated by the dean of the respective coll ege or
school and appointed by the Dean of the Unive rsity fo r a t erm of
three years, the Dean of Undergraduate Studies, the Dean of
Admissions and Registration, and two students partic ipat ing in
the Honors Program appointed annually by the Dean of the University .
The Council recommends policy, including curricula and admission
standards , concerning the Honors Progr~m to the De an of t he .
University.
Undergraduate Council.

An undergraduate pro gr am comprises

a course of study leading to a baccalaureate de gre e .

Since the

quality and excellence of undergraduate instruction s hould be of
concern to every institutio~ offering a baccalaure a t e degree ,
it is essential that provisions for undergraduate instruc t ion
..;~ .

'

include an adequate administrative organization unde r the
direction of a designated administrative officer, t h e Dean of

Undergraduate Studies.
All policies and regulations affecting admissions, under 
graduate cur~icula and requirements leading to undergr aduate
credits, certification, and degrees shall be appro ved by t he
Undergraduate Council .
The Undergraduate Council consists of:
(1)

two faculty members from each undergradua t e college or
school nominated by the dean of the respect ive college
or school and appointed by the Dean of the Un i ve r sity
for a term of three years;

(2)

two students to be nominated by Student Senate and
appointed by the Dean of University for ·a period of
one year;

(3)

and ex officio members, the Dean of Unde r grad~ate
Studies who will serve as chairman of the Undergraduate
Council, and ·the Dean of Admissions and Reg is tration .

Standing committees of the Undergraduate Council may include
members not on the Undergraduate Council and shall i nc lude at least
the following:
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee .

The

Director of Admissions a~p ~egistration serves as chairman .

..

This

standing committee advises the Undergraduate Council on admission
standards, individual cases where a question of admissi on exists,
and individual cases of co.ntinuing enrollment where a question
exists.
Improvement of Undergraduate Teaching Committee .

Th i s committee

advises the Undergradua t e Council on the improvement of under
graduate teaching.
Extension Counc il.

The extension programs expand the

educational resources of the University beyond the Clemson campus
to the citizens of the state , thus making these re sources
available to all .

Included iri these programs are areas of

cooperative teaching with other colleges and schools in the
state; institutes , short courses , and special educational
programs on the Cl emson campus and ·at other sites within the
state ; campus centers at Greenvil~e and Sumter; professional
development programs , _and the Cooperative Extension Service.
The Extension Counc i l advises the Dean of Extension on all
policies and regulation s pertaining to the extension program .
The Extension Council includes one representative from
each academic col l ege or school nominated by the dean of the
respective col l ege or school and appointed by the Dean of the
University for a term of three years , the Dean of Extension who
is the chairman of the Council , the President of the Extension
Senate, the Pr esident of the Extension Specialists Association,
the President of the Extension County Agents Association , and
the President of the Extension Home Economists Association .
Graduat e Council .

Alrea~y considered .

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES
Honors and Awards Committee.

This committee consists of

one faculty member from each ac~demic school or college nominated
by the dean of . the respective school or college and appointed
by the Dean of the University. for a term of three years; a
chairman appointed by the Dean of the University; the Dean of
Admissions and Registration; the Director of Student Financial
Aid; the Assistant Deans of Students.

The committee selects

students for special annual awards for academic achievement
and arranges . for the annual University Honors and Awards Day
services conducted in the colleges and schools .
Schedule Committee.

This committee consists of appropriate

faculty memb~rs appointed by the Dean of the University, and the
Dean of Admissions and Registration who serves as chairman.

The

committee develops the master schedule of courses taught each
semester.
Faculty Research Committee .

This committee consists of

one faculty member from each academic college or school, nominated
by the dean of the respective college or school and appointed by
the Dean of the University for a term of three y~ars, the Vice
President for Business and Finance, and the Assistant Dean of
University Research who serves as chairman.

The committee

controls expenditure of funds gra~ted to it for use by the faculty
in carrying out basic research.
Ethics and Religion .

This committee consists of the Vice-

President for Student Affairs, the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs , the ministers of local churches, and the Director of
· YMCA .

The committee elects its chairman annually, and makes

recommendations to the President concerning matters of the
relationship between the student body and campus and community
religious organizations. ~
Library Committee.

This committee consists of one faculty

member from each ·academic college or school, nominated by the
dean of the respective college or school and appointed by the
Dean of the University for a term of three years , the Director
of the Library , and one graduate student and one undergraduate
student appointed annually by the Dean of the University.
The committee elects its chairman annually.

The duties of t he

committee, as approved by the Board of Trustees, April 7, 1960,
shall remain as follows:
The Faculty Library Committee shall advise the
Director of the Library on ·sue~ matters ~s the apportionment
of funds for the purc4ase of additions to the library
collection, the determination of the physical needs of the
library , the formation of library policies, and on other
matters which the Director of the Library may deem necessary
for rendering effective and coordinated service tq the
University.

Student-Faculty - Administration Council .

The Student

Faculty - Administr ation Council consists of nine voting members
and one non-voting ex officio member , the Vice-President of
Executive Affairs .
a.

The nine voting members are

the Dean of Student Affairs, the Vice-President for
Development , and the. Dean of Undergraduate Studies;

b.

the President of the Faculty Senate , the Vice-President
of the Faculty Senate , and the Chairman of the Admissions
and Scholarship Committee of the Faculty Senate;

c.

the President of the Student Body , and two additional
members of the student body appointed by the President
of the Student Body and confirmed by the Student Senate.

The Council elects its chairman annually from among the
three student members , and reports directly to the President of
the University .

The principal responsibility of the Council is

the consideration of areas of common concern and mutual interest
to the Student Body, Faculty , and Administration for the betterment
of the University community .

STANDING FACULTY COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY PRESIDENT
The following committees are appointed by the President, as
appropriate to .the function of the committee , from the faculty
and from the student body .

Certain permanent members are designated,

and each committee · contains a member of the Faculty Senate.
Patent Committee .
serves as chairman.
matters.

The Vice-President for Business and Finance

This committee advises the President of patent

(For additional information see the Policy Sec~4on for

"Patent Policy".)
Fine Art Series Committee .

This committee plans, coordinates,

and publicizes the annu~l program of university concerts, films,
lectures , plays, and art exhibits.
Social Affairs Committee .
Affairs serves as chairman.

The Vice-President for Student

Other permanent members of the

committee are the Presidents of appropriate Student Organizations,
the Assistant Deans of Students.

This committee develops programs

of student social . events.
Safety and Fire Prevention Committee.

Permanent members of

this committee are the Director of the Physical Plant, the University
Safety Coordinator, the Director of the Medical Center, ·and the
Director of Athletics .

This committee advises the President through

the University Safety Coordinator on safety policies and programs.
Poisonous Chemicals Committee .

Permanent members are the

University Safety Coordinator and the Director of the Physical
Plant.

This committee advises the President through the University

Safety Coordinator on policies concerning the use and disposal

of poisonous chemicals .
Radioactive Materials Committee .

Permanent members are the

University Safety Coordinator and the Director of the Physical
Plant .

This committee advises the President through the Univer?ity

Safety Coordinator on policies concerning the use and disposal of
radioactive chemicals .
Traffic and Parking Committee.

Permanent members are the

Director of the Physical Plant and the Chief of Security.

This

committee advises the President on matters concerning traffic
and parking .
Archives Committee .
the Library.

A permanent member is the Director of

This committee maintains the University archives .

CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y
OLEMSON, SOUTH OAROLINA aeea1

April 22 , 1971

D EAN Of"THE UN I VERSITY

Memorandum to:

Cl emson University Faculty Members

Victor Hurst , Dean of the University

From :

Subject:

U \~

Proposed Amendment to the Constitution and By-Laws
of the Faculty and Faculty Senate

In accordance with the Constitution and By-Laws of the Faculty and
Faculty Senate , the Faculty Senate recommends t hat the following amendments be made to the By-Laws.

These amendments will be voted on at the

May 6 , 1971 General Faculty Meeting .
This amendment is recommended by unanimous voice vote of
Amendment I.
the Faculty Senate on March 9, 1971 . (To be added to the By-Laws
i mmedia tely after the first sentence of Article II , Section 1) ~
" For purposes of allocation of Senate seats and all other
provisions of this Article , the professional librarians
will be aonsidered as faculty representing a school."
Amendment II.
This amendment is recommended by unanimous voice vote of
the Facul t y Senate on April 13, 1971. (To be added to the By-Laws
in Article II, Section 1 by insertion between paragraph six (6) and
paragraph seven (7) . )
"Colleges or schools with onl y one regular Senate member shall
elect an alternate on a yearly basis. The alternate shall
have the status of a full member at any Senate meeting attended
in the s tead of the regular member . "
If Amendment I is appr oved , it will provide the professional librarians
a representativ e on the Faculty Senate.

I f Amendment II is approved, colleges

or schools with only one Faculty Senator will be authorized t o have an alternate
to attend Senate meetings whenever the r egular Senator cannot attend , thus
allowing such colleges or schools to be r epresented at more meetings.
VH/lm

FAC~LTY SENATE ~OSTER

~ 971

- 72

(as of Apr i l 13, 1971)

::uzie

Academic Unit
~C;,_am.__..p_u_s_A.;.;.d..;_d..;...r;,_e;...;;s~s- - -P
;:..;h::.:;.o;;. :n; ~e:.___ _,;_
Te.:;.rm:..=. -=E:.::n:.:d:.:::s_
GRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (9)
H. Bond
Bi ology
241 Lting
3452
197 2
th L. Hays
Biol ogy
3l2 Long
3202
1972
W. Hubbard
Ag . Econ.
B- 06 Long
3129
1972
D. Camper
Plt . Path . & Phy~ .
200 Long
3451
1973
B. Rogers
Ag . Engr.
128 Ag . tngr.
3251
1973
J. Skelton
Horticu lture
169 P &AS
3406
1973
R. Hill
Animal Science
214 P g AS
3427
1974
E. Johnston
Bxper. Statisti c s
Fl48 P & AS
3028
1974
E. Rieck
Agron &Soils
204 P &AS
3105
1974

CHITECTURE (l)
S. Hodges
,ucATION (3)
W. Gray
Alex Hash
E. West

IGINliERING (6)
E. Gilliland
C. Mullins

E. Castro

Architec ture

115 Lee

308 1

1973

Blem . &Sec. Educ.
Ag ri. Educ.
Ind . Educ .

114 Godfrey
137 P &AS
200B F.reeman

3484
3300
3447

1972
1973
1974

EE
Chem . Engr o

103 Riggs
29

3378
3055
3371
3276
3371
3055

1972
1972
1973
1974
1974
1974

3303

1973

3496
3498
3497

1972
1973
1974

3287
3291
3492
3094
3153

3153

1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974

713 Strode

3076

1973

102- A Kinard
0- 15 Martin
130 Brackett
0-17 Martin
103 Kinard

2475
3434
3220
3434
3417

1972
1972
1973
1974
1974

BM

R. Abernathy ESB
R. Bauld
EM
F. Beckwith
Chem . Engr .
REST 6 RBCRBATION RESOURCES (1)

Earle

314 Lowry
SOl - 4 Rhodes
214 Lowry
205 Earle

loman Lehotsky* Forestry
152 Pg AS
)nus- RIAL MANAGEMENT &TEXTILE SCIENCE (3)
F. Zant
IM
llOC Sirrine
A. Vaughn
Textiles
308 Sir rine
D. Shannon
Economics
209A Si rrine
BERJJ, ARTS ( 6)
Ann McNatt
Languages
504 Strode
P. Willey
English
106 Strode
rinn e H. Sawyer English
416 Strode
P. Cook
Music
614 Strode
C. Caffrey
Soc . Sci .
B·lS Hardin
P. Steirer, Jr Soc. Sci.
220 Hardin
JRSING ( 1)
)Se

A. Godbout

Nursing

lYSI CAL &MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES (5)
J . Keller
Physics
R. LaTorre
Mathematicn
C. Fanning, Jr Chemistry
D. Fulton
Mathematic:-:
D. Sherrill
Phys ics

• M. Cool will replace Pro t essor Lehots ky, Eff e ct ive July 1, 1971.

l&o
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT
TO THE GENERAL FACULTY
May 6, 1971
At this time each year the retiring Faculty Senate President
is required to present an annual report of the activities and
actions of . the Faculty Senate .
be i n several parts :

The report for 1970-71 will

General Actions; Activities and Actions

Related to Admissions and Scholarship; Policy; Research; and
We l fare; and Ad Hoc Committee Activities .

Most of the report

will consist of actions and the status of these actions.
Lengthy actions will be presented in summary form.
General Actions .
1.

Resolved:
It is recommended by the Faculty Senate that the
present status of the Curriculum Committee , Graduate
Council , and other such committees be retained until
a thorou~h study can be made of these committees by
the Faculty Senate . This study will be made to deter
mine the purposes, roles, functions and general
structure of the committees and to make recommendations
concerRing their future . The Faculty Senate requests
the participation of the Administration i n this study.
Status :

This action resulted in the formation of an ad

hoc committee of the Senate in which the Administration
did participate.

The findings of this ad hoc cow~ittee

will be discussed later ii this report .
2.

Resolved :
The Ficulty Senate endorses and supports the ''Policy
Concerning Conduct of Students and Employees of
Clemson University" as approved by the Board of Trustees
of Clemson University, May 28, 1965 . It is further
reso lved that the above stated policy should be dis
seminated to all students , faculty, and employees .

/~
Status :

The Admin i stration responded t o this action in a

p ositive manner .

In particular , these policies were

distributed to all incoming freshmen students and these
p olicies were published i n the Septe~ber 1 , 1970 Clemson
Newsletter .
3.

Resolved :
The Faculty Senate requests the Administration to
reconsider the allocation of the entire $6-rnillion
provided for construction of a Unive r sity Union
Building .
Status :

The Administration has reviewed all aspects of

the Un i versity Union project during the past year .

This

has bro4ght about a new con cept of the Union Building .
The final outcome is still not known , since no
contracts have been let .
4.

Resolved :
The Faculty Senate resolves that the minutes of the
Graduate Council should be published in the Newsletter .
Status :

The mi nutes of the Graduate Council now appear

in the Newsletter .
S.

Resolved :
The Faculty Senate supports the President of Clemson
University in his decision that the Atlantic Coast
Conference should eliminate the requirement that a
prospective student-athlete must score a minimum of
800 on the SAT as a prerequisite for eligibility to
receive a grant-in-aid and/or participate in intercolleg i ate athletics .
/
Status :

This action required no response from the

Administration , but the Administration was appreciative
of this support .
6.

Resolved :
The President of the Faculty Senate is empowered and
directed to express the appreciation of the Senate to
the c : ~nso~ Alu~ni Association for the Alumni Profes
sorships , a stimulus to improve teaching at Clemson
University .

/0~
St atus :

This directive was complied with .

The action

requ ired no res ponse from the Administration .
7.

Resolved :
The University Library Cow~ittee, as the faculty ' s
representative , should be consulted whenever the
allocation of library space is being con sidered .
St atus :

This action required no response from the

Admin1stration .
8.

Resolvcc: :
The Faculty Senate recommends to the General Faculty
two amendments to the Constitution and By- Laws of the
Faculty .and Faculty Senate .
Amendment I . (To be ad~ed to the By-Laws immediately
after the first s entence of Article II, Section 1 .)
" For purposes of allocation of Senate seats and all
other provisions of this Article , the professiona l
librarians will be considered as faculty representing
a school ."
Arnendmen t I I . (To be added to the By-Laws in Article I I,
Section 1 by insertion between paragraph six (6) and
paragraph seven (7).
"Colleges or schools with only one regular Senate
member shall elect an alternate on a yearly basis .
The alternate shall havB the status of a full member
at ar.y Senate meeting attended in the stead of the
regular member ."
Status :
approval.

9.

These amendments do not require Administrative
(They will be voted on later at this meeting . )

Resolved :
In vi ew of the short publishing life of many books and
periodicals and the necessity of having current material
for adequate teaching ~nd research , the Faculty Senate
expresses its deep concern over the.complete freeze on
funds for new book and periodical purchases for the
Lib rary as part of the University's general cut in the
acquisition of new equipment. The Senate , t herefore ,
recommends that the Administration authorizes the
release of p ar t of these funds for urgently needed
materi~ls on a priority scale to be determined by the
Director of the Library.

/()aStatus :

The Administration is presently making every

effort to provide sufficient funding of the Library
under the constraint of the 6% budget cut imp:;sed by the
State Budget and Control Board .
Activities and Actions Related to Admissions and Scholarship .
1.

Follow-up Activity :
In 1969-70 the Faculty Senate recommended ~eletion of
the student policy which allows re~examination for
students who fail to meet graduation requirements
by six or fewer grade points . At the request of the
Administration , the Admissions and Scholarship Committee
po l led the Faculty to determine if this was the consensus
o f the entire Faculty . It was .
S:atus :

The Administration has decided not to delete

t his academic policy at this time .
"·

2.

Resolv ed :
The Faculty Senate declares the current system of the
" Forgivab le F" for first semester freshmen totally
unacceptable and requests the Administration to
implement the Faculty Senate ' s original resolution
beginning \h th the class which enters in the summer
of 1971 .
Status :

The Administration has decided not to alter the

present academic policy at this time .
3.

Summary of a resol~tion :
The Faculty Senate recommended deletion of
regulation on pages 120-121 of the ·c1~mson
Announcements regarding re-ex amina tion for
candidates who fail a course in their last
Status :

the scholastic
University
degree
semester .

The Administration has agreed t o delete this

scholastic regulation .
4.

Resolved :
Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate, which has no
intent of limiting the perogatives of any faculty
member or department , enco~rages all faculty members and/
or deuartments not to schedule examination or quizzes
at other than normally scheduled class times .

Status :

The Administration agrees wi t h the intent and

purpose of this r esolution and encourages adherence .
5.

Resolved :
The Faculty Senate requests the Office of Admissions
and Registration to publish final examination schedules
~s early as is feasible .
Status :

Final examination schedules were published as

early as feasible this semester and much earlier than last
semester .
6.

Resolved :
The period in which a student may drop a course without
r ecor<l of the grade shall be reduced from four (4)
to two (2) weeks : and the period in which a student
may drop a course with a grade of Withdrew Passing
shall be no rnoie than one week after mid - term grades
are due in the Registrar 1 s Office .
Status :

There is no Administrative r esponse available at

this time .
Activities and Actions Related to Policy .
1.

Resolved :
The·awarding of hoaorary degrees should be li~ited to
occasions of special significance to the University
when awarding would clearly express the ideals of the
University or recognize exceptional attainment .
Status :

At ·the February 3 , 1971 meeting of the Board of

Trustees , a revised policy for honorary degrees was adopted .
This new policy , which reflects this recommendation,
appeared in the February 15 , 1971 issue of the Newsle::er .
2.

Activity and Resolution :
At the request of a university self-study coDnittee,
the Faculty Senate Policy Committee drafted a ~o~king
statement of University purpose from the Faculty view
point . After amendment , this six paragraph document
was adopted . It auueared in the Minutes of the Senate
of October 13 , 1971~

Status :

The appropriate self-study committee has used it

in its deliberations .
Activiti es and Actions Related to Research .
1.

Resolv0d :
The Faculty Senate recommends that information and
~ata be &ssembled to determine the needs of various
resear ch interests . rt· is further recommended that
future building and development plans incorporate
items ,.s ervic es , equipment and facilities which are
essential to research progress.
Status :

The Administration requested further speci f ic

information .

In response , the Research Committee surveyed

the Research Faculty an~ in particular , solic ited opinions

.

on the need fo r a centralized physical research facility .
The results of this survey appeared in the December 15 ,
1970 Newsletter .
2.

Resolved :
The Faculty Senate recommends that due notice be taken
of publication charges and their growing importance in
rese arch budgets , and that appropriate budgetary plans
be made for th em by the University Administration .
Status :

The Administration pledged its contin1ied support

of rese arch , as well as other University activities , with
a sp ec i a 1 note of the rising cost of research pub 1 i cat i o,n s .
3.

Resolv ed :
The Faculty Senate recommends c areful consideration be
made before the Clemson bottom land or any other area
is removed frpm academic or research use . In order
to i mplement this recommendation it is requested that·
faculty representatives of the departments affected
participate in any decision pertaining to contemplated
changes in use of University land and facilities.
Status :

The Administration assured the Senate that the

alloc at ion of the Cl emson "bo ttom lands"

was part of the

overall master plan for development of the University .
Furthermore, whenever land or other facilities concerned
with academic matters are to be reallocated , the faculty
would be consul~ed through the normal channels.
Activities and Actions Related to Welfare .
1.

Resolv ed :
The Faculty Senate recomme nds that the University
Re ti r ement Policy of October 18 , 1965 be amended to
inc lude the same rights and privileges for those
employees who may elect to . retire before reaching
mandatory retirement age as for those who retire at
mandatory age .
St atus :

The Senate was unsuccessful in its attempts to

remove the discriminatory aspects of the p olicy .
2.

Reso lved :
The Senate recommend s t hat Section 1, Article 2,
Paragraph 1 of the 1970 - 71 Student Regulations not be
deleted and that the student bill requesting deletion
(B-71- 01) be retu~n ed to the Student Senate for
consideration of a possible revision of the above
mentioned " dress code".
Status :

At present , the above menti oned student regulation

still exists .
3.

Summary of a Resolution :
The Faculty Senate has recommended the establishment
of a Faculty-Student Relations Committee , consisting of
students , faculty , and administrators, which would hear
selected grievances by students against faculty members
or other Univer sity employees . This committee is being
recomme nded for a trial period of two years .
Status :

The Administration-Faculty-Student Council has agreed

with the recommendation in principle .

The proposal is still

under study by the Administration .
4.

Resolved :
That the Faculty Senate supp ort t~ e proposed amendment
to section 61- 114 . 1 of the S . C. Retir ement Law by
deleting the \\'ords " thir'.:y - five ye a:::-s of credi-::able
s ervice , or aft:e:- the at tainm~m t age sixty with ... ".

That the Administration render its support by contacting
appropriate persons in the S . C. State Legislature and
pres~nting to them reasons for the amendment .
Status :

This resolution was in support of Administrative

attempts to improve certain aspects of the retirement
policy .

It is still under study .

Ad Hoc Com~ittee Activities .
Ad Hoc Committee on the Student Union
This commi~tee studied the union building with respect to
the plans that existed at that time . The main objective
w&s to determine what faculty facilities , if any , were
desired by the faculty in that building . The committee
solic ited suggestions from the faculty via a letter sent
to each faculty member . Approximately seventeen percent
of the faculty members replied in writing .
There appeared to be little interest in having faculty
facilities in th~ union building, but the information
obtained through"the survey was turned over to the
Administration . The committee was then dissolved .
Ad Hoc Committee A on the Revision of the Faculty Manual
This committee met numerous times to recommend much n e eded
r evisions of the faculty manual . The Administration was
invited and did participate i n the deliberations of the
committee . The recommendations of the committee were
presented to the Faculty Senate at two special meetings of
the Senate . With minor changes these recommendations,
which consist of thirty-eight pages, were overwhelmingly
approved by the Senate . The Administration has formed a
special committee of administrators to study these recom
mendations . A member of the faculty is serving on this
committee in an ex officio capacity . Ad Hoc Committee A
was dissolved .
Ad Hoc Committee Bon the Stand~ng Committees of the University
This committee was created to study the formal organization
of the graduate faculty and the standing comnittees of the
unive rsity . It wa§ determined that there was no need to
formally organize the graduate faculty . With respect to
t~e standing councils and co~mittees of the university, each
such body was thoroughly studied . One of the major recom
mendations is the creation of policy making councils for

the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Dean of
Extension to parallel the structure of the Graduate
Council . These recommendations, which total approximately
ten pages , are being studied by the committee of administrators
r eviewing the suggested revision of the Faculty Manual .
Two additional r e commendations also resulted from the
activities of this committee : (1) that a development
co uncil with faculty representatives be instituted ; and
(2) · that the 1971-1972 Faculty Senate study the need for
a master planning committee·. Ad Hoc Committee B has now
been dissolved .
Ad Hoc Committee Con Graduation Exercises
The Senate created this committee to study and make
recommendations concerning the graduation exercises .
The c ommitt~e studied many recent attempts to reform the
graduation exercises . There were no formally recommended
changes from this committee, primarily because the entire
graduation exercise will have to be reexamined in a few
yea~s when the number of graduates prohibit the present
format . However , the Senate did recommend publication of
the present policies on graduation. These appeared in the
Clemson Newsletter . This ad hoc committee was also
dissolved .

In closing, 1, in behalf of the Faculty , would like to
express appreciation to the Administration for the open door
policy that I found in representing the Faculty .

I found that

we were always able to honestly discuss our problems of mutual
i nterest.
We are al l aware of ·the tremendous , but not insurmountable,
problems facing higher educatio~ in this nation .

The survival

of many colleges and uni versities will be determined by the
qu ality of the students that they produce .
On numerous occasions , the Faculty has been assured by
President Edwar~s that Clemson University is not in the stud ent
numbers game .

With this strong Administrative support , the

/fJ9
Faculty of Clemson University has an opportunity and an
ob l igation to develop and maintain quality academic programs .
It i s the responsibility and duty of the Facu lty to determine
and maint2in t hese academic standa:ds .

B. J . Prochaska , Ph.D .
President, 1970-71
Faculty Senate

